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“Politics doesn’t always happen – it actually hap-
pens very little or rarely” (Rancière, 1999, p. 17).
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Abstract

Marketplaces are hot. New markets, such as farmers’ mar-
kets and gourmet markets, pop up every day in cities around
the world. This development is not only riding the wave of
the current popularity of food and foodism, but is also en-
thusiastically supported by urban planners and development
corporations worldwide. These new markets are, however,
often celebrated at the expense of the public markets that
they so often replace. Indeed, just as new marketplaces are
popping up throughout the city, existing markets in these
very same cities are being downsized, relocated or closed.

The replacement of public markets by private ‘festival
marketplaces’ is not innocent. As catalysts for gentrifica-
tion, this replacement is symptomatic of today’s urban gov-
ernance, which is characterised by what I call an ‘ethical
urbanism’ – a way of governing the city that imposes a par-
ticular ‘aesthetics’ on urban space that determines what can
be seen and what can be heard, and what is merely noise.

Against the backdrop of this ethical urbanism, in which
public domain is becoming increasingly marginalised, resis-
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tance develops. Those who were not visible or audible before
are popping up to disrupt the prevailing story told by today’s
urban governance. The meaningful emergence of alternative
new stories is what I call moments of ‘politics’, and consti-
tutes public domain.

This thesis provides an analysis of the micro-politics of
public domain, as observed in the markets of Istanbul, Am-
sterdam and London. In urban marketplaces, the politics
of public domain is made explicit. The question this thesis
asks is therefore: How does public domain take place in urban
marketplaces? Or more specifically: What are the forces that
act upon public domain in urban marketplaces that restrict
their publicness, and what, on the other hand, are the char-
acteristics of markets as a form of public space that enable
the development of public domain?

In answering this question, this thesis claims that urban
marketplaces support the development of public domain in
three interrelated ways: (1) marketplaces act as ‘public al-
leys’ that open up parts of the city that would otherwise
remain inaccessible to many; (2) marketplaces are spaces of
‘comfortable surprises’ where people feel sufficiently at ease
to be open to unpredictable encounters with the other; and
(3) marketplaces are spaces of ‘radical diversity’ that enable
people to appear from different places at the same time and
to break through the fixed identifications of the dominant
order.

By looking at markets, both historic and contemporary,
we learn that public domain is vulnerable and caught in the
perpetual tension between regulation and resistance. Public
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domain is something that requires a balance between facili-
tation and regulation. This balance cannot be assumed, but
has to be actively maintained by all stakeholders involved.





Samenvatting

Markten zijn ‘hot’. Dagelijks openen er nieuwe markten,
zoals boerenmarkten en delicatesse-markten, in steden over
de gehele wereld. Deze ontwikkeling profiteert van de popu-
lariteit van ‘eten’ en van ‘foodies’ en wordt ook enthousiast
omarmd door beleidsmakers en projectontwikkelaars wereld-
wijd. Echter, vaak gaan deze nieuwe markten ten koste
van al bestaande publieke markten. Terwijl er dus overal
in de stad nieuwe markten geopend worden, worden tege-
lijkertijd bestaande markten in deze zelfde steden ingeperkt,
verplaatst of simpelweg gesloten.

Het vervangen van publieke markten door particuliere
‘festival markten’ is niet iets onschuldigs. Als aanjager van
wat ook wel ‘gentrification’ wordt genoemd, is deze vervang-
ing tekenend voor de huidige wijze van stedelijk bestuur. Ik
noem dit een ‘ethische stedelijkheid’ – oftewel, een manier
van stedelijk bestuur waarbij er een specifieke ‘esthetiek’ op
de stedelijke omgeving wordt opgelegd die bepaalt wat kan
worden gezien en gehoord, en wat slechts ruis is.

Tegen de achtergrond van deze ethische stedelijkheid –

ix
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waarin publiek domein steeds meer gemarginaliseerd wordt
– ontstaat ook verzet. Zij die voorheen niet zichtbaar of
hoorbaar waren duiken op om het heersende verhaal van de
huidige ethische stedelijkheid te verstoren. Het betekenisvol
verschijnen in de publieke ruimte van nieuwe verhalen is wat
ik momenten van ‘politiek’ noem – en dit is wat publiek
domein vormt.

Door middel van een studie naar markten in Istanbul,
Amsterdam en Londen, biedt dit proefschrift een analyse
van de micro-politiek van publiek domein. Het is in ste-
delijke markten dat de politiek van publiek domein expli-
ciet wordt. De vraag die aan dit proefschrift ten grondslag
ligt is daarom: Hoe vindt publiek domein plaats in stede-
lijke markten? Of, preciezer: Welke krachten worden er
uitgeoefend op publiek domein in markten die hun publiek-
zijn beperken, en welke karakteristieken van markten als een
vorm van publieke ruimte maken de ontwikkeling van publiek
domein juist mogelijk?

In de beantwoording van deze vraagt beweer ik in dit
proefschrift dat stedelijke markten de ontwikkeling van pu-
bliek domein mogelijk maken op drie met elkaar samenhang-
ende manieren: (1) markten fungeren als ‘publieke steegjes’
die delen van de stad toegankelijk maken die anders voor ve-
len niet toegankelijk zouden zijn; (2) markten zijn plekken
van ‘aangename verrassingen’ waar mensen zodanig op hun
gemak zijn dat ze open staan voor onverwachte ontmoetingen
met onbekenden; en (3) markten zijn plekken van ‘radicale
diversiteit’ waar mensen op hetzelfde moment vanuit ver-
schillende plaatsen kunnen verschijnen en daardoor de starre
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identificaties die onderdeel zijn van het dominante verhaal
doorbreken.

Door dit onderzoek naar – zowel historische als heden-
daagse – markten leren we dat publiek domein kwetsbaar
is en gevangen zit in de eeuwigdurende spanning tussen re-
gulering aan de ene kant en verzet hiertegen aan de andere
kant. Publiek domein vereist een balans tussen faciliteren
en reguleren. Deze balans kan echter niet zomaar veronder-
steld worden, maar moet door alle betrokken partijen actief
worden onderhouden.
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Glossary

Marketplaces are defined in relational terms, as physically
grounded nodes in multiple networks of products, people and
ideas; they are urban and ambulatory settings of actual in-
teraction amongst potential buyers and sellers; to a greater
or lesser extent they are based on food as their main vocabu-
lary of action; finally, their actual appearance is very diverse,
ranging from open-air street markets to covered market halls.
The marketplaces in this thesis are considered to be public
space.

Public space is defined as those spaces in which public do-
main develops.

Public domain is defined as the domain of exchange of
different stories.

Aesthetics is defined as the order of the visible and the
sayable.

xxv
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Police is defined as the effectuation and protection of a cer-
tain aesthetic configuration.

Ethics is defined as the establishment of an identity between
what can be seen, and what should be seen, between what
can be heard, and what should be heard.

Ethical urbanism is defined as a type of urban governance
that imposes a particular aesthetics on urban public space.

Politics is defined as the disruption of the police order, and
hence as the actualisation of public domain.

Public alleys are defined as ephemeral places that open up
parts of the city that are otherwise inaccessible.

Spaces of comfortable surprises are defined as spaces in
which people feel comfortable enough to encounter the un-
known.

Spaces of radical diversity are defined as spaces that are
both temporally and spatially diverse.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Janus-faced marketplace
Urban markets are hot. From Seattle to Sydney and from
Turin to Toronto, new marketplaces are popping up in cities
to meet the interests of city dwellers in sustainable and
healthy food and lively places to meet one another. Inspired
by global movements such as Slow Food, but also triggered
by food-related scandals such as BSE and genetically mod-
ified foods, the young urban professional no longer trusts
– at least on the weekends – the anonymous supermarket,
preferring instead to shop in one of the farmers’ markets in
town. As studies from the US show, people are buying more
fresh, local and organic fruit and vegetables in farmers’ mar-
kets than they normally buy in supermarkets, suggesting a
healthier and more environmentally friendly diet, and offer-
ing a boost to the local economy (A. Brown, 2001; Govin-
dasamy, Italia, & Adelaja, 2002; S. Brown & Miller, 2008).

This development has not gone unnoticed by planners
and politicians, who increasingly appreciate the value of
urban marketplaces in relation to other planning agendas,
which cover topics such as health, sustainability and the lo-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

cal economy. From local authorities across the globe to in-
ternational organisations such as the European Union and
the United Nations, marketplaces are gaining prominence
in planning strategies (Jimenez, 2012; Machell & Caraher,
2012; Urbact, 2013). Indeed, it is commonly accepted that
marketplaces are much more than sites of economic ex-
change. As Morales puts it, it is their multifunctionality
that makes them attractive to policy makers (Morales, 2011).
Markets – in all their various appearances – provide a healthy
and culturally diverse range of food. They boost the local
economy and facilitate an entrance into entrepreneurship for
immigrants and vulnerable groups in particular. Markets at-
tract tourism, they animate what might otherwise be a dull
part of town, and they provide a place for people to meet
and interact. And they do this in a surprisingly flexible way.
In short, markets are a crucial part of life in the diverse and
dynamic places that are the cities of today. And planners
are starting to see this.

Yet despite the praise that urban marketplaces receive
from city residents and planners alike, many markets today
are facing the threat of closure, reduction or relocation (e.g.
Shepherd, 2009; Keck, 2012; Seligmann & Guevera, 2013;
Pang & Sterling, 2013; Baral, 2016). In the eyes of public
authorities, marketplaces pose a threat to the public order.
The very qualities of marketplaces that contribute to their
‘publicness’ – their volatility, openness and diverseness – are
perceived in terms of unpredictability, uncontrollability and
incongruousness. Markets are characterised as problematic
sites in relation to health and safety, traffic congestion and
illegality in general. The market is perceived as a place of
chaos and disorder, it is seen as a domain of public discontent
and dispute, and as a constraint on modernisation. As the
former deputy mayor of Budapest blatantly put it: ‘markets
are symbols of poverty’ (Polyák, 2014, p. 48).

Framed in terms of danger and risk, very often the above-
mentioned characterisations of the urban marketplace are
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borne out of an entrepreneurial style of urban governance
that seeks to ‘do business’ by bringing urban space itself
‘to the market’ (Harvey, 1989, 2012). Because marketplaces
are often situated in what are now considered prime loca-
tions within cities short on empty space – in general, mar-
kets take place in relatively large areas in close proximity
to (public) transportation hubs – the sites that they occupy
are often seen as exclusive real estate development opportu-
nities (Janssens, 2012a). Clearing out these spaces is nec-
essary to attract investors. By engaging in public-private
partnerships, local governments can speculate in land value
and support what is often called urban ‘placemaking’, a pro-
cess of transforming so-called underused or deprived areas
of the city into commercially attractive sites. London is a
textbook example of how entrepreneurial urbanism replaces
public markets with corporate retail spaces, where the vo-
cabulary of regeneration and social mixing is invoked to le-
gitimise state-led gentrification (Dines, 2009; Zukin, 2010;
Parkinson, 2012).

This narrative of the market as a place that is difficult
to manage is fed, among others, by the lobby of interna-
tional supermarket chain stores, which are poised to take
over some of the roles that markets fulfil in cities, especially
the provision of food (Sebastiani, Monagnini, & Dalli, 2013;
K. Shaw & Monana, 2014; Visconti, Minowa, & Maclaran,
2014). Copenhagen in the last century has embraced the
ideal of the shopping mall and has abandoned its public mar-
kets altogether, just as many north American cities have done
(Brandt-Badaire, 2011). This phenomenon is not exclusively
visible in the global North, but is a growing trend in Asia,
the Middle East, Africa and Latin America as well. In Is-
tanbul, for example, the city government has embarked on a
plan to systematically close down all of its markets and offer
the prime sites that they occupy to private real estate devel-
opers (see Chapter 6). Likewise, in Almaty, Kazakhstan, the
local government is ‘re-constructing’ the city’s markets into
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regulated, modern shopping malls (Spector, 2008).
Taking this one step further, real estate developers have

cleverly snatched the romantic image of the marketplace
as a ‘real’ and ‘authentic’ urban experience by incorporat-
ing ‘marketplaces’ into their designs. In London’s recently
opened Westfield Stratford City shopping mall complex, for
example, the so-called Great Eastern Market is a collection
of food outlets, much like a food court, which is promoted on
signs throughout the shopping mall as ‘a modern interpreta-
tion of a traditional market’. Likewise, the cluster of market
stalls that ought to resemble a marketplace stands somewhat
uncomfortably in the vast marble environment of the Kanyon
shopping mall in Istanbul. And a similar fate has befallen
Amsterdam’s Food Hallen: celebrated as the Dutch version
of Barcelona’s Boqueria, the former tram depot boosts ‘var-
ious hospitality concepts’ that resemble more a food court
than a public marketplace.

The replacement of existing markets by ‘spectacular’
gourmet markets rests on the popularity of food as a trendy
topic in urban planning and the embracement of the topic
by urban planners, comparable with the enthusiasm for ‘cre-
ativity’ and the attraction of ‘the creative class’ a decade ear-
lier (Dijstelbloem, 2013, p. 183). The redevelopment of the
Food Center Wholesale Market in Amsterdam into a ‘culi-
nary hotspot’ is, according to Dijstelbloem, an example of
such a limited view on the relationship between food and
the city. Indeed, if the intention of the redevelopment of
the Food Center was to make the connection between food
production and consumption visible, why then is the slaugh-
terhouse being relocated outside of the city, out of sight and
smell of urban dwellers?

It would, of course, be too easy to dismiss the thriv-
ing, hip farmers’ markets and gourmet markets as nostal-
gic, themed experiences, where an emerging interest in food
among the urban middle classes provides merely an arena for
the collection of ‘cultural capital’ and an expression of good
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taste in a Bourdieuian sense of the word. Yet this ‘gover-
nance by spectacle’, as Harvey puts it (Harvey, 2006, p. 28),
is far from innocent. First of all, it frequently draws atten-
tion, and resources, away from broader problems that might
prevail in the city. Second, it often befuddles gentrification
agendas by clouds of beautiful words that promise ‘authentic’
and ‘fun’ places (e.g. Poynter, 2009; Fainstein, 2010). But
furthermore, as the spectacle takes over, the revitalisation
of urban public space through the creation of marketplaces
poses a threat to the ‘publicness’ of urban spaces in cities
itself.

1.2 Marketplaces as public domain
The Janus-faced characteristic of the urban marketplace –
its celebration might very well be a disguised abduction of
the public character of the marketplace – is symptomatic of
a prevailing attitude of urban planners towards public space
in the city. Indeed, while this thesis talks about market-
places, it is in fact not about markets per se, but about the
tensions that govern urban public space that make it at once
‘thrilling’ and ‘threatening’ (Laermans, 2001, p. 29), and
hence something that has to be ‘put in place’. Following
Hajer & Reijndorp (2001), the publicness of public space is
defined not by its accessibility (is the site publicly accessible
or not?), nor by its ownership (is the site publicly owned or
not?), but by the possibility for, and actual occurrence of,
interaction among different social groups – in other words,
by the possibility for ‘public domain’ to develop. Through an
empirical study of different markets in the cities of London,
Amsterdam and Istanbul, then, and the ambiguities and ten-
sions that animate the struggles that these markets face, this
thesis makes the dynamics of public domain explicit.

As this thesis argues, the ‘replacement’ – whether con-
sciously planned by the local authorities, or prompted by the
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promises of prosperity of international project developers –
of existing public marketplaces by ‘festival marketplaces’ in-
volves the imposition of a particular aesthetics onto urban
spaces. Here, ‘aesthetics’ refers not just to the domain of
art or beauty, but rather to the sensory experience in more
general terms. Aesthetics, following the work of the critical
philosopher Jacques Rancière, is the order of the visible and
the sayable, it is a particular division of spaces and times
that determines their properties and possibilities for things
or people to appear and to be spoken of (Rancière, 2004).
Imposing a particular aesthetics onto urban public spaces,
then, exposes what I call a kind of ‘ethical urbanism’, an
urbanism that distinguishes between what can be seen and
heard in the city, and what is merely noise.

Ethical urbanism is in essence the urban planning mani-
festation of what Rancière calls the ‘police’ (Rancière, 1999,
p. 29). Contrary to the common usage of the word, Ran-
cière uses the term ‘police’ to refer to the practices of fixing
and generalising a particular aesthetic configuration onto so-
ciety. This type of urbanism is ‘ethical’ not because it is
morally just, but because it establishes an identity between
what should be seen and what can be seen, between what
should be heard and what can be heard; it is ethical precisely
by imposing one particular aesthetics over others (Rancière,
2010).

Understood in this way, any type of urban governance
that defines what can be seen and heard and what is merely
noise is an expression of ethical urbanism. Yet as Harvey and
others have argued, a particular ethical urbanism, driven by
spectacle and consumption, prevails in today’s cities (e.g.
Harvey, 1973; Sennett, 1977; Sorkin, 1992; Mitchell, 2003;
M. Davis, 2006; Soja, 2010). We can see this ethical ur-
banism at work in multiple urban spaces, including market-
places, but also parks, squares, streets and so on. This even
prompted Lefebvre, in one of his later essays, to mourn the
disappearance of the urban, the loss of public domain in the
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city, where all that remains of the city are spaces of spec-
tacle and consumption (Lefebvre, 2014). In these spaces,
the emphasis is on a form of policing that favours order and
predictability, and is this accomplished by strong regimes
of visibility and identification. The omnipresence of CCTV
cameras is but one example of this, as are gates around parks
and bright spotlights in urban squares. Again, London –
with the ‘redevelopment’ of Old Spitalfields Market, Covent
Garden Market (Jacobs, 1992; Fevre & Pickering, 1972) and
possibly in the near future Smithfield Market (J. Anderson,
2014) into new, predictable and clearly demarcated festival
marketplaces, with the aim of increasing local real estate
prices – serves as a textbook example of how this particular
form of ethical urbanism manifests itself.

Analysed in narrative terms, the threat to public domain
that this ethical urbanism embodies, and the fixing of a par-
ticular aesthetics onto society, is the tyranny of a strong,
stifling story that envelopes public domain. When different
stories compete for dominance and legitimacy, the strongest
story aims to maintain its own dominant position by pre-
venting other stories from popping up. The dominant story,
as it were, ‘narrows down’ the domain of stories, so that al-
ternative stories have fewer possibilities to emerge. This is
what this thesis identifies as the expression of the prevalent
ethical urbanism that characterises the cities of today.

As ethical urbanism proceeds steadily, and public domain
in the city becomes increasingly restricted to one particular
aesthetic order, resistance develops. Sooner or later, the po-
lice order creates its own antagonist, in what Rancière calls
‘politics’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 37). Again, his terminology
requires us to move beyond common understandings of the
term. Politics, in a Rancièrean sense, are moments in which
the aesthetic order of the police is disrupted, in which that
which has not been seen or heard is made visible and audible.
In moments of politics, new ways of seeing and new ways of
hearing emerge that challenge the dominant order. As alter-
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native stories break through, and provoke a revision of the
aesthetic order, the domain of stories becomes, as it were,
‘stretched up’. This stretching up of the domain of stories is
the narrative understanding of the manifestation of ‘politics’
in public space, or the transformation of public space into
public domain.

Moments of politics are thus not self-evident; they hap-
pen in response to the strangling regulations of the police,
when the conditions allow for it. But moments of politics,
as Rancière and others argue, are crucial for any democratic
society – if this is to mean more than the juridico-political
form of the state shaped by the police – as moments in which
voices, especially those of the ‘other’ who is not partaking
in the dominant story, reach out and demand to be heard
(Rancière, 1999, 2006, 2010).

Although Rancière’s work has been influential in philo-
sophical thinking, in particular in the philosophy of arts (e.g.
Berrebi, 2008; Bowman & Stamp, 2009), and has also gained
attention in geography (Dikeç, 2013), scholars in the social
sciences are relatively underexposed to his work. One of the
reasons for this might be Rancière’s explicit aversion to so-
ciology as a discipline – and perhaps even more so to ‘the
Sociologist’ as an accomplice in concealing the power struc-
tures that keep the ‘lowly ranked’ in their place (Rancière,
2004; Janssens, 2012a) – and his explicit normative argument
regarding the realisation of politics proper. From this posi-
tion, Nicholls and Uitermark (2016) suggest that Rancière
is not interested in explaining how exactly these moments
of politics take place; indeed, his work does not provide an
operationalisation that allows social scientists to understand
the concrete expressions of his conceptual framework in em-
pirical case studies.

What Rancière does help us to see is what is at stake in
the regulation and development – in his terms, the policing –
of public space, and the pursuit of a particular aesthetics in
today’s ethical urbanism. I thus draw on Rancière’s analysis
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to frame a set of questions that can open up, and opera-
tionalise, his key concepts for ethnographic research, and to
bridge to an empirical analysis of how politics develops in
and around the policing of urban marketplaces.

This thesis is thus a study of the vulnerability of pub-
lic domain – not as an abstract space, but as it exists in a
concrete expression in particular settings and forms of per-
formance. The main question that this thesis therefore aims
to answer is:

How does public domain take place in urban mar-
ketplaces?

Or more specifically:

What are the forces that act upon public domain
in urban marketplaces that restrict their public-
ness, and what, on the other hand, are the char-
acteristics of markets as a form of public space
that enable the development of public domain?

This thesis is thus not a romantic call for traditional mar-
ketplaces, nor a cry over the loss of public domain in the
city, but rather an empirical analysis of the vulnerability of
public domain and the perpetual tension between regulation
and resistance, between ‘police’ and the ‘politics’ that it pro-
vokes.

As this thesis moves back and forth between the cities of
London, Amsterdam and Istanbul, Chapters 6 to 8 elaborate
on how an ethical urbanism threatens existing public mar-
kets in these three cities. In Istanbul, the makeshift markets
that pop up in different parts of the city every day are being
‘captured’ and ‘fixed’ to predetermined spots, such as under-
ground car parks, where their flexible and volatile character
is restricted. Yet it is precisely the ephemeral quality of the
market that supports the development of public domain in a
city where public space is being privatised at a rapid pace.
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As ‘public alleys’, the marketplaces in Istanbul open up parts
of the city that otherwise remain inaccessible to many, and
thereby create the possibility for people to interact and for
alternative stories to gain ground.

In Amsterdam, the marketplace supports the develop-
ment of public domain through what this thesis identifies as
the possibility for ‘comfortable surprises’. In the open-air
daily street markets that are used by a variety of different
groups in the city, people feel sufficiently at ease to be open
to unpredictable encounters with the other and to exchange
stories through which they make sense of themselves and the
world. While the merits of the markets are recognised by the
public authorities, the ‘messiness’ that contributes to their
publicness makes them problematic from a managerial per-
spective and vulnerable to redevelopment and regeneration.
Indeed, the ethical urbanism of today’s cities is clearly vis-
ible in the present plans of the municipality of Amsterdam
to get rid of the public markets altogether. As in Istanbul,
moments of politics thus fail to materialise in Amsterdam.
Yet where a strong form of outright policing prevents politics
from taking place in Istanbul, the anxiety over disagreement
and confrontation, and the removal of any potential struggle
from the domain of politics into the domain of administra-
tion, prevents new stories from taking root in Amsterdam.

As the story from London shows, marketplaces are fer-
tile grounds for politics to emerge. Against the backdrop
of bold ‘regeneration’ plans by a real estate developer who,
under the aegis of a confident local council, wants to remove
an old covered market to make way for a new commercial
development, the marketplace proves to be a space of ‘rad-
ical diversity’. Radical diversity here refers to the temporal
and spatial diversity of urban spaces as nodes in intrinsi-
cally local and global networks, which allow people to break
with the fixed identifications that are imposed on them and
rather appear from different places at the same time. In the
marketplace in London, politics takes place. For a schematic
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Forces that restrict
the publicness of
public domain

Characteristics that
enable the develop-
ment of public do-
main

Istanbul direct oppression and
fixation of urban space

markets as ‘public al-
leys’

Amsterdam bureaucratisation and
privatisation

markets as ‘comfort-
able surprises’

London repudiation and regen-
eration

the ‘radical diversity’
of the marketplace

These are the policing
forces of an ethical ur-
banism

These are the qualities
that support moments
of politics

Table 1.1: Overview of the vulnerability of public domain as
it is threatened by an ethical urbanism, and the character-
istics of the market as a potential place for politics to take
place

overview of the cases, see Table 1.1.

1.3 Disciplinary grounding
This thesis combines approaches and insights from many of
the social sciences, including anthropology, sociology and po-
litical science, as well as history, philosophy, social geogra-
phy and design. The complexity of urban public space and
its relationship to varying fields such as planning, health and
sustainability not only justify an interdisciplinary approach,
but, as Harvey has compellingly argued (Harvey, 1973), ac-
tually demand one.

This thesis situates itself within the tradition of urban
studies – understood as an approach, rather than a disci-
pline or a field, as it combines elements of various disciplines
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(Taverne, de Klerk, Ramakers, & Dembski, 2012). By focus-
ing on the role of the city, rather than the (nation) state, as
the unit of analysis, and by taking the city as an actor rather
than a mere background in which the developments that are
described in this thesis occur, this thesis acknowledges the
multiplicity and often conflicting nature of governing bodies
that are easily overlooked if we think about the state as the
prime governing body. As Harvey puts it, discussing urban
entrepreneurialism, urban governance ‘mixes together state
powers . . . with a wide array of organisational forms in civil
society . . . and private interests . . . to form coalitions to pro-
mote or manage urban or regional development of one sort
or another’ (Harvey, 2012, p. 100, see also Harvey, 1989;
Wood, 1998).

The city is at once grounded in its specific locality, his-
tory and material conditions, and simultaneously connected
to global processes of, for example, city branding for tourism
and business, and to flows of people, goods, services and
ideas. This dynamic character applies to extraordinary cities
that claim a leading role on the global stage, as much as to
less pretentious ones (Robinson, 2002; Dines, 2012). This is
clearly visible when looking at the cities of London, Amster-
dam and Istanbul, and the ways in which they govern their
marketplaces.

Magnusson, like Harvey, promotes a turn from an analysis
of politics from the perspective of the state towards an anal-
ysis of politics from the perspective of the city – in his words,
a turn towards ‘seeing like a city’ (Magnusson, 2008, 2010,
2011). ‘To envision the political through the city’, Magnus-
son argues, ‘is to see it in terms of complex practices of gov-
ernment and self-government, practices that always involve
multiple authorities in different registers’ (Magnusson, 2008,
p. 2). Such a perspective allows for a dynamic understanding
of politics and governance that overcomes such dichotomies
as structure and order on the one hand, and agency and
change on the other; indeed, dichotomies that profoundly fail
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to capture the tension of governing the urban marketplace.
An analysis of politics from the perspective of the city can
similarly help us to get around another false line of demar-
cation that has hampered our understanding of politics and
governance, namely that between nature on the one hand
and society on the other (Heynen, Kaika, & Swyngedouw,
2006); for in the end, Harvey maintains rather rhetorically,
there is ‘nothing unnatural about New York City’ (Harvey,
1993, p. 28).

Quite to the point, Magnusson furthermore explains how
the ‘urban turn’ is in many ways a re-turn, as ‘the state’
as we presently know it (e.g. the nation state (B. Anderson,
1983)) is really quite a recent phenomenon. Indeed, while the
world is urbanising at an unprecedented pace, existing cities
in Europe, for example, are increasingly becoming the cor-
nerstones of supra-national networks such as the European
Union – a development that reduces, or at least changes, the
role of the nation state as we presently know it (Brenner,
1998; Sassen, 2002).

So while the markets of, let’s say, Seattle, Sydney, Turin
and Toronto can only be understood within their specific lo-
cal contexts, they are intrinsically linked through processes
that are prevalent in each of these cities on a daily basis.
As Holston remarks, cities are ‘full of stories’ that are both
‘epic and everyday’, but knowing them is ‘always experimen-
tal’ (Holston, 1999, p. 155). Browne likewise muses when
describing the bazaar of Isfahan:

The bazaar presents the story line – the continu-
ity – which is enriched throughout its length by
the events which occur along the way – some big
and important, some small and delicate: all close
knit to the main thread (Browne, 1976, p. 265).
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1.4 Outline of the thesis
This thesis can be divided into three parts. In the first part,
Chapter 2 grounds the thesis in a broader academic discus-
sion on stories, public space and politics. Chapter 3 then fur-
ther introduces the topic of this research and offers a system-
atic definition of the urban marketplace. Chapter 4 brings
the two together and formulates the three socio-spatial qual-
ities of markets that provide the tools with which to analyse
the case studies. Chapter 5, finally, discusses the methods
that have been used to answer the research questions under-
lying this thesis.

In the second part, the three cities – Istanbul, Amster-
dam and London – take centre stage. Rather than compris-
ing a comparative study, the three cities each shed a different
light on urban marketplaces (see also Table 1.1). They pro-
vide different perspectives on how public domain functions in
cities. As Hajer has argued, it is in the interaction between
the stories of the protagonists and the antagonists that the
scenes on which the players subsequently act are scripted and
staged (Hajer, 2005). Chapters 6 to 8 follow the dynamics
of the conflicts by looking over the shoulders of each of the
actors involved. This is the plot of the story.

In Chapter 6, the thesis follows in the footsteps of Davut,
a young man from Istanbul who, with his friends and family,
travels around the Turkish capital to set up markets in dif-
ferent parts of town each day. The ‘public alleys’ that he cre-
ates open up routes in the city that would otherwise remain
closed. Yet the local government perceives these markets as
undeniable disasters that block the economic and social de-
velopment of the neighbourhood, and has therefore embarked
on a systematic effort to close them.

The case of the Dapper Market in Amsterdam East
(Chapter 7) further complicates the notion of ethical urban-
ism, because in contrast to the situation in Istanbul – where
a single dominant story of the need to modernise and for-
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malise the urban fabric is threatening the existence of the
markets – here two strong stories prevail. In their mutual
competition, the market in these two stories is framed in
clear and straightforward terms: it is either a place of op-
portunity where the idea of a multicultural city is celebrated,
or a place of loss where multiculturalism is a fallacy. Yet this
duality in the representation of the market obscures the ways
in which the market, as a place that offers the possibility to
encounter ‘comfortable surprises’, develops public domain.

The London case, finally, centres around the conflict over
the future of Queen’s Market. Here, we witness moments
of politics, as alternative stories find ways to pop up and
claim legitimacy in the hostile environment of a strong, hege-
monic story. This, the chapter argues, happens on the fertile
grounds of the marketplace, as a place of ‘radical diversity’.
In the market, positions – both in space and time – are flex-
ible and adaptive to the needs of subaltern stories in their
struggle against what Rancière has called the ‘police order’.
As the chapter shows, humour, as a narrative expression of
radical diversity, plays a key role in this by provoking a re-
sponse from the police order that exposes the contradictory
constitution of the dominant story.

As the above introductions have made clear, the plots of
each of these stories – the narrative conflicts themselves –
are supported by the moral schemes that back up the com-
peting stories. These moral schemes – e.g. ‘marketplaces are
a sign of backwardness’ versus ‘markets are crucial for living
in a complex urban environment’ in Istanbul, ‘untrustwor-
thy traders frustrate the good functioning of the market’
versus ‘shallow engagement makes policy makers oblivious
to the real value of the market’ in Amsterdam, and ‘depriva-
tion legitimises top down regeneration schemes’ versus ‘local
interests should not be ignored in favour of foreign invest-
ment’ in London – all make sure that the core elements of
the narratives are well preserved, while the claims made by
the ‘other’ are dismissed as meaningless. Indeed, as Cobb
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puts it, narrative conflict is ‘a struggle over meaning’ (Cobb,
2006, p. 163), a struggle over what can be said and what can
be heard, and who shall decide upon this.

Collectively, then, these chapters bring us to an answer
to the research question in the final concluding part of this
thesis. By creating ‘public alleys’, that allow for ‘comfort-
able surprises’ due to their ‘radical diversity’, marketplaces
in Istanbul, Amsterdam and London can function as public
domain in which alternative stories can pop up and new ways
of seeing and hearing can emerge. That is, marketplaces can
be places in which ‘politics’, in a Rancièrean way, is made.

In Appendix B, the thesis anticipates the future of urban
marketplaces in the three cities by proposing actual policy
interventions or market designs. In London, adaptations of
existing and future policy have been pursued. In Istanbul, a
request by the local government to design a sustainable mar-
ketplace for a suburban neighbourhood is discussed. And in
Amsterdam, a completely different design for flexible market-
places that move through the city – called ’Flying Markets’
– is proposed.



Chapter 2

Public Space, Stories
& Politics

2.1 Public space

Public space is nowadays considered an asset to cities. Large
cities such as New York that have for quite some time ne-
glected their public spaces are now hiring companies such as
the Project for Public Spaces (PPS) to advise them on how to
develop their open spaces. New York’s High Line, a popular
city park on an abandoned elevated railway line, is frequently
mentioned as a success story in ‘placemaking’; that is, the
transformation of underused open space into highly used, of-
ten commercially valuable, public space. Clearly, there is
money to be made from ‘public space’. But what exactly
‘counts’ as public space is by no means clear or agreed upon.

In collaboration with PPS, the United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat), in its 2011 resolution
on public space, has invited local authorities and govern-
ments to facilitate the use of public space in cities, arguing for
a prioritisation of the social production of public space. Yet

17
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apart from a casual reference to these so-called public spaces
as ‘streets, parks and markets’, a clear definition is not pro-
vided throughout the resolution (UN-Habitat, 2011, p. 2).
The Charter on public space that was developed during the
first two editions of the Rome Biennial of Public Space, which
aims to contribute to UN-Habitat’s third world-wide confer-
ence ‘Habitat III’ in Quito in 2016, also recognises the need
for a clear and comprehensive definition of public space. Yet
in formulating shared principles, it reaches a rather broad
definition (BSP, 2013).

One difficulty in defining public space is the variety of
terms that are used, often interchangeably, according to the
fashion of the time or the emphasis of the argument. While
some authors use the phrase ‘public space’ (e.g. Mitchell,
2003; N. Smith & Low, 2006), others prefer ‘public sphere’
(Habermas, 1991), ‘public realm’ (Lofland, 1998) or ‘public
domain’ (Hajer & Reijndorp, 2001) to stress the social, ex-
periential or interactional elements of space. The concept
of ‘public space’ is, according to these latter authors, in-
sufficiently able to relate to the metaphysical level of space
(N. Smith & Low, 2006, p. 5). Though not quite reducible
to a materialist approach versus an idealist approach, it is
nevertheless precisely this distinction in the literature that
obscures our understanding of the concept. What can be
taken from this ‘wealth’ of definitions is therefore the fact
that space, if anything, is more than just materiality – it is
indeed, following Lefebvre (1991), lived and constructed.

Some places are clearly accepted by most people (though
not by all) as public spaces. These include plazas, city parks
and market squares. Other places are only considered to
be public spaces if they are taken within a specific under-
standing of the term. These can be streets, beaches and
the Internet (as places that are accessible to all), or schools,
railway stations and town halls (as places that are publicly
governed or are created for the benefit of the public). In-
deed, (public) ownership and (public) accessibility are often
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taken to be defining characterisations of public space, and
feature as such in UN-Habitat’s recent paper on the issue in
its preparation for Habitat III (UN-Habitat, 2015).

Places such as public hospitals and libraries are also of-
ten regarded as public because they are publicly owned and
governed. This stands in contrast to privately owned spaces
such as homes and offices. Yet the Occupy Wall Street move-
ment that sprang up in 2011, for example, demonstrates that
a definition of public space based on ownership alone does
not suffice, as the occupiers in Zuccotti Park – a privately
owned square in Lower Manhattan – arguably occupied what
many would consider public space. It seems, therefore, that
spaces become public according to their use, rather than their
ownership.

Private ownership does not prevent public use, just as
public ownership does not guarantee unrestricted access by
the public (Zukin, 2010). Access to parks, squares and muse-
ums, for example – all spaces in the city that are governed in
many instances by the public authorities and are deemed, by
the naive definition based on ownership, to be public spaces
– is generally restricted to certain times (many parks in Lon-
don close after sunset), or according to certain conditions (no
drunkenness is allowed in squares in Amsterdam) or obliga-
tions (bags have to be searched and stored in lockers before
entering a museum in Istanbul). Indeed, Mitchell argues that
places such as parks, squares and museums are just as much
spaces of exclusion as they are of inclusion. Public spaces
that are governed by public bodies are, according to Mitchell,
frequently ‘subject to usage by an appropriate public that is
allowed in’ (emphasis in original, Mitchell, 1995, p. 115).

Harvey similarly discusses the public character of spaces
that are owned or governed by the public authorities. By tak-
ing the radical reorganisation of nineteenth century Paris as
an example, he shows how the specific material conditions of
the newly created boulevards did not simply enable the mil-
itary to directly control the (physical) space, but also served
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to artificially raise land and property prices (e.g. speculative
space) in a city that had been hit hard by the economic re-
cession of the mid-nineteenth century, and whose government
depended on the support of those who were starting to be-
come impatient. ‘Clearly’, Harvey concludes, ‘the meaning
of the new public spaces depended in large measure upon
the private interests (such as landowners, developers, con-
struction interests and workers, commerce of all kinds) they
supported’ (Harvey, 2006, p. 21).

Rather than taking ownership as the decisive criterion
for differentiating between private and public space, authors
have often taken their accessibility as a critical condition.
Spaces are considered to be public when they are freely ac-
cessible, or private when they are only accessible to members
of a certain group. Accessibility here refers not just to phys-
ical accessibility, but also to financial accessibility (e.g. in
the case of entrance fees or transportation costs), cultural
accessibility (e.g. comfort and social capital required to par-
ticipate), and other potential restrictions to access an open
space (e.g. lack of time or language skills, or other discrimi-
nating criteria).

Oldenburg (1999) refines the distinction between public
and private space on the basis of accessibility even further by
identifying a ‘third space’ in between the home and the office
on the one hand (as the first and second spaces respectively,
both more towards the ‘private’ end of the spectrum) and
the street on the other. This third space is protected enough
to be comfortable, yet open enough to allow for spontaneous
interaction with unknown people. Also described as quasi-
public spaces, third spaces such as cafés and restaurants pro-
vide neutral ground for people to come and go as they please,
and to engage in informal conversations across social groups.
As such, they can be understood as an intermediate cate-
gory between a relatively inward-looking parochial order of
familiarity on the one hand (such as that amongst colleagues
or neighbours), and the public social order of obscurity (e.g.
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the street, the train station) on the other (Lofland, 1973;
Hunter, 1985).

In relation to this, Lofland provides an understanding of
public space that combines notions of ownership, accessibil-
ity and unpredictability by introducing a fourth criterion:
interaction. According to Lofland, places can be called pub-
lic when they are not privately owned, are openly accessible,
and when they provide opportunities for people to meet those
with whom they are not already, at least in general, familiar
(Lofland, 1989, 1998). By emphasising the element of the en-
counter with the unknown in public space, Lofland relates to
Hannerz’s characterisation of the city as a place of serendip-
ity (Hannerz, 1980). In the city, one runs the risk – or faces
the opportunity – of coming across that which one was not
looking for at all. It is in this light that Boomkens defines
public space specifically as ‘urban space’. In these places –
large, dense and diverse (Wirth, 1983) – people exchange
experiences through unpredictable moments of interaction
(Boomkens, 1998).

Urban serendipity as a defining characteristic of public
space indeed echoes Mitchell’s discussion of two opposing
views of urban space: one that is based on order and pre-
dictability, and another that ‘tolerates the risk of disorder’
as a central aspect of its functioning (Mitchell, 1995, p. 115).
In the latter understanding of urban space, one could add,
risk is not only tolerated but actually nurtured as the pos-
sibility for encountering the unexpected. It is therefore the
case that Paris’ Quartier Latin, with its seemingly unordered
pattern of small streets, alleyways and sudden corners, can
be regarded as more public than the grand boulevards on the
other side of the Seine.

But being ‘cosy and spontaneous’ does not make a place
public space. Spaces can be potentially public, but this po-
tential might not be actualised on all occasions. A central
square in a city, for example, can be the exclusive domain of
tourists or the cultural elite, yet during manifestations the
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square might be used by a wide range of people and thus
transformed into a public arena where ideas and expecta-
tions are exchanged. Indeed, public space, despite its phys-
ical component, is not just a ‘place’ that exists out there,
but is rather a contested space that is made and unmade in
interaction (Watson, 2006). Following Watson, public space
can be conceptualised as performative space:

Public space is always, in some sense, in a state of
emergence, never complete and always contested,
constituted in agonistic relations, in that it is im-
plicated in the production of identities as rela-
tional and produced through difference (Watson,
2006, p. 7).

In analysing public space, Anderson introduces the con-
cept of the ‘cosmopolitan canopy’. This is a metaphorical
canopy covering pluralist urban spaces that invite interac-
tion among different people who do not yet know each other,
and who would in other circumstances be unlikely to inter-
act due to barriers of unfamiliarity, including, but not lim-
ited to, gender, age, social class, appearance and, in Ander-
son’s case, race. Underneath a cosmopolitan canopy, people
do make contact with the other precisely because they do
not need to interact intimately, as if they were with close
friends. Rather, Anderson explains, ‘they simply share the
[space] with one another’ (E. Anderson, 2011, p. 51). These
volatile interactions, in which people, in Watson’s words, ‘rub
along’ (Watson, 2009, p. 1581), are characterised by what
Boomkens refers to as ‘absent attention’ (Boomkens, 1998, p.
101), a position of standing midway between passive observer
and active participant.

Anderson’s story about the cosmopolitan canopy is set
within the context of the modern day urban environment,
where, according to Simmel (1969) and the sociologists of
the Chicago School, the sharing of space has become in-
creasingly rare. When confronted with such confusing spaces
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such as cities, urban dwellers adopt an attitude of indiffer-
ence when they walk or drive through it. They scan for those
elements of the street scape that are relevant for them, while
filtering out, up to the point that they do not even notice,
elements that are deemed irrelevant. So it happens that peo-
ple walk past each other on the street but fail to notice one
another’s presence – let alone give expression to this aware-
ness, for example by exchanging greetings. And so the city
– whose ultimate ideal is the possibility of meeting others
(Bertolini, 2015, p. 40) – has developed into an ‘archipelago
of enclaves,’ in which people retreat to the perceived safety
of their own private urban zones (Caldeira, 1999; Hajer &
Reijndorp, 2001).

Extending from this, the accessible urban space that peo-
ple experience in the city shrinks, as unfamiliar spaces of
the other are imagined as dangerous and inaccessible, be-
longing to the poor and the homeless who cannot afford to
leave. Stories circulate – fed by popular media – about the
assumed danger of the ‘ghettos’ and ‘slums’ of the city, but
these stories are very rarely balanced by the stories of people
who actually live there. It is in opposition to these types of
urban environments, that Anderson identifies cosmopolitan
canopies.

In his usage of the word ‘cosmopolitan’, Anderson builds
on Appiah’s (2006) use of the term, and means by it the
general acceptance of people of a space that is shared, a
space that belongs to all. The Reading Terminal Market, a
popular marketplace in downtown Philadelphia, provides a
case in point, for there is a reason for everyone to be there,
and for no one in particular to claim it:

The cosmopolitan canopy is peculiar in that peo-
ple of diverse backgrounds feel they have an equal
right to be there. In this space, they can observe
and be observed by others, modeling comity un-
wittingly (E. Anderson, 2011, p. 278–279).
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Interaction beneath the canopy takes on a narrative form
when Anderson introduces the concept of ‘folk ethnography’,
for it is in the collecting, testing and sharing of stories –
much like what ethnographers do when they are ‘in the field’
– that people give meaning to their world. Under the shared
canopy of the marketplace, people write and re-write their
stories about the other (E. Anderson, 2004). As Anderson
puts it, ‘through this process, concepts and symbols emerge
and a vocabulary develops, allowing [people] to make greater
sense of the world’ (E. Anderson, 2011, p. 125). This shar-
ing of the space, Anderson argues, provides the opportunity
for people to ‘stretch themselves mentally, emotionally, and
socially’ (E. Anderson, 2011, p. 277) and to become ‘more
comfortable with diversity’ (E. Anderson, 2011, p. 281).

Anderson explicitly takes the social elements that con-
stitute shared canopies (the possibility to have a coffee, a
small chat, or the risk of running into an old friend), as
well as the physical aspects of the place (e.g. the lay-out
and appearance of the building, the location in connection
to public transport, the opening hours, et cetera) into ac-
count. It is important to note that the physical aspects of
shared canopies do not require the place to be literally cov-
ered. Although the Reading Terminal Market is housed in a
physical market building, the street markets of Amsterdam
– which are, without exeption, exposed to the elements – are
still considered shared canopies (see further Chapter 7), for
they provide a space for people to come together and ‘rub
along’. Shared canopies can, furthermore, differ in scale –
Anderson talks about single buildings as well as entire cities
(E. Anderson, 2011, p. 278) – and in endurance.

Habermas equally defines public space as a performative
space, where he analytically separates the spatial element
from the social element. In his view, the public sphere (which
he defines as the constituting social element of public space)
comes into being ‘in every conversation’ in which people or
groups come together to form a public (Habermas, 1974, p.
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49). In his understanding of public space, Habermas relates
to Arendt, who argues that public space (in her terms, public
realm) depends on the existence of a ‘space of appearance’.
This space of appearance comes into being ‘whenever men are
together in the manner of speech and action’ (Arendt, 1958,
p. 199). But as the term already signals, the mere presence
of stories in space is, in Arendt’s view, not sufficient for it
to become public. Rather, public space emerges through the
actuality of the appearance of different stories, where men
distinguish themselves and have their voices heard (Arendt,
1958, p. 176). As Arendt puts it, ‘wherever people gather
together, it is potentially there, but only potentially, not
necessarily and not forever’ (Arendt, 1958, p. 199).

Hajer and Reijndorp, subsequently, argue that public
domain – the decisive feature that makes places ‘public’ –
comes into being as ‘those places where an exchange be-
tween different social groups is possible and also actually
occurs’ (emphasis added, Hajer & Reijndorp, 2001, p. 11).
By emphasising the actual event of the exchange between
different social groups, Hajer and Reijndorp’s definition el-
evates the social element of space from an optional aspect
of public space – e.g. spaces in which people can interact –
to a constitutional – e.g. spaces are public when interaction
actually occurs.

In this respect, Arendt is quite sceptical of the potential
of marketplaces to enable the emergence of a public domain.
The Greek agora or the medieval marketplace, in her de-
scription, are characterised as places where people meet to
exchange products rather than stories, and indeed Aristotle
recommended the separation of the agora for politics and
the agora for commerce. The latter, in his view, is thus de-
void of meaningful appearances in Arendt’s sense, since the
significance of being together in public space lies precisely
in ‘seeing and hearing others, being seen and being heard
by them’ (Arendt, 1958, p. 58). This scepticism towards the
potential of marketplaces to function as public domain, how-
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ever, stems from a limited understanding of the marketplace,
as will be discussed in Chapter 3, and indeed other authors
have challenged the pessimistic view of the Greek and Ro-
man agora as places devoid of public domain by showing how
these marketplaces did in fact serve as important venues for
interaction and political conversation (Dickenson, 2011).

Likewise, popular media such as newspapers or televi-
sion, but also the Internet, seem fruitful places for public
domain to emerge. On online social media platforms such
as Facebook or Twitter, people meet in conversations. Yet
not everyone has equal access to online media. As Mitchell
argues, online environments are often regulated by private
owners and are subject to the obscure surveillance of either
a private enterprise or the government (Mitchell, 1995, p.
123). Notwithstanding their importance in mobilising and
actualising a place as public domain, online environments
need actual physical space in order to enable users to ‘ap-
pear’, to extend their claims to wider scales of influence and,
as Mitchell puts it, for ‘their cause to be “aired”’ (Mitchell,
1995, p. 123–124). Mitchell invokes Tiananmen Square and
the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, but the Occupy Wall
Street movement of 2011 equally demonstrates how, in public
protest, the digital side of public space is intrinsically con-
nected to, and dependent on, a physical presence in space
(Uitermark & Nicholls, 2015). As Low and Lawrence-Zúniga
put it, communication technologies, rather than bypassing
actual material spaces, support the transformation of place
into ‘embodied space’ (Low & Lawrence-Zúniga, 2003, p. 2),
from a narrow definition of public space as open and acces-
sible to public space that entails the possibility for stories to
emerge.

From this discussion, we can draw a working definition ofPublic
space is

defined as
those spaces

in which
public

domain
develops

public space as those spaces in which public domain devel-
ops. Building on Mitchell, these spaces have both a physical
as well as a social aspect, where the social aspect, in line
with Habermas and Arendt, is discursively understood as
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spaces that are based on an exchange of different stories.
Public domain, in this definition, is furthermore performa- Public

domain is
defined as
the exchange
of different
stories

tive, in the sense that it comes into being in the interaction
of these stories. This is in line with Hajer and Reijndorp’s
understanding of public domain as places that exist not in
the possibility, but in the actual occurance, of interaction.
Following Lofland and Mitchell’s characterisation of public
space as a space of diversity and unpredictability, this defi-
nition also reflects the heterogeneity that Arendt ascribes to
public space. To sum up, public space, as it features in this
thesis, is understood as those spaces in which public domain
develops; that is, in which different stories appear and in
which alternative, diverging and conflicting stories find fer-
tile ground to pop up. Public domain, in other words, is a
carrier of narrative performance. In the following section, the
role of stories in constituting public domain will be further
developed.

2.2 Stories
We shape our world through the stories we tell. This has be-
come a virtual truism since the popularity of Austin’s How
to do things with words and Quine’s Two dogmas on empiri-
cism boosted an immense volume of literature on the topic
in the social sciences. The so-called ‘linguistic’, ‘discursive’
and, most recently, ‘argumentative turn’ (Fischer & Forester,
1993) has introduced a whole new range of concepts into the
field of policy analysis. Building on this argumentative turn
is an emphasis on interpretative accounts of stories in rela-
tion to, amongst other domains, policy making and gover-
nance (Hajer & Wagenaar, 2003). The meaning of stories is
not located solely in the stories themselves as such, but in
the relationships that stories establish between ideas and the
configurations of the socio-material world. Stories are always
in action, and they also always have a material component.
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As Cobb puts it, ‘to tell a story, is to act upon the world’
(Cobb, 1993, p. 250). Policy discourse, in this sense, is noth-
ing more than the relation between an idea (e.g. the market
is dirty) and its effect on the ground (e.g. the deployment
of more cleaners in the market). But policy discourse is also
nothing less: understood as a story, it affects the material
condition of urban space, or, in this example, the market-
place.

Terms such as ‘stories’, ‘narratives’ and ‘discourses’ have
an intuitive appeal to scholars, yet their demarcation is not
clear-cut, and their definition and interrelationships far from
agreed upon. Some use the terms interchangeably (T. J. Ka-
plan, 1968), while others stress their difference (Abbott,
2008). While taking care not to lock the concepts up in
closed definitions, this thesis acknowledges Abbott’s distinc-
tion between ‘stories’ and ‘narrative discourses’, the former
being defined as the ‘actual’ sequence of events in real time,
while the latter is the account that is made of the former and
the way this is conveyed (Abbott, 2008, p. 15). This distinc-
tion is in essence an epistemological one, for it is through
narratives – as the act of telling – and discourse – as the
result of telling – that we can learn stories. It is outside
the scope of this thesis to discuss the ontological status of
‘actual’ stories as opposed to stories that we have access to
through the people telling them. In accepting that we can
only learn of stories through the performances of others –
who infuse these stories (which in themselves are often taken
from others) with their own interpretations and purposes –
the term ‘stories’ in this thesis refers to stories as they are
being told.

Torfing explains that the scholarly interest in stories has
not actually resulted in a ‘theory’ as such – it did not ‘at-
tempt to provide a new theoretical apparatus’ (Torfing, 2005,
p. 1) – but rather in an analytical perspective on how mean-
ings condition the relationship between ideas and the ma-
terial world. The flexibly defined nature of ‘stories’ (and
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‘narratives’ and ‘discourses’), Torfing argues, is part of their
attractiveness to scholars, while their perceived ‘failure’ to
come to clear concepts and definitions – as Torfing puts it,
their ‘lack of paradigmatic completion’ (Torfing, 2005, p. 5)
– is precisely part of their aim to overcome axiomatic higher
order assumptions, dogmas and essences. Indeed, their us-
age has been ‘problem-driven’ (Howarth, 2006, p. 24) and
developed in interaction with specific empirical settings (see
also Brink & Metze, 2006).

Serving, in a way, as handgrips with which to actually
use stories as a methodological tool in interpretative analy-
ses is another set of concepts that are more clearly discussed
and might therefore provide a better understanding of the
stories, narratives and discourses. These concepts are of-
ten taken from literature studies or drama (e.g. Goffman,
1959; Burke, 1969), and provide tools to take the story apart.
Cobb, for instance, differentiates between the context or the
setting, the actors or characters, and the values or moral
themes that make up a story (Cobb, 2003). In the example
of the dirty market that we used on page 28, we can iden-
tify the neighbourhood where the market is located, but also
the political environment and policy context, as the setting;
the market traders and the planners as the characters; and
the perceived dirtiness of the site as the moral theme of the
story.

Clearly, the setting, characters and moral themes are not
neutral elements in a story. By carefully delineating the set-
ting, some aspects can be included in the story, while others
can be ignored. In Istanbul, for example, which is discussed
in Chapter 6, the particular streets that are said to be ob-
structed by the market feature prominently in the stories
that the planners have developed towards their goal of clos-
ing down the market, while the numerous other streets sur-
rounding the market that provide accessibility to the area are
left out of the story. Similarly, by selecting the characters,
some actors are incorporated into the story, while others are
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excluded. For example, in the story that is produced by the
local Council in Newham, London, on Queen’s Market, which
features in Chapter 8, stall holders are accepted as stakehold-
ers, while shop owners are strategically not regarded as such.
And the same is true for the theme that underlies the story:
by focussing on one theme, some issues become relevant (e.g.
the amount of waste that the market leaves in the streets of
Amsterdam), while others are considered irrelevant (e.g. the
vital role that markets play in feeding the local population).

The constructed nature of the different elements of a story
is also emphasised by Hajer, who argues that we have often
overlooked the importance of the setting of the stage when
analysing stories: ‘dramaturgical analysis then draws out the
way in which scenes are scripted and staged as well as how
the multifold players then subsequently act within and upon
those scripts and stagings’ (Hajer, 2005, p. 630). Settings,
character and moral themes are never just given, but are the
product of the act of storytelling.

Hajer further introduces the concepts of ‘story lines’ and
‘metaphors’ to shed light on the ways in which stories are
used (Hajer, 2006), while Davies and Harré emphasise the
socially constructed and dynamic nature of ‘roles’ and char-
acters when they introduce the concept of ‘positioning’ as
the discursive practices in which people are recognised as
subjects in the story (Davies & Harré, 1990). Clearly, sto-
ries in this sense extend beyond the domain of uttered words
and written phrases in natural language. Stories are total
performances that incorporate the social practices and ex-
pectations (e.g. staging) as well as the physical environment
(e.g. the stage) in a much broader sense (see also Mishler,
1999).

Another concept that is used in the analysis of stories,
and which can be traced back to the arts, is that of ‘frames’,
most prominently discussed perhaps by Goffman (1974).
Like picture frames that demarcate where an image ends
and which direct the spectator in terms of where to look,
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frames in narrative analysis are understood as the boundary
markers of both meaning and action in a story. According to
Laws and Rein, frames present (as in, display or show) knowl-
edge, and provide a guide for acting upon it (Laws & Rein,
2003). It is quite understandable, within the framework of
the story of the dirty market, that a solution is sought in
terms of cleaning it more regularly. This statement – and,
eventually, the actions that follow from it – ‘make sense’.
Proposing to close the market down, however, might not be
an intelligible statement within the existing frame – it does
not ‘make sense’. Closing down the market only because it is
not cleaned well enough is a solution that falls outside of the
scope of possibilities that the framing of the story suggests.
Frames are thus ordering principles of possible worlds, Ha-
jer and Laws explain (Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 256). They
explicate the routes and junctions that are available in the
development of stories by distinguishing and focussing atten-
tion on what is meaningful and what can be ignored (Laws
& Rein, 2003, p. 174).

Different frames can coexist – in one frame, it might not
make sense to close a dirty market, while in another it might
be perfectly logical – and one of the appeals of analysing pol-
itics in terms of stories is that it allows for a dynamic under-
standing of meaning through framing and reframing (Laws &
Rein, 2003). While frame pluralism can paralyse a specific
situation – for instance when various parties insist on the
veracity of their own framing – ‘reframing’ occurs when the
boundaries of a given story are redrawn, for example in ne-
gotiation processes. Reframing also happens at a faster pace,
and relates to what Boltanski and Thévenot (1999) call ‘crit-
ical moments’. Critical moments are moments in which ten-
sion between mutually incompatible frames forces a sudden
merging, and hence redefinition, of the frame. This merging
provokes a way of seeing that disqualifies (parts of) the for-
mer frame and requires a new frame to be taken up, much
akin to how Kuhn’s paradigmatic shifts break with the ex-
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isting boundaries of a particular field and adopt a new frame
– a new ordering principle of possible worlds – or a resetting
of the conditions of inquiry that define possible discussions,
problems and actions. The emergence of new frames out of a
clash of mutually exclusive frames is a natural way for stories
to develop, and for people to learn.

Another appeal of taking stories as an analytic tool is that
the relational perspective that is inherent in stories points
to the mutual influence of structure and agency and hence
helps to overcome one of the most persistent dichotomies in
the social sciences. While stories have an ordering force, they
do not fully determine every action. Indeed, their meaning,
although structuring, is never fully complete nor strictly un-
ambiguous (Jansen, 2000). We perceive the world through
stories, but we also actively contribute to this world by push-
ing stories in certain directions. Telling stories can thus be
a deliberate act, strategically aimed at forcing a particular
meaning onto the world. Hajer and Laws explain this by ref-
erence to the relational ontology of stories: one might seek to
promote a certain story over others, but the success of this
depends on ‘how others respond to it, twist it, take it up’
(Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 260). Stories therefore oscillate be-
tween order and change, and the power to impose either one
or the other. To use Hajer’s words, stories have the capacity
to ‘make politics’ (emphasis added, Hajer, 2006, p. 67).

2.3 Aesthetics
Stories are not innocent. While stories have the capacity
to ‘make politics’, they also have a tendency to prevent this
from happening. By defining, in Michel Foucault’s terms, the
‘rules of formation’ of what a meaningful story is (Foucault,
1972, p. 42), dominant stories attempt to occupy a position
in public domain from where they are able to differentiate be-
tween those stories that are considered intelligible and should
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be taken into account, and those stories that one should take
no account of, that can simply be discarded as nonsensical
and insignificant. Following Hajer and Laws, the dominant
story has the capacity to ‘respond to, twist, or take up’ alter-
native stories, but also to ignore them, denying or negating
their existence.

By their very nature, stories can severely limit what has
been defined above as public domain; that is, the possibility
for alternative stories to appear. The result of this is a situa-
tion in which one dominant story occupies almost the entire
discursive space, leaving no room for other stories to pop up.
As Cobb stresses, these dominant stories are not necessar-
ily malicious in their intentions, but often act instinctively
to ensure their own endurance and pursue the status quo
(Cobb, 2003).

Rancière analyses the dynamics of the dominant story in Police is
defined as
the effect-
uation and
protection of
the order of
the visible
and the
sayable

terms of what he calls the ‘police’. The police, in Rancière’s
terms, is distinct from what is meant by the word in every-
day language – e.g. police officers on the street – which, in
his view, is just one expression of the police. Police is rather
conceptualised in this thesis as a socio-spatial order differ-
entiating between who counts and who is ‘of no account’,
between who should be listened to and who can be ignored.
In Rancière’s words:

The police is thus first an order of bodies that de-
fines the allocation of ways of doing, ways of be-
ing, and ways of saying, and sees that those bod-
ies are assigned by name to a particular place and
task; it is an order of the visible and the sayable
that sees that a particular activity is visible and
another is not, that this speech is understood as
discourse and another as noise (Rancière, 1999,
p. 29).

Police, according to this definition, thus includes the po-
licemen on the street, but also the law and the whole appara-
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tus of formal political representation through, for example,
democratic elections. Police, in short, is what governs ap-
pearances.

As a socio-spatial order of what can be seen and whatAesthetics
is defined as
the order of
the visible

and the
sayable

can be heard, the police order is based on a certain ‘aes-
thetic configuration’. Aesthetics here refers to the system of
forms that a priori determines what can be perceived and
what cannot (Rancière, 2004, p. 13). It refers, in other
words, to a defining set of relations, or positionings, that im-
plies ways of seeing and ways of speaking. The police order
acts as the expression of a specific administration of aesthetic
arrangements – in Rancière’s terms, a specific ‘distribution
of the sensible’ – that divides society into those who par-
take in public life and those who, in lacking the capacity for
meaningful speech (e.g. the aesthetic quality to be seen and
heard), play no part (Rancière, 1999, p. 15; Rancière, 2010,
p. 38).

The dominant story, as an expression of a certain aes-
thetic configuration, thus works on the principle of allocat-
ing names and places – names and places that, accordingly,
determine the scope of actions that are available (Rancière,
1999, p. 66–67; Rancière, 2007, p. 16). As Rancière puts
it, ‘society here is made up of groups tied to specific modes
of doing, to places in which these occupations are exercised,
and modes of being corresponding to these occupations and
these places’ (Rancière, 2010, p. 36). A market trader, for
example, trades in potatoes and tomatoes, perhaps also in
mango and papaya, but he refrains from the management of
urban space. Unless mediated by a body of representatives
that are trained to express themselves within the language
of the dominant story – which as such is a mechanism that is
provided for in the logic of the police order – market traders
lack the capacity, and the time, to be part of the market’s
government.

The police order, as the dominant story in a particular
situation, strategically dismisses alternative stories as either
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meaningless twaddle that belongs to the private sphere of
the home, or as trivial ignorance that requires no recogni-
tion at all. In discussing the regeneration of the South Bank
in London, Baeten shows how regeneration efforts have cre-
ated a singular story about the area’s future – based on
notions of deprivation and the need to ‘revive’ the area –
which has diminished any alternative story’s legitimacy, re-
ducing it to ‘sheer background noise’ (Baeten, 2009, p. 246).
In their analysis of the city as a policing machine, Uiter-
mark and Nicholls similarly identify temporal delimitation
and territorial encapsulation as the principal mechanisms
through which the emergence of alternative stories is sup-
pressed (Uitermark & Nicholls, 2013, p. 977). By temporal
delimitation, the authors mean the strategic limiting of the
time frame of a conflict to the present and near future, thus
preventing urban struggles from gaining historical momen-
tum. Territorial encapsulation similarly refers to the strate-
gic confinement of a particular problem to restricted territo-
ries, thus preventing the mobilisation and potential ignition
of more general dissent. As space and time horizons are
narrowed and fragmented, alternative stories are prevented
from reaching beyond the immediacy of their particular and
local situation, and are relegated to the proverbial back-yard
(Baeten, 2009; Janssens, 2012a; Uitermark & Nicholls, 2013).

An alternative strategy is to incorporate into policing
plans, through cooptation or other formal participation
schemes, groups or individuals who express alternative views;
that is, to channel potential alternative stories into a care-
fully orchestrated expression of consensus, or at least a lan-
guage of consensus. An example of this ‘death by adminis-
tration’ is the body of market trader representatives that ne-
gotiates consensus on a particular topic on behalf of traders.
It is through this ‘massive focus on dialogue’, Baeten argues,
that any real difference, and thus any opportunity for alter-
native stories to develop, is antecedently eliminated (Baeten,
2009, p. 247). Here, Rancière argues, the police manifests
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itself in what is naively called ‘politics,’ but should be ap-
proached with suspicion:

The ‘politics’ of communications and the opin-
ion poll, which offer each of us, day and night,
the endless spectacle of a world that has become
indifferent and an exact count of what each age
bracket or each socio-professional category thinks
of the ‘political’ future of this or that minister,
could well be an exemplary modern form of the
[police logic] (Rancière, 1999, p. 27–28).

Cobb et al. discuss how the dominant story might even
simulate a merger with alternative stories by accommodating
some elements of them, while strategically omitting certain
core values of these alternative stories, and thereby negating
their threat. As they put it, ‘dominant narratives are allowed
to masquerade as inclusive discourses while actually operat-
ing as a mechanism of marginalization’ (Cobb, Oren, Cooley,
& Thomas, 2012). A story of ‘food deserts’ in support of the
proposal to demolish an allegedly ‘dirty’ marketplace can be
understood as such a move: ‘Yes’, the dominant story seems
to say, ‘we accept your claim that access to healthy food is
vital to people in deprived neighbourhoods, and therefore we
will continue with our plan to demolish the market so that
we can make space for a supermarket – which, according to
the statistics, this area is lacking – and which currently de-
prives people of the possibility of buying fresh food’ (see also
Chapter 8).

When a powerful story comes to dominate, and occupy,
almost the entire domain in which stories can appear, the
discursive space becomes compressed: ‘it allows little or no
access for counter narratives to the field and enables the dom-
inant narrative to become the sole inhabitant of the discur-
sive space’ (Cobb et al., 2012). The tactics of the police thus
consist in the narrowing down of the domain of stories. In a
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narrow domain of stories, there is little possibility for alter-
native stories to pop up and gain ground in order to be ‘taken
up’ as meaningful. Once the domain of stories is reduced to
such an extent that one story dominates the way in which
society conceptualises and perceives the world and organises
its institutions and organisational practices (Hajer, 1993, p.
46) – or, as Hajer and Reijndorp put it, once ‘the emptying of
public space fills it with a single dominant meaning’ (Hajer
& Reijndorp, 2001, p. 134) – alternative stories have hardly
any chance to mature. In this situation, Rancière argues,
overt suppression by the police order is no longer necessary:
‘all that is required is to wait for it to stop or to ask the
authorities to make it stop’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 53).

2.4 Ethical urbanism
When applied to urban governance, the police order, as the Ethical

urbanism is
defined as a
type of urban
governance
that defines
what can be
heard and
seen in the
city

imposition of a specific aesthetic configuration, manifests it-
self in what I propose to call ‘ethical urbanism’, an urbanism
that establishes an identity between what should be seen and
what can be seen, between what should be heard and what
can be heard. An ethical urbanism promotes a particular
order of the city in which everything is in its ‘right’ place
and nothing is left without a ‘proper’ place.

While the notion of ethical urbanism is general – e.g. an
ethical urbanism is at play in every city at every moment in
history – the particular ethical urbanism that is at play in
the cases analysed in this thesis is referred to in the literature
in debates on, for example, neoliberal state-led gentrification
projects. Many urban regeneration schemes are expressions
of this ethical urbanism. By emphasising – but not ques-
tioning – the need for community mixing, these projects
legitimise the construction of exclusive urban spaces that
lure both spending consumers as well as real estate devel-
opers into so-called ‘deprived’ neighbourhoods (Imrie, 2009,
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p. 15; see also Uitermark, 2003, p. 531). The construc-
tion of new urban parks, as Loughran shows with reference
to New York’s High Line, is often framed within an overall
‘growth’ ethos (Molotch, 1976) that justifies the creation of
these highly policed and exclusive spaces in ethical terms,
as being ‘built for the public good’ (Loughran, 2014, p. 2;
Mitchell, 2014, p. 7). Yet at the same time, as Staman et
al. argue, ‘the moral discourse of public domain is limited’,
focussing primarily on safety and security (Staman, Dijstel-
bloem, & Smits, 2008, p. 152). It is also in this vein that
Lefebvre expresses his disappointment with ‘urbanism’ as a
scientific discipline; rather than becoming a ‘theory of the
city’, it has ‘shrunk to become a kind of gospel for tech-
nocrats’ (Lefebvre, 2014, p. 204), which has provided the
force and flash to ‘ethical urbanism’.

Ethical urbanism is visible throughout the city’s pub-
lic spaces, including marketplaces. As Dines has shown in
discussing the plans to ‘redevelop’ Queen’s Market in East
London, the local government frames the demolition of the
existing market in terms of an effort to ‘safeguard’ the diver-
sity of the area. By positioning itself on the global scene as
a borough in which a diversity of peoples and cultures can
be experienced, Dines argues, diversity itself has undergone
a process of gentrification (emphasis added, Dines, 2009, p.
271).

The purposeful marketing of ethnic and cultural differ-
ences through ethnic cuisine and street markets, amongst
other strategies, is also discussed by Shaw, Bagwell and
Karmowska when they examine the developments in Green
Street, the East London street on which Queen’s Market is lo-
cated, as well as Brick Lane, a famous ‘Bangladeshi’ themed
street in central London. The local government in East Lon-
don, the authors argue, has emphasised the theme of unity
through diversity in Green Street (S. Shaw, Bagwell, & Kar-
mowska, 2004, p. 1995). The authors expose, however, the
ethical urbanism at work:
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Over the past decade or so, disadvantaged, mul-
ticultural districts of cities in the UK and else-
where in Europe have been selected, developed
and marketed as new destinations for leisure and
tourism. Gritty and characterful areas, usually
on the fringe of city centres, are made accessible,
safe and visually appealing to visitors who are
considerably more affluent than the local popula-
tion. Expressions of multiculturalism in the built
environment, along with markets, festivals and
other events in public spaces, are presented as
picturesque back-drops for consumption. Streets
and neighbourhoods, whose very names once sig-
nified the poverty of marginalised communities,
are repositioned to attract people with sophisti-
cated, cosmopolitan tastes (S. Shaw et al., 2004,
p. 1983).

The story of ‘food deserts’ briefly mentioned above in re-
lation to the demolition of a market in London is another
example of ethical urbanism that imposes similar interven-
tions in the built environment based on a morally loaded
story of access to ‘good’ food. Chapter 7 further discusses
the need to ‘free’ the market from corruption as a case of
ethical urbanism in relation to Amsterdam’s markets, and
Chapter 6 shows how the government in Istanbul evokes a
story of people lacking access to vital services such as ambu-
lances due to the presence of the markets, and uses this as a
justification for their plans to clear the area of markets. In
all these cases, ‘problems’ are solved by either demolishing
or relocating markets into privatised retail environments.

While attracting affluent consumers, these market-led re-
generation projects that arise from this ethical urbanism of-
ten displace existing residents and businesses, thus increasing
– rather than decreasing – inequality in the city. The food
vendors on New York’s High Line, for example, cater exclu-
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sively ‘to the privileged tastes for artisanal and comfortably
“exotic” foods’ (Loughran, 2014, p. 14). Moreover, Zukin
argues:

gentrifyers’ endorsement of social and cultural di-
versity is frequently transmuted into an aesthetic
demand for visual coherence. Institutionalised
in coherent consumption spaces, this demand ef-
fectively displaces lower-income urban residents,
who cannot afford higher rents or taxes, and who
do not want latte bars serving an exotically wide
variety of coffee with milk (Zukin, 1998, p. 832).

Ethical urbanism also expresses itself in larger scale pro-
jects. The organisation of mega events such as the Olympic
Games is an example of grand ethical urbanism. The top-
down interventions in East London’s fragile urban fabric in
order to stage the London 2012 Olympics, which required the
demolition of a piece of urban farmland and, in its wake, lo-
cal food networks, were legitimised by a projected legacy of,
amongst other things, better food for Londoners (Poynter,
2009; Janssens, 2012b). Within the Olympic story of regen-
eration, alternative voices – also those about better food –
were systematically suppressed.

As an urban instance of the police order, ethical urban-
ism affects the opportunity for a diversity of stories to emerge
in public space in the city. By imposing one particular aes-
thetic configuration onto the city – through redevelopment
initiatives, zoning plans, et cetera – its spaces are designed
and altered in such a way that it silences any possible al-
ternative voices. The reconstruction of Paris, as discussed
earlier, is a case in point. Indeed, by removing conflicting
voices from public space, the fact that these spaces are ac-
tually structured according to a particular aesthetic order
often fades from view (Silver, 2014). Zones of restricted
use, that are also monitored non-stop, have become com-
monplace in all three cities discussed in this thesis. Low and
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Smith recognise this ongoing threat to public space which,
although pre-dating 2001, has been boosted by anti-terrorist
legislation since then. Increasingly, the public use of space
is being restricted and policed in ways ‘unimaginable a few
years previously’ (N. Smith & Low, 2006, p. 2).

Mitchell, in discussing the University of California’s plans
to ‘improve’ People’s Park in Berkeley, California – the Uni-
versity wanted to ‘redevelop’ the site and build student facil-
ities – famously speculated, following Sorkin (1992), about
the end of public space when he argued how in these new
spaces ‘inappropriate’ activities are removed from sight and
‘discursive politics have been effectively banned from the
gathering points of the city’ (Mitchell, 1995, p. 119). Rather
than spaces of appearance, these developments systemati-
cally turn public space into a regulated – policed – space that
is planned, orderly and safe (Mitchell, 1995, p. 115). Such
a transformation, however, calls the very nature of public
space itself into question (Mitchell, 2014, p. 6). Although
still physically accessible, these safe and ordered spaces are,
in Sennett’s words, ‘dead public spaces’, as they are delib-
erately designed to limit their use as public space (Sennett,
1977, p. 13; see also M. Davis, 2006). The end of public
space can thus be thought of as the (theoretically) extreme
situation in which the domain of stories has been completely
saturated by one single dominant story, leaving no possibility
for alternative stories to emerge and take hold. As Mitchell
puts it:

The end of public space is the thwarting or over-
limiting or total scripting of possibilities for self-
forming publics to appear, to represent them-
selves, and to be represented (Mitchell, 2014, p.
18).

As a theoretically extreme situation, the end of public
space is thus not an actual possible terminus, but a dynamic,
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or in Mitchell’s words, a ‘tendency’ inherent in today’s ethi-
cal urbanism (Mitchell, 2014, p. 10).

2.5 Politics
Against the backdrop of a shrinking public domain, resis-
tance develops. In urban spaces – and in particular, as this
thesis argues, in public marketplaces – lies the germ of pub-
lic domain. It is in public space in the city that alternative
stories find breeding ground to sprout and, eventually, to
challenge the aesthetic configuration of the police order.

Many scholars have written about the discursive tactics
of oppressed groups and people who engage in protest and
resistance. Scott (1990), for example, analysed the ways in
which supposedly powerless people take the dominant power
by surprise. He distinguishes between ‘public transcripts’
and ‘hidden transcripts’, both of which can be understood
as elements in story-telling. In stories that are told through
public transcripts, the oppressed recognise their position vis-
à-vis the dominant power in a relationship that is managed
by what Rancière would call the police order. In playing by
the rules, even if they argue that they do not accept them,
the subordinate perform on the same stage, and in the same
play, as that in which the dominant story is performed. The
oppressed, in other words, are confined to express themselves
within the dominant aesthetic order. According to Rancière,
this is a blind alley on the way to change, for it is the police
order that defines what meaningful speech is in the first place
– it defines the boundaries of meaning on a particular stage
of action – and thereby discards any claims made by the
subordinate as background noise.

Hidden transcripts, in Scott’s view, are the acts of dis-
agreement that the subaltern engage in outside of the direct
view of the dominant power. Hidden from the eyes and ears
of the dominant power, these concealed transcripts serve pri-
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marily to create a class consciousness among the oppressed,
and perhaps even to prepare for further actions. But as al-
ternative stories, they do not aim to be adopted as stories
by the dominant power structure. Although important in
an early state of protest, hidden transcripts do not therefore
elicit a new way of seeing and hearing; that is, they do not
cause what Rancière would refer to as a ‘redistribution of the
sensible’.

Rancière introduces the concept of ‘redistribution of the
sensible’ to explain how the structuring police order, which
defines what is speech and what is noise, becomes disrupted.
In order to explain his concept, Rancière evokes the story
of the Roman plebeians as told by the Latin historian Livy
and reinterpreted by the nineteenth century French writer
Pierre-Simon Ballanche. It is a rather lengthy story, but use-
ful to recall here. Rather than simply a revolt of the plebs –
which is, Ballanche argues, the way in which Livy understood
the events wherein the commoners claimed political equality
with the aristocrats of the ancient Roman Republic – the
so-called ‘Conflict of Orders’ on Aventine Hill was in fact a
struggle over the issue of speech itself (Rancière, 1999, p. 23).
The conflict, according to Ballanche, was about the question
of whether there was a common stage on which plebeians
and patricians could debate. According to the patricians
who ruled Rome by virtue of their superiority over the ple-
beians, there existed no such thing, for plebs, by being plebs,
do not speak. This is what Menenius Agrippa, Roman con-
sul, told the plebs: like a human body, Roman society works
because every part has its own place and its own function;
the patricians, in the same way, fulfil a vital role in society as
a whole. Yet here, Ballanche argues, Menenius made a fatal
error by imagining that what was issued from the mouths of
the plebs in their revolt were actually words, while logically
all they could utter, in their position and role, was noise. In
response to this, the plebs did what Rancière calls the un-
thinkable: they established another order, another aesthetic
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configuration, along similar lines as the order of the patri-
cians. The plebs did not position themselves as ‘warriors’
revolting against the patricians – a name that was ascribed
to them by the dominant order – but rather as speaking be-
ings who shared the same capacity for reason and dialogue as
the patricians. From the moment the plebeians could under-
stand Menenius’ story – the story of the necessary inequality
in the social body – they were already his equals. Mene-
nius’ apologia, Rancière explains, implies an ‘inegalitarian
partition of the perceptible’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 25) that is
ultimately based on a fundamental equality as speaking be-
ings. Those who have no part exists in ‘the very declaration
in which they are counted as those of no account’ (Rancière,
1999, p. 38). The expression of this contradiction in itself
negates the dominant order – the story of the patricians –
and forces a redistribution of the sensible, a redefinition of
what it means to speak and be heard.

From the above story, it becomes clear that the redistri-
bution of the sensible is an aesthetic reconfiguration – a redef-
inition of which stories are counted as meaningful, and which
as noise – based on a ‘performative contradiction’. This per-
formative contradiction exists in Menenius claiming a certain
inequality, which is – eventually and necessarily for the con-
sul’s claim to make sense – based on equality. The order of
the social body that Menenius invokes as his apologia rests
on a division of society between those who command (pa-
tricians), and those who obey (plebeians). But in order to
obey, at least two things are required: the order must be
understood, and it must be understood that the order must
be obeyed. And to do this, those who obey are already the
equal of those who order. ‘Inequality’, Rancière concludes,
‘is only possible through equality’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 17).
When Menenius tells the plebs what their position in the so-
cial body is, he must assume that they understand what he is
saying, he must presume, in Rancière’s words, ‘the equality
of speaking beings, which contradicts the police distribution
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of bodies who are put in their place and assigned their role’
(Rancière, 1999, p. 33).

The performative contradiction that creates a disruption
of the police order – and hence an aesthetic reconfiguration
– is referred to by Rancière using the term ‘politics’:

Politics, before all else, is an intervention in the
visible and the sayable. . . . It consists in mak-
ing what was unseen visible; in making what was
audible as mere noise heard as speech, and in
demonstrating that what appeared as a mere ex-
pression of pleasure and pain is a shared feeling
of a good or an evil (Rancière, 2010, p. 37–38).

In this approach, politics has a clear narrative core. It oc- Politics is
defined as the
disruption of
the police
order

curs, Rancière argues, echoing Habermas and Arendt, ‘when-
ever a community with the capacity to argue and to make
metaphors is likely, at any time and throughout anyone’s
intervention, to crop up’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 60). It is in
this way that we can understand, as Hajer has discussed (see
above on page 32), the capacity of stories to make politics,
for stories are the vehicles that give meaning to situations or
that question the dominant meaning at a particular moment
in time.

As will be discussed in Chapter 8, humour, as a discursive
tactic, is particularly apt to question dominant meanings and
thus trigger moments of politics. This is because of the dou-
ble move that humour makes. On the one hand, by playing
on its inherent ambiguity, humour conceals the malice of the
humorous expression, thus safeguarding the actor – the Joker
– against vengeance and strengthening his or her morale. On
the other hand, it elicits a response from those that the hu-
mour targets. In responding, the target of the humorous
action acknowledges that it understands the comic frame of
the humour by either accepting it as funny or by denying its
humour. As De Goede has demonstrated, humour has the
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potential to challenge the rationality and expose the contin-
gency of dominant frames (Goede, 2005). As instances in
which elements from one story line are fused with elements
of another story line, humour creates new ways of seeing and
understanding that were not possible before. As Cobb puts
it:

Irony generates multiple meanings and, in doing
so, generates instability, partiality, and incom-
pleteness. It confronts (indirectly) and destabi-
lizes the hegemonic power of narrative and opens
new positions in discourse (Cobb, 2006, p. 179).

It is therefore in its capacity to intervene in the order of
the visible and the sayable that humour can become political.
Nothing, however, is political in and of itself (Rancière, 1999,
p. 33). Politics happens when those who have no part – who
are, within the police logic, of no account (e.g. the plebeians
in the above story) – are able to present a specific ‘wrong’
(e.g. a ‘social’, ‘economic’ or ‘domestic’ concern) as a gen-
eral common ‘wrong’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 27, 39; Rancière,
2011, p. 4). In Žižek’s words, it is the manifestation of a
particular ‘wrong’ that functions as a ‘stand-in’ for the uni-
versal ‘wrong’ (Žižek, 1999, p. 204). So while the plebeians
in the above story argue that they should have equal access
to powerful positions in Roman society, they are actually
questioning the foundations of the organisation of their com-
mon social body, and they do so in ways that can no longer
be denied by the police order, namely the patricians. In a
similar vein, street vendors and other underpaid and unem-
ployed people in Tunisia presented the confiscation of a cart
full of produce and the refusal by the local authorities in Sidi
Bouzid to hear them as a ‘stand-in’ for the unbearable and
unsustainable order of society – and not just in Tunisia, but,
by instigating a wider Arab Spring, in a large part of the
world. In these events, protesters claimed a voice that was,
by the very structure of the dominant order, not theirs. The
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fact that it was heard was, in Rancière’s words, the perfor-
mative contradiction that disrupted the police order.

Rancière explains how moments of politics happen by
presenting an extensive account, based on archival research,
of nineteenth century French labourers (Rancière, 2012).
Within the police logic, Rancière explains, workers cannot
engage in activities that relate to the common good, sim-
ply because they do not have the time to devote themselves
to anything other than their work (Rancière, 2004, p. 12).
They are confined to the brutal environments of the factory
during the day, and as a consequence to their beds at night in
order to be able to work again the next day. This is a direct
result of the particular aesthetic configuration that is upheld
by the police, namely ‘an impossibility of doing “something
else” based on an “absence of time”’ (Rancière, 2004, p. 42).
This ‘impossibility’, Rancière continues, ‘is part of the incor-
porated conception of the community’:

It establishes work as the necessary relegation of
the worker to the private space-time of his occu-
pation, his exclusion from participation in what
is common to the community (Rancière, 2004, p.
42–43).

Yet, Rancière argues, these French labourers found ways
to break through the ordering structure of the police – that
is, the ruling bourgeoisie – by coming together at night to
write pamphlets and publish periodicals. In doing so, these
labourers rejected the identity (e.g. ‘labourers’) and the cor-
responding times and places (e.g. the factories by day and
the bed by night) that the police order had allocated to them.
Crucial in Rancière’s reading of these events is that the nine-
teenth century French labourers engaged in two things at the
same time (Rancière, 2005, p. 23). Suddenly, they were
not just workers but also poets, not simply labourers but
also writers, thinkers, publishers, journalists, opinion mak-
ers, et cetera. They were authors of alternative stories that,
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by simply existing – that is, following the relational ontology
of stories as defined earlier, by being expressed and taken up
as such by others – denied the dominant order.

While this example offers a clear temporal explanation of
how moments of politics happen, the spatial element in ‘poli-
tics’ in a Rancièrean sense deserves more attention. As Dikeç
argues, politics constructs a particular space from which the
universal ‘wrong’ can be presented (Dikeç, 2005, p. 181). In
Rancière’s terms:

Political activity is whatever shifts a body from
the place assigned to it or changes a place’s desti-
nation. It makes visible what had no business be-
ing seen, and makes heard a discourse where once
there was only place for noise (Rancière, 1999, p.
30).

In this sense, politics is effectively the conflict over the
existence of a common stage on which disagreeing stories may
be simultaneously present (Rancière, 1999, p. 26, 55). Such
a stage, Rancière argues, which is at the same time the space
of public activity as well as for the exposure of what was not
seen, ‘disturbs the clear partition of identities, activities, and
spaces’ (Rancière, 2004, p. 13). It intervenes, in other words,
in the visible and the sayable (Rancière, 2010, p. 37).

Moments of politics do not happen all the time (Rancière,
1999, p. 32). They are the result of an increasingly nar-
row domain of stories, in combination with specific socio-
spatial qualities that enable alternative stories to ‘be aired’
and to claim wider significance as representatives of a uni-
versal ‘wrong’. Politics, Rancière argues, generally occurs
‘out of place’, in places that were not, by virtue of a strong
police presence that constantly aims to ‘re-place’ them (e.g.
tie them up in stories that fit the dominant logic), supposed
to be political (Rancière, 2011, p. 4). But politics, in a
Rancièrean sense, is also not simply a romantic image of
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resistance. It does not take place in a void outside of the po-
lice, because, Rancière argues, no such place exists. Rather,
politics takes (as in, seizes) place (Rancière, 2011, p. 8). It
‘re-figures’ places – such as streets that are supposed to be
for the circulation of traffic, and markets that are supposed
to be for trade in food or, as is the case for the festival-
marketplace, for leisure – as spaces in which there are other Politics is

thus also
defined as the
actualisation
of public
domain

things to be done, other things to be seen and other things
to be heard (Rancière, 2010, p. 37). By stretching up the
domain in which stories appear, politics is the actualisation
of public domain.

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter provides a conceptual framework for under-
standing public space as those spaces in which stories ap-
pear. In public space, stories can be taken up by others
as meaningful, or alternatively dismissed as noise. When-
ever a single story comes to dominate the narrative field, the
domain of stories is narrowed down and alternative stories
have fewer opportunities to pop up. In Rancière’s terminol-
ogy, the aesthetic configuration of the police order upholds
a certain distribution of the sensible that allocates ways of
doing, ways of being and ways of saying, so that some stories
are accepted as meaningful, while others are considered to
be merely noise. When applied to urban planning, this has
been identified as ethical urbanism, and today’s cities are
characterised by a specific form of ethical urbanism where
the urban spectacle is increasingly ‘re-placing’ public space.

In response to this, politics has been discussed as the
moment in which new spaces for stories to appear open up.
Marketplaces, as urban spaces that are increasingly being
privatised by various manifestations of festival marketplaces
– or can at least feel the hot breath of these developments on
their necks – are such places, where the germ of politics has
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a high chance of blossoming. As mentioned before, the dom-
inance of the police order cannot be disturbed through for-
mal means of representation, for market traders, due to the
specific allocation of names and tasks by the police, lack the
time to be part of the market’s government except when they
act according to the police logic. In the next chapters, the
market as a particular instance of public domain will be dis-
cussed, starting from a review of the scholarly literature and
constructing a working definition of marketplaces in Chapter
3, and then by identifying the three socio-spatial qualities of
marketplaces that enable the actualisation of public domain
in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

The Marketplace

Marketplaces make the fragility of public domain explicit. In
the market, an ever present system of policing and control
serves today’s ethical urbanism. At the same time, and due
to the ongoing struggle over urban public space, markets are
also places within the city that have a high potential for
politics to occur. In order to understand how this works,
this chapter will first discuss how marketplaces have been
discussed and theorised in the literature, drawing specifically
on the social sciences.

To start off with a definition, marketplaces are defined
in this thesis as the interactions between buyers and sellers
in a particular time and space, and the networks that ex-
tend from this. The markets in this thesis are urban and
ambulatory; that is, they occur in cities, but have no fixed
space, as with a shop. Markets are, furthermore, based on
food, although they might offer other products as well. The
physical appearance of the markets that are the topic of this
thesis varies greatly, from open-air street markets to covered
market halls. The defining characteristic, however, is that
the studied markets are potential sites for public domain to
develop and, hence, sites that attract the attention of con-
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temporary ethical urbanism. In the following sections, this
notion of the marketplace will be systematically constructed.

Following a brief overview of the scholarly literature on
marketplaces, three themes that surface from the literature
are reviewed in this chapter: (1) the sociability of the mar-
ket; (2) the regulations that govern the market; and (3) the
spatiality of the market. Capturing the market in any sin-
gle one of these themes, however, fails to do justice to the
complexity and interconnectedness of markets. Indeed, the
sociability of a market cannot be seen independently of the
regulations that govern it, which in turn can only be under-
stood when taking the spatiality of the market into account.

The chapter therefore develops an historical account of
marketplaces in relation to the ways in which they have been
governed by city authorities, which partly reveals the origin
of the Janus-faced nature of marketplaces as identified in
Chapter 1 – they are places that are both ‘thrilling’ and
‘threatening’ at the same time. As the chapter goes on to
show, the dual task of local authorities to both facilitate
and regulate marketplaces has led to a conceptual distinction
between the ‘market principle’ on the one hand, and the
‘marketplace’ on the other – the latter being the central focus
of this thesis.

After providing a systematic definition of marketplaces,
this chapter paves the way for the next chapter to identify
the socio-spatial qualities of marketplaces that enable the
actualisation of public domain: markets as ‘public alleys’,
markets as spaces of ‘comfortable surprises’, and markets as
spaces of ‘radical diversity’.

3.1 Literature review
‘This is an exciting moment for scholarship on marketplaces’,
Alfonso Morales, professor in Urban Planning at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, muses, referring to the global re-discovery
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of marketplaces as strategic tools with which to support
various urban policy agendas (Morales, 2011, p. 8). Mar-
kets feature, and have featured, in many scholarly works,
from cultural anthropology and sociology to economy, spa-
tial planning and urban studies (Bestor, 2001a; Fainstein,
2010). Amongst ethnographers, for example, the market-
place has been a highly valued topic, because it makes ab-
stract and intangible concepts such as ‘reciprocity’ and ‘gift
giving’ observable within the boundaries of a given locality.
Cultural anthropologists have studied markets in an effort to
determine if, and to what extent, ‘non-Western’ cultures are
receptive to, or can resist, the ‘Western’ neo-liberal princi-
ples of the abstract market and the related organisation of
society. For some, the changing nature of the ‘traditional’
African market was proof of the way in which the economic
rationale of ‘the West’ regretfully penetrated even the most
‘remote’ places on earth. For others, the ‘peasant market’
(another term of the anthropology of the last century) pre-
sented a space that was still determined by ‘authentic’ social
relationships that were immune to the influences of the mod-
ern global economy. Geertz aimed to overcome the impasse
that emerged between what we can call the ‘cynics’ on the
one hand, and the ‘romantics’ on the other by arguing that
the social structures of a local community or society affect
the economic actions within the marketplace, which in turn
have profound influence on the organisation of the commu-
nity itself, resulting in a local interpretation of globalising
trade (Geertz, 1978). In his discussion of a market in Tonga,
Besnier comes to a similar conclusion when he explains how
the market is not only a place where social relations are con-
firmed, but also where they are contested (Besnier, 2004).
For anthropologists, in short, the complex reality of the
whole of social life is reflected in the marketplace. When
describing the Zelenyi Bazaars of Harbin, China, Grüner ar-
gues that for many of the city’s inhabitants, ‘the bazaar was
not only the centre of their business activities, but the centre
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of their whole lives’ (Grüner, 2011, p. 37). The bazaars

were not simply market areas in which goods of
all kinds were traded, but also urban living spaces
with a specific life form; one could even say a
distinct microcosm within the city topography
(Grüner, 2011, p. 37).

Whole cities have even been identified with markets that
are long gone. It is at the site of the former Les Halles mar-
kets, Wakeman says, that ‘we gaze upon a sentimentalised
“lost” Paris’ (Wakeman, 2007, p. 46). The complexity of the
city, and of society in general, is thus said to manifest itself
in the dynamic, often contradictory, and at times obscure
appearance of the market:

Les Halles has always reflected the city’s limi-
nal, seedy underworld of marginality in all its
guises. It is a flamboyant site of transgression
(Wakeman, 2007, p. 46).

Likewise, a city’s success, or failure, has been read from
the conditions of its markets. As Tangiris remarks with re-
spect to New York City:

The public market, in short, was as much an
idea (or ideal) as an architectural form. It re-
mained the principle place where society could
evaluate its success or failure at organising pub-
lic life (Tangiris, 2003, p. 205).

Marketplaces have attracted the attention of scholars in
the social sciences as places that are in between the modern
and the traditional, the rational and the emotional, the im-
personal and the personal. They have been investigated as
places that are at the junction of the formal and the infor-
mal (Pachenkov & Berman, 2007; Bromley & Mackie, 2009),
the legal and the illegal (Seligmann, 2004), the local and the
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global (Cross & Morales, 2007b), the singular and the plu-
ral (Favero, 2003), and everything an anything in between
(Fanselow, 1990). And as Aguiar poetically puts it when de-
scribing the San Juan de Dios Market in Guadalajara, Mex-
ico, allegedly Latin America’s largest:

The market is above all a space of excesses: it is
baroque, sensual, noisy, extreme and shamelessly
chaotic. Here, the juxtaposition of the moral and
the illicit, the legal and the criminal, the virgin
and the death, the mother and the whore, is re-
ligious and tantalising (Aguiar, 2007, p. 15).

While this exciting imagination of the marketplace might
explain the scholarly interest in markets, it does not pro-
vide a clear and feasible definition of what a marketplace
is, or a suggestion for how to analyse it. The definition of
markets and marketplaces – like all definitions – depends
on the purpose of defining something in a particular situa-
tion. Economists, when they want to explain the principle of
trade, are likely to emphasise the aspect of buying and selling
in the market (Rosenbaum, 2000). Architects, on the other
hand, will probably point out how the material conditions,
such as buildings, affect the marketplace, because the design
of buildings is the core of their interest (Balat, 2013; Mehta
& Gohil, 2013). The World Union of Wholesale Markets,
an international organisation that is the formal umbrella for
wholesale and markets worldwide, stresses the importance of
an organised and informed management of marketplaces for
the wider food system (WUWM, 2011).

In a recent comprehensive review of the literature on mar-
kets – which in itself testifies to the growing importance of
the marketplace in the academic world – Pottie-Sherman
(2011, 2012) identifies several topics that have concerned
scholars. This review was also taken up by Hiebert, Rath
and Vertovec (2015) in their work towards the formulation
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of a research agenda on urban marketplaces. For the pur-
pose of this thesis, three overarching themes are distilled
from Pottie-Sherman’s review: (1) the sociability of the mar-
ket; (2) the regulations that govern the market; and (3) the
spatiality of the market. These three themes reflect the dy-
namics of public domain as set forth in this thesis: as the
exchange of stories in particular socio-spatial occurrences (3);
which are subject to policing (2); but which are also prone
to moments of politics (1).

3.1.1 The sociability of the market
When studying markets, many scholars have concerned
themselves with the sociability of the marketplace. In an
influential article and book, Anderson (E. Anderson, 2004,
2011) describes the way in which the social encounters and
cultural exchanges that take place in Philadelphia’s Read-
ing Terminal Market contribute to inclusive social life in the
city. In the marketplace, Anderson argues, people meet and
talk to people with whom they would, in other situations,
not talk. Anderson colourfully describes how one day, as he
orders lunch at the counter of a market café, he strikes up a
conversation with the ‘stranger’ next to him. They chat for
a while about the food that is on offer, and about common
interests such as sports. It is through these types of short, in-
formal – and seemingly superficial – conversations that peo-
ple experience difference, and, Anderson argues, are provided
with the tools with which they can start to question their
prejudices and stereotypes towards the ‘other’ with whom
they share the space. In the dense but protective space of
the market, where everyone can come and go as they please,
people learn piece by piece how to deal with living in the
diverse environments of today’s cities.

Building on this, Watson (2009) and Watson and Wells
(2005) argue that the marketplace is a ‘magical’ space in
which people in an otherwise stressful urban setting slow
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down and meet each other. In discussing several markets in
the UK, they argue that people in the market ‘rub along’,
they meet in casual, unconstrained ways that, according to
the authors, foster social cohesion. While the above sociolo-
gists discuss markets in the US and the UK respectively, the
literature on the sociability of marketplaces is not limited to
North America and Europe. Furnivall, for example, describes
the Indonesian marketplace as the ‘only place in which the
various sections of a plural society meet on common ground’
(Furnivall, 1939, p. 449).

Scholarly literature on the sociability of the marketplace
has often analysed the market in opposition to the supermar-
ket or the shopping mall. Both Plattner (1982) and Shepherd
(2009), in discussing a market in St. Louis, Missouri, and
Washington, DC, respectively, show how the marketplace –
both as a social structure and as a physical space – provides
an alternative to the dominant economic morale of anony-
mous transactions such as those that occur in supermarkets.
This alternative, they argue, is based on building social rela-
tions, rather than achieving short term profits. It ‘infuses’, as
it were, products – but also places, such as the marketplace
itself – that would otherwise have a mere exchange value,
with multiple layers of meaning and significance.

Crewe and Gregson (1998) emphasise the social relation-
ships that are central in car boot sales in the UK. In the
flexible space of the market, rather than in the shopping
mall, where every visitor can, at least potentially, also be
a trader, friendships and social bonds are created and sup-
ported. These social qualities of the marketplace are often
attributed to the liminality of the space, as places that are
governed by formal and informal rules, and which are also
highly flexible and somewhat mysterious. According to Ha-
jer and Reijndorp, the marketplace is a classic example of a
liminal space (Hajer & Reijndorp, 2001, p. 128). Morales
agrees:
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Markets are liminal places where social rules or
expectations are suspended or replaced in favour
of a variety of experiences inclusive of trade but
also where identities are explored and noneco-
nomic agendas are promoted. In this environ-
ment, expectations, relationships, and roles are
negotiated and recreated (Morales, 2011, p. 7).

Against these rather romantic images of the marketplace,
other authors have put forward a much more cynical view in
which personal motivations for profit are the ultimate drivers
that bring people to interact. This interaction in the mar-
ket, these authors argue, eventually leads to competition
and conflict, rather than social harmony. In his study on
the Alameda Penny Market in Alameda, California, Maisel
(1974) argues how the appearance of sociability is strategi-
cally invoked by market traders to support their trade. He
calls this the ‘sociability myth’:

The sociability myth derives from the wish to see
the flea market as an especially desirable place to
spend one’s time. Vendors chat about how “nice”
most customers are and how they enjoy talking
to them (Maisel, 1974, p. 502).

Yet, at the end of the day, according to Maisel,

The drama of the market involves its participants
in a series of trials and contests, of purchases and
sales, where the outcome is measured objectively
by the yardsticks of profit and loss (Maisel, 1974,
p. 503).

In a vivid ethnography of the market in Carpentras, a
small French city not far from Avignon, De la Pradelle (2006)
argues that traders skilfully create an image of the market
that responds to feelings of loss as people increasingly buy
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their food in supermarkets. The market traders offer ‘real’
food and ‘real’ contact when customers ask for it, which, in
the author’s view, is inauthentic.

In a previous study on London’s Borough Market, I have
made a similar point. I have described the market as a space
that simulates contact between customers and ‘authentic’
market traders through a carefully performed space of to-
getherness (Janssens, 2008). Related to Maisel’s and De la
Pradelle’s arguments, I argue that efforts are made by traders
to give customers the impression that they are becoming part
of the market. They do this, for example, by remembering
their names or preferences, or by offering them free samples
or discounts, all of which encourage customers to come back.
Yet at the same time, the traders in Borough Market carefully
construct a shared identity as traders that is based primar-
ily on the collective exclusion of customers. They make fun
of customers, even in front of them, to emphasise amongst
themselves the difference between them as traders and the
others as customers. The sociability of the market thus ex-
ists, but it is limited, at least in the case of Borough Market,
to a front stage on which traders feign inclusion, and a back
stage in which a collective identity as traders is defined.

‘Otherness’ is a theme that frequently comes up in the
literature on the sociability of markets. As Rendell shows,
even the word ‘bazaar’ itself triggered curiosity in early nine-
teenth century London:

The “bazaar” also evoked otherworldliness
through the signifying qualities of the name itself
– the exoticism of the “unknown” East. . . . The
oriental connotation of the term bazaar suggests
sensuality and eroticism, and the rambling texts
represented these markets as places of intrigue
(Rendell, 2000, p. 112–113).

In many cases, ‘otherness’ is experienced through what
is called ethnic cuisine, where the other is carefully taken in
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as part of a cosmopolitan lifestyle. Food exchanges in the
marketplace, Duruz et al. argue, are amongst the most pow-
erful ways in which encounters across ethnic boundaries take
place, and as such, the authors continue, they have been sub-
ject to urban planning (Duruz, Luckman, & Bischop, 2011).
In Darwin, Australia, an exotic food market has been pur-
posefully set up to evoke a sense of Asia. As a site of ‘tropi-
cal cosmopolitanism’, Luckman argues, Mendil Beach Night
Market ‘self-consciously shows off Darwin’s multicultural cre-
dentials’ as Australia’s most northern capital city (Luckman,
2011, p. 653).

This ‘othering’ – or ‘Orientalising’ (Said, 1978) – on an
urban planning scale has been criticised by Zukin and Har-
vey and others as ‘pacification by cappuccino’ (Zukin, 1995;
Harvey, 2008). Triggered by the image of a ‘hip’ coffee shop
opening in a street, but equally applicable to the appear-
ance of farmers’ markets in neighbourhoods, pacification by
cappuccino refers to the commodification of ‘diversity’ and
‘authenticity’ as a life-style that can be deployed by plan-
ners as a tool for urban name branding and place-making in
the competition for international investment. Authenticity
and diversity, Zukin argues, have exchanged their reference
to people for an association with things, places and above
all experiences (Zukin, 2010, p. 3). Dines, in a similar vein,
analyses the consumption of multiethnicity when discussing
the ‘redevelopment’ of London’s Queen’s Market (see also
Chapter 8):

the exceptionally mundane diversity of Queens
Market is normalised and rendered manageable.
Diversity itself has undergone a process of gentri-
fication: having been dislodged from the tempo-
ral and spatial context of the old market, it is now
also amenable to a different type of higher-income
user (emphasis added, Dines, 2009, p. 271).

This first section has looked at scholarly works on market-
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places that emphasise the sociability of the market, either in
optimistic terms – as a place that contributes towards social
cohesion in the city – or in more pessimistic terms – as places
where sociability is experienced through the consumption of
otherness and diversity. While sometimes presented as an ir-
reconcilable dichotomy – the market is either a place of true
sociability, or one of competition and conflict, potentially
hiding behind a mask of friendliness – this thesis argues that
marketplaces, as public space, are always both harmony and
conflict. In the marketplace, the policing strategies of the
dominant order manage and control the urban space, which
sooner or later invokes a response in the form of protest and,
following Rancière, perhaps even politics.

3.1.2 The regulations that govern the mar-
ket

This brings us to the second theme in the literature on mar-
ketplaces: the role of the regulatory systems that govern the
market. Many scholars note the fragile position that mar-
ketplaces occupy in the urban landscape in light of urban re-
development plans and advancing processes of formalisation
and gentrification. Like Dines’ study quoted above, Black’s
research (2005) points out that although farmers’ markets
in Turin can provide important places of contact between
farmers and consumers in the city, the markets receive little
support from local policy. Instead, the municipality seems
to be at the service of large supermarket chains that are ea-
ger to take over the land that the markets occupy. Even
when local authorities endorse the role of markets in cities,
bureaucratic procedures and ignorance frequently frustrate
their existence, as has been described for a market in El
Paso, US (Staudt, 2007), and for the markets in Ankara,
Turkey (Varcin, 2007), amongst many others. In Vancou-
ver, the ‘urban revitalisation’ efforts of the local government
focus on creating a ‘successful’ consumptionscape through
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the promotion of Chinatown’s Night Market, yet in cater-
ing exclusively to the new middle class in the city, they
undermine the potential for social inclusivity in the mar-
ket (Pottie-Sherman, 2013). In Cusco, Peru, the municipal-
ity’s stylised version of an ‘authentic’ marketplace, aimed
first and foremost at spending tourists, has displaced ven-
dors who do not conform to the image that the authorities
want to convey from the centre to the periphery of the city
(Seligmann & Guevera, 2013). Of special interest in this
vein of the literature are street peddlers, who are generally
the most vulnerable traders in a city (Morales, 2000; Cross
& Morales, 2007b; Roever & Skinner, 2016) – even despite
former Venezuelan president Chávez’s warning ‘not to touch’
them (García-Rincón, 2007).

In her study on Harrison Road Night Market in Baguio
City, the Philippines, Milgram (2014) shows that categories
such as ‘informality’ and ‘legality’ are not straightforward
when it comes to the governance of markets, because al-
though the municipal government ostensibly penalises street
peddlers in Baguio City, they also tolerate and regulate them,
as they provide livelihoods that are to the mutual advantage
of both the traders and the city officials. In this political
game, Milgram shows, Baguio City’s street traders actively
claim their right to the city streets (Milgram, 2014, p. 155).

As such, various authors have shown that the regulations
that govern market traders and peddlers are not merely en-
forced in a top-down, uni-directional fashion. Rather, as
Little (2014) has argued with respect to the city of Antigua,
Guatemala, street trading regulations are often the product
of a complex set of negotiations between street traders and
city officials in their attempt to manage the everyday con-
tingencies of the city.

Closely related to this is the emphasis that scholars have
placed on the importance of the informal economy as a cru-
cial source of income for some of the poorest urban dwellers.
In these analyses, the market acts as a social safety net, espe-
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cially for the most vulnerable. At the same time, this safety
net is, so to speak, very thin, and government or market (in
the abstract sense of the word) interventions can easily dis-
mantle it. This section of the literature on markets has a
strong focus on so-called developing countries – for example
Brata’s study on the vulnerability of peddlers in Indonesia
(Brata, 2008), or Barth’s study on the precarious ways in
which street food vendors in the Philippines are able to es-
cape some of the aspects of absolute poverty (Barth, 1983)
– and the findings have been taken up by international or-
ganisations – such as the United Nations’ Human Settlement
Programme (UN-Habitat) and UN Women – that emphasise,
for example, the insecure and vulnerable position of women
in the marketplaces of Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
(Jimenez, 2012).

Simultaneously, other studies point out how an urban
development discourse propagated by the state and sup-
ported by various international organisations frames informal
marketplaces – and especially street peddlers – in negative
terms. In Sana’a, Yemen, for example, the World Bank and
the United Nations Development Programme argue that the
street trade in qat has negative effects on the local formal
economy as well as the social organisation of society as a
whole, and is therefore hampering the development of the
entire country (Lauermann, 2012).

Notwithstanding the presence of ‘developing countries’
among such studies, the intrinsic role of informal and low-
barrier marketplaces has also been recognised in ‘advanced
urban economies’, in particular for migrant communities
(Kloosterman, van der Leun, & Rath, 2010). Duneier, for
example, provides an account of immigrant street vendors
in New York City (Duneier, 1999). A similarly important
study in this respect is Stoller’s ethnography on New York
City street vendors, who, despite a counteracting govern-
ment – or perhaps thanks to – engage in a daily struggle for
survival (Stoller, 2002; see also Xu, 2011).
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The precarious position of street vendors in New York
City is not new. As Wasserman notes, peddlers in the Lower
East Side were subject to vast and pressing attempts in the
early part of the twentieth century to remove them from
the streets. Interestingly, the merchants who owned shops
in the Lower East Side were also in favour of ‘cleaning the
streets’ of peddlers, which they saw as an embarrassment and
a threat, ‘for little more than a front door and a bit of sav-
ings separated them from the pushcarts and their practices’
(Wasserman, 1998, p. 333). After a successful campaign,
Mayor LaGuardia removed the peddlers from the streets and
placed them in indoor markets, such as Essex Street Market,
which opened in 1939. At the opening of one such market,
LaGuardia proudly proclaimed: ‘I have found you pushcart
peddlers . . . I have made you merchants!’ (quoted in Wasser-
man, 1998, p. 334). However, these indoor markets put
the poorest peddlers out of work permanently because they
could not afford to rent a space in one of the new market
halls (Wasserman, 1998, p. 335). Furthermore, and some-
what ironically, the merchants who had previously argued
for the removal of the peddlers later experienced a loss of
trade, as the atmosphere that had attracted people in the
first place – an atmosphere that, to a large extent, must be
ascribed to the presence of the peddlers who entertained the
people on the streets – was now also gone (Wasserman, 1998,
p. 336).

As this thesis is being written, plans are being drawn
up to shut down Essex Street Market and have a real estate
developer design an ‘updated and expanded’ market of the
same name across the street (DSA, 2013). This will undoubt-
edly affect the livelihood of the traders in the market, whose
business, and therefore income, will be interrupted.

Markets are of concern to local governments not only be-
cause they act as safety nets for the urban poor; they have
also proven to be crucial in sustaining the city itself. In 2012,
the importance of marketplaces to a city became acutely ap-
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parent in the aftermath of hurricane Sandy that hit the east
coast of the United States. A week after the storm, against
the disturbing backdrop of both the silence of the boarded-up
shops and the noise of diesel-powered generators, New York
City slowly recovered from the effects of the hurricane. Yet
the New Amsterdam Market in Lower Manhattan – a new
market that had opened in 2007 on South Street opposite
the abandoned Fulton Fish Market – was already fully op-
erational, providing residents with fresh food, traders with
their income, and passers by with the possibility to stop for
a much needed comforting chat. Indeed, according to its
founder Robert LaValva, one of the explicit aims of the mar-
ket was to preserve one of New York’s oldest public spaces,
where public trade has been conducted since the founding of
the city (then called New Amsterdam).

In moments of crisis such as the aftermath of hurricane
Sandy, the resilience of the marketplace, which on other days
goes unnoticed, becomes visible. Yet throughout their com-
mon history – as section 3.2 will also elaborate on – the re-
lationship between the marketplace and the regulations that
govern them have been far from straightforward.

3.1.3 The spatiality of the market
This brings us to the third theme in this review of the liter-
ature on marketplaces, namely the spatiality of the market.
One set of literature focuses on the location of the market-
place in relation to the wider historical urban context. As
marketplaces generally emerge in central public locations,
their growth and dispersion within the city fabric – in a way
a testimony to their success – simultaneously causes prob-
lems for the market, for local governments feel that they
cannot regulate and control the space.

As Metha and Gohil (2013) demonstrate when discussing
Jamalpur Market in Ahmedabad, India, markets are often
considered to be dirty spaces, characterised by overcrowding
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Figure 3.1: New Amsterdam Market operating against the
backdrop of boarded up stores, about a week after hurricane
Sandy, on November 11, 2012.
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and traffic congestion, and with minimal economic signifi-
cance to balance out the negative aspects. As such, markets
are frequently subject to attempts by the local government
to remove them altogether. In the case of Jamalpur, the au-
thors argue, the problems that are experienced by the city,
such as traffic jams, are unjustly attributed to the lack of
space around the market – an argument that would legit-
imise its relocation – but are actually caused by poor spatial
planning on the part of the government (Mehta & Gohil,
2013, p. 247).

Ünlü-Yücesoy (2013) has also analysed the marketplace
as an inherently contested space. She follows the movements
of the fish market in Istanbul over the last centuries, from
the centre of the city to the peripheries. In a more contem-
porary setting, Pang and Sterling (2013) tell the story of the
last thirty years of Beijing’s Silk Street Market, in which the
market was re-designed by the local government to trans-
form it from a street market selling counterfeit products into
a well-known tourist attraction. This study explicitly relates
the marketplace to practices of regulation and control of ur-
ban space by the government.

In his study on the construction of a new marketplace
in Midtown Crossing, Nebraska, Filipi (2013) questions the
‘public’ character of the new spaces that are being designed
and managed by private enterprises, rather than public bod-
ies such as municipalities. In doing so, he demonstrates that
it is not only the government that interferes with the spatial-
ity of the market, but also, and perhaps increasingly, private
companies.

Indeed, while difficulties in regulation and control are of-
ten brought up as arguments for redesigning and privatis-
ing existing marketplaces, the case of New Amsterdam Mar-
ket mentioned above shows how local governments are sensi-
tive to the investment promises of private real estate compa-
nies. Since its inauguration in 2007, New Amsterdam Market
has been in a constant battle with development companies
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over the use of the space. In 2013, New York City Council
granted planning permission to the Texan development com-
pany Howard Hughes, which owns the South Street Seaport
area from Pier 15 to 17, to transform the area into a shopping
mall encased within a large glass box. In doing so, LaValva
argues, New York would increase its rentable space, but at
the expense of public space. In July 2014, news got out that
New Amsterdam Market had closed down.

Not all city governments are relocating, downsizing or
privatising their markets. The city of Barcelona, although
not yet covered in the literature, can be considered a case
of best practice. In Spain, the end of the Franco period
prompted local governments to adopt duties and responsi-
bilities that had previously been exercised by the central
government in Madrid. One outcome of this was the cre-
ation of the Barcelona Municipal Institute for Markets. This
institute, dedicated to the management and improvement of
the city’s markets, developed what is now called the ‘Barce-
lona Market Model’. In this model, existing marketplaces are
renovated and new markets are built in order to guarantee
all citizens easy access to fresh and affordable food in their
own neighbourhood. The completion of the renovated Santa
Caterina Market in central Barcelona is often mentioned as
an example of good governance. Because of the institute’s
acclaimed success, it now leads several international market
projects, including the European Union’s ‘URBACT Mar-
kets’ project.

Another set of literature on the spatiality of the market-
place focuses on the position that markets take in spatial
and temporal networks. Studies that fit in this set gener-
ally frame the market within a discourse on globalisation,
which is commonly characterised by the increasing impor-
tance of flows and the decreasing – or at least changing –
significance of place (Appadurai, 1996; Hannerz, 1996; Seale,
2016b). As nodes in local and global networks, markets can-
not avoid this trend. In his famous study on the global tuna
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Figure 3.2: The renovated Santa Caterina Market in Barce-
lona.
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trade, Bestor demonstrates how the market reaches out to
places on the other side of the globe. Markets are charac-
terised not so much by their locality per se, but rather by
the ‘scapes’ in which they are situated. At the same time,
the ‘de-territorialised’ tuna trade is strongly centred on the
local specificity of Tsukiji Fish Market in Tokyo. It is in the
marketplace itself, Bestor argues, that ‘one can find the local
in the global’ (Bestor, 2001b, p. 92).

In his description of markets in Bordeaux, Téchoueyres
shows how the locations and times of the markets constantly
change (Téchoueyres, 2007). Spatiality thus often appears as
an extra-local dimension through which the market reaches
out to other domains. Favero, in his discussion of the Janpath
Market in New Delhi, describes the market as a ‘starry’ place,
where the market as the centre of a star relates to an infinite
number of other points. The market, Favero argues, can be
understood as an

encounter, exchange, and dialogue, where global
and local, tradition and modernity, past and
present merge, permitting new identifications
and positionings that are produced while being
constantly redefined (Favero, 2003, p. 554).

The market, in Favero’s analysis, gives rise to a myriad
of ‘phantasms’, imaginations that spring out of the experi-
ence of the place and which are dynamic and volatile, ap-
pearing and disappearing over time (Favero, 2003, p. 554).
This again relates to the liminality of the marketplace, as
discussed above.

In his paper on the marketplaces in Penang, Malaysia,
Choo discusses the temporal dynamics of the marketplace:

Markets transform the streets of Malaysia with
smells, textures, sounds, colours, and flavours
that shift with daily, seasonal, and ritual time.
Time is experienced through the consumption,
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production, ingestion, and practice of food; this
experience in turn is mediated by the senses.
In multiethnic Malaysia different temporalities
coexist, patterning public space and the mar-
ketplace with the varying signs of their passing
(Choo, 2011, p. 619).

Reijndorp, in his discussion of ‘the city as bazaar’
(Reijndorp, 2009), describes places in a global network, such
as markets, as being determined by routes and interactions,
rather than origins or destinations: ‘places are no longer
points of departure or arrival, but turning points, and iden-
tities are no longer determined by roots, but are formed in
interaction between roots and routes’ (emphasis in original,
Reijndorp, 2009, p. 97). Markets are conceptualised as nodes
within widespread networks, not because they are situated
within these networks, but because they create the relation-
ships that constitute the network. Such an understanding of
the ‘relationality’ of marketplaces emphasises the activity of
relating, the act of becoming a relationship, over the network
as a mere setting in which the market is situated.

Although analytically insightful, the distinction of the lit-
erature into three themes fails to do justice to the richness of
most of the studies described above, and indeed it would be
hard to capture any of them exclusively within one theme.
At the same time, many important topics, such as gender
roles or health and safety, have been the concern of scien-
tists studying markets, but are not prominently present in
this overview. Capturing the market in any single theme
risks falling into the same trap that has led to the precarious
position of many marketplaces today, because the sociability
of the market cannot be seen independently of the regula-
tions that govern it, which in turn can only be understood
when taking the spatiality of the place into account. By elab-
orating on multiple perspectives on the marketplace, on the
interplay between the historical, socio-cultural, governmen-
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tal and spatial context (see also Kloosterman et al., 2010,
p. 323), this thesis aims to provide a critical account of how
marketplaces function as public domain in today’s cities.

3.2 ‘Market’ vs ‘marketplace’
Reijndorp uses the metaphor of the market – or in his words,
the bazaar – to describe the city:

the bazaar: the city as a place with an over-
whelming and unprecedented supply and an
equally differentiated demand, not only of goods,
but also of experiences, impressions and ideas
(Reijndorp, 2009, p. 93).

Indeed, markets and cities are two sides of the same coin:
they co-evolved in particular social situations and in specific
locations in which agricultural surpluses could sustain a so-
ciety of different social classes, where some groups were able
to refrain from producing food and instead engaged in, for
example, politics or religion (Harvey, 1973; A. J. Scott &
Storper, 2015). As Bestor puts it:

Throughout history, cities and markets have sus-
tained each other, the former providing location,
demand, and social context for the latter; the
latter providing sustenance, profit, and cultural
verve to the former (Bestor, 2001a, p. 2992).

As Steel argues (2009), the growth of a city depended
historically on the ability of the food producing hinterland
to supply it with a steady amount of food. Once this food
arrived in the city, it had to be distributed, for which specific
locations and facilities had to be erected. Hence a city’s
fabric reflects the way in which it has historically been fed
– something that is still visible in the street names in many
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cities, such as Kalverstraat (Calf Street) and Warmoesstraat
(Vegetable Street) in Amsterdam.

Not only did the material conditions of the market and
the food supply chain determine the physical development of
a city, it also provided city authorities with income from tax
collection and market fees, which were crucial to support
the city’s expansion. Most vital to city authorities, how-
ever, was the legitimisation of their own authority and power
through the possibility to guarantee a continuous supply of
food. As Kaplan puts it, ‘the burden of public authority was
not to feed the people, but to make sure they would be fed’
(S. L. Kaplan, 1984, p. 24).

If we look at Amsterdam, we can identify the birth of
the city as the creation, sometime in the twelfth century, of
a marketplace on the dam that spanned the River Amstel.
In the fifteenth century, the fish market spread around Dam
Square and on the embankments towards the harbour. In
order to control the growth of the market, and to collect
tax money, it became important for the city to regulate and
closely manage the selling of fish in the city. In 1488, trading
in fish in Amsterdam became the privilege of the St Peter’s
Guild. Only Amsterdam citizens could become part of this
Guild, creating a monopoly for the city’s fishermen and fish
traders in the market. To further regulate the fish market,
and to prevent prices from rising too high, the city Council
– in which many fish traders took seats – decided that fish-
ermen and fish traders had to sell their fish directly and only
in the market, without the intervention of middlemen:

All dead fish, from the seas and from lakes,
shall be brought onto the Dam, where it will
be offloaded, and where the traders will receive
their money, as usual (my translation,1 quoted

1Original: ‘Item, dat men alle dode vysche, beyde zeevijsch ende
meervijsch, upten Mijdeldam bringen sal; ende aldair soe sal men
ze offslaen, ende die vijnders sullen dairoff hebben hair loon, als sy
gewoentlick sijn.’
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in Kistemaker, Wagenaar, & Assendelft, 1984, p.
25).

The city itself profited from the trade in fish, earning
money from leasing the office of superintendent, as well
as from leasing physical market spots to the individual
traders. In addition, the city collected taxes in the market
(Kistemaker et al., 1984, p. 31; Baaren, 2010, p. 22).

Despite all of the decrees and the Guild’s efforts at en-
forcement, many people wanted to escape the city rules and
tried to sell fish outside of the formal markets. In response
to this, the city of Amsterdam enclosed the market on Dam
Square in 1599, making it a proper marketplace, with des-
ignated gates to enter and leave (Kistemaker et al., 1984, p.
27).

Indeed, a historical characteristic of the governance of
urban marketplaces – and crucial for understanding the at-
titude of current city governments towards them – has been
the double, and in many ways contradictory, task of the au-
thorities. On the one hand, they had to facilitate the market
and its growth, because both the city and their own legiti-
macy depended on it. On the other hand, local authorities
had to regulate the market, as exuberant expansion threat-
ened everyday orderly life in the city. This dual assignment
characterises the relationship between the market and city
authorities from the beginning of their joint birth: as twins
that both need and hate each other.

Drawing from his analysis of eighteenth century grain
trade in Paris, Kaplan argues that the dual task of the local
authorities gave birth to a conceptual distinction between the
‘market principle’ on the one hand, and the ‘marketplace’ on
the other (see table 3.1). The first refers to the system of
relations in which prices are determined through a balancing
act of supply and demand, and through which food and other
resources are distributed. The market principle was thought
to operate best autonomously, free from interference by the
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A dual assignment: to facilitate . . . to regulate . . .
A conceptual dist.: the market principle the marketplace

Table 3.1: A dual assignment leads to a conceptual distinc-
tion

government (S. L. Kaplan, 1984, p. 25). Opposing the mar-
ket principle – and as Kaplan argues, compensating for its
elusive character that prevents governments from grasping it
– the marketplace is the physical location where traders and
customers interact. It is a place that requires, and allows
for, surveillance and regulation and, if needed, repression.
In Kaplan’s words, ‘the marketplace as a physical site served
as the linchpin of the regulatory apparatus’ (S. L. Kaplan,
1984, p. 27); it presented to the authorities the immorality
of the market, and above all the possibility to moralise it.

In the eyes of many city authorities, market traders are
greedy, cheeky and ill-mannered folk who try to make a profit
at the expense of honest citizens. Medieval English moralists
projected the ‘evil of the market’ onto the character of the
market trader who, by his very nature, continually corrupted
the in essence innocent market (J. Davis, 2012, p. 135). The
‘sins of the market traders’ were furthermore understood by
medieval moralists to be:

Unjust prices – selling as dear as possible, but
buying as cheaply as possible;
Usury – giving usurious credit;
False oath – swearing and lying in order to sell
goods;
False wares – selling a different and inferior arti-
cle from that first bargained for;
Concealment – hiding the faults of an article;
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Misrepresentation – making merchandise look
better than it was;
False weights and measures;
Lyther bargaining – profiting by purchaser’s need
(J. Davis, 2012, p. 55).

As such, market traders have generally been regarded
with suspicion. This is true of the market trader who sells his
products from a stall in the marketplace, but even more so of
those folk who walk the streets with their wares. The market
trader’s inferior was the peddler, who was often represented
as exterior to the social body, and therefore a threat to it
(J. Davis, 2012, p. 100). Peddlers were thought to work
exclusively through deceit and lies – and often directed this
towards women, trying to sell them soap and needles and
other items that they did not need. As William Lichfield, an
early fifteenth century priest, put it:

A pore peddelere makiþ oftmore noise to sel his
sope and his nedyll þan doiþ rych marchaunte
with al þis dere worþi ware þus þay þat do
but lityl gode spekyn mych more þerof þen men
of gret virtue don of hir god dedis (quoted in
J. Davis, 2012, p. 75).

Cross and Morales also expose the moral narrative in the
authorities’ attitude towards street vendors:

Street vendors are accused of many things: of
being dirty and “ugly,” of not paying their share
of taxes, of selling illegal or contraband goods,
of being unhygienic, of blocking public transit,
and of making too much noise. But . . . the un-
derlying complaint by many city administrators,
local businesses, or residents is that they are there
(emphasis in original, Cross & Morales, 2007a, p.
19).
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Guided by the authorities’ abhorrence of the market
trader, market halls were built all over Europe starting in
the eighteenth century to confine the sprawl of traders and
to demarcate the marketplace. In Britain, for example, more
than seven hundred public market halls have been built since
1750 (Schmiechen & Carls, 1999, p. 144). This enthusiasm
to physically enclose the marketplace is the materialisation of
a particular urban normativity – an ethical urbanism – that
depicted the market trader as an extension of the market
place and as the embodiment of all the woes of the market.
In Britain, the rise of the market hall must be understood
within a Victorian ethos of ‘makeability’, which aimed for
an architectural reflection of the desired social order in the
physical form of the city. Through the principle of ‘associ-
ation’, the architecture of the market hall functioned as a
visible language of what society was supposed to look like:
a well-structured market hall resembled an orderly society.
‘Marketplaces’, Schmiegen & Carls write, ‘had a high moral
tone: they represented a place for civility and fair prices’
(Schmiechen & Carls, 1999, p. 176). Indeed, in the new
market halls, shouting and screaming were often prohibited,
and this was strictly enforced by the special Market Police.

This section has identified the conceptual distinction that
has historically emerged, within the eyes of local govern-
ments, between the market as a principle that needs to be fa-
cilitated, and the marketplace as a physical space that needs
to be controlled and policed, resulting in a deep mistrust
towards market traders and an eagerness to constrain them
within enclosed spaces such as market halls. The following
section will deduce from this a working definition of markets
as they feature in this thesis, starting from a pre-theoretical
notion of what a market is to most of us.
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Figure 3.3: Markets come in many shapes and forms: the
buildings.
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Figure 3.4: Markets come in many shapes and forms: the
stalls.
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3.3 Defining the marketplace

Markets come in many shapes and forms, and they go by a
variety of names, such as ‘bazaars’, ‘souks’, and ‘forums’, to
name just a few (Calabi, 2004). Markets can be small – just
a handful of vendors – or huge – consisting of thousands of
traders. They can take place daily or yearly or anything in
between, and from the early morning to the late afternoon
or night. They can occupy the same spot every time, or
rather pop up at different locations each day. They can be
held in a building, under a roof, out on the street, on the
water, or any mix thereof. They can be ancient or new,
close to the centre of town or far away. Their offers range
from local produce to goods that are flown in from the other
side of the world, from fish and vegetables to second hand
clothes and counterfeit electronics. Some markets are very
specialised, while others are more general. In some markets
you pay in cash, while in others you can use your credit
card. Some are highly regulated, while others are extremely
informal. Some markets cater to the direct neighbourhood,
while others attract bus loads of shoppers from far away. In
some markets, you encounter more women than men, while
in other markets it is the other way around. Some markets
are fancy, while others reflect the difficult situation of the
people in the area. In short, markets come in a great variety
of appearances, depending on the situation in which they
take place.

Yet a striking observation – if we can call it that – is that
most of the time when we talk about ‘markets’, when we
read about them in the newspaper or search for them on the
Internet, we are actually referring to those markets that we
do not see at all. This is ‘the market’ in the abstract sense of
the word, close to the ‘market principle’ as identified in the
previous section. Whether defined in functional terms – the
market as an allocation mechanism, or the market as a price-
setting mechanism that establishes an equilibrium between
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Figure 3.5: Markets come in many shapes and forms: the
mobility.

traders and customers (Rosenbaum, 2000, p. 459) – or in
structural terms – the market as a set of social institutions
that facilitate and regulate networks of exchange relation-
ships (Rosenbaum, 2000, p. 460) – the market in the way
economists talk about it has generally detached itself from
any specific locale. Indeed, while markets are understood by
economists as the locations where shares of companies, for-
eign currencies, or even ‘futures’ and ‘rights’ are traded, and
although we often say that these markets take place in, for
example, Wall Street, Tokyo, or Milan, their physical loca-
tion is to a large extent symbolic, and traders meet by and
large virtually.

The virtuality of ‘the market’ does not mean that it has
no real consequences on the ground. Indeed, the effects of
the ‘free’ market on society constitute a classic discussion
amongst economists, and are a source of many political the-
ories, some more explicitly Marxist than others (e.g. Lind-
blom, 1977).
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Figure 3.6: Markets come in many shapes and forms: the
food.
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Related to ‘the market’ as an economic formula, yet
distinct from it, are online marketplaces such as EBay or
Craigslist. Whilst seller and buyer in these online market-
places do not – like in the abstract markets – meet face-to-
face, they do depend on the possibility to inspect, via digital
images, the actual items that are for sale. EBay furthermore
provides an extensive procedure to establish a relationship
of trust between sellers and buyers based on ratings by other
users. Gossip about low quality services or faulty products
can destroy a trader’s reputation both on- and offline.

Notwithstanding the importance of markets that take
place in the various stock exchanges worldwide, this thesis
focuses on those markets that take place at and in a specific
time and place, where transactions occur between traders
and customers who meet on a face-to-face basis. This the-
sis is therefore concerned with the actual marketplace. As
Plattner, an economic anthropologist, puts it:

‘Market’ [is] the social institution of exchange
where prices or exchange equivalences exist.
‘Marketplace’ refers to these interactions in a cus-
tomary time and space (Plattner, 1989, p. 171).

This distinction of course echoes the conceptual distinc-
tion that springs from the dual assignment of the local au-
thorities to both facilitate and regulate the market, and
which in turn gives rise to a constant suspicious attitude
towards markets (see again table 3.1).

The markets that are discussed in this thesis are all more
or less ambulatory, that is they move around and do not, in
contrast to shops, permanently occupy the same spot. Not
all markets in this thesis move around in the same way, and
some can be regarded as ambulatory only in principle and
perhaps not in practice. The markets in Istanbul, on one
end of the spectrum, are highly mobile. Traders gather at
specific places on specific days to set up the market, only
to pull down the whole structure at the end of the day and
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reappear somewhere else in the city the next day. Like no-
mads, they roam the city, and are thus able to serve different
neighbourhoods throughout the week. Their itineraries are
usually regular, meaning that they put up their stall in one
neighbourhood every Tuesday and in another neighbourhood
every Wednesday. This provides them with a certain pres-
ence beyond the actual market days, as people can – to an
extent – rely upon their return. The exact location within
the market, however, might differ from week to week, accord-
ing to availability and external conditions.

Even more ambulant than Istanbul’s market traders, are
the peddlers that can be found in Amsterdam, London, Is-
tanbul and any other city in the world. Peddlers walk the
streets in search of customers, and at least in principle only
stand still for the duration of the transaction. Peddlers com-
monly sell street food such as chestnuts or sandwiches. While
sharing many characteristics with the markets in this thesis,
and while they are for historical reasons inseparable, ped-
dlers are not the main focus of this thesis as they, as lonely
traders, lack the organisational structures (though not nec-
essarily written down in formal regulations) of markets that
make them a ‘marketplace’. This distinction between ped-
dlers (as vendors who sell independently) and market traders
(as vendors who sell within a collective that we call ‘the
marketplace’) differs from Bromley’s distinction between the
peddler who sells in the street and the market trader who
sells in ‘off-street’ places such as market halls or parking lots
(Bromley, 2000, p. 4), as the distinctive feature is taken
to be social rather than administrative. The identification
of the trader with his stall, as part of the market, is what
defines a market trader.

In comparison to peddlers and Istanbul’s nomadic mar-
kets, the markets in Amsterdam are less ambulatory: they
take place daily – or in some cases weekly – on the same
spot, occupying the same street or square. Yet also in Ams-
terdam, the market day ends when the traders pack up their
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stuff and disappear, giving back the street to other users (in
most cases cars). While these markets do not necessarily
take place at a different location each day, they can still be
regarded as ambulatory, since they appear and disappear ev-
ery trading day. Moreover, while the market might be stable
in terms of location, the traders very often are not, as they
open up their stall in different markets throughout the city.
One trader, for example, might prefer to come to Dapper
Market on Mondays, because he has his regular customers
there on that day or because he expects too much compe-
tition in the other markets, but he might prefer to go to
another market on Tuesdays, for similar or perhaps different
reasons.

London’s markets are – among the three cities discussed
in this thesis – perhaps the least ambulatory. Like many
other markets in the British capital, Queen’s Market takes
place underneath a permanent roof that covers what is in
effect a market square. Here, traders set up their stalls dur-
ing market days in between two rows of shops and several
freestanding kiosks, and together they make up the market.
Although the stalls in Queen’s Market appear at the same
spot every trading day, the market can still be regarded as
ambulatory as the stalls disappear every evening, leaving an
empty square that is used by different people in different
ways. One night, a group of youngsters organised an impro-
vised game of football underneath the empty market canopy.
On Sundays, when there is no market, the space turns into
a covered car-boot sale, with piles of clothes, furniture and
electronics spread out on the ground.

Characteristic of all ambulatory traders is that they do
not permanently occupy – either by owning or renting – the
spot from which they conduct their trade, but rather per-
form their business in public space. To a greater (Istanbul)
or lesser (London) extent, they move around the city, and
pop up in different places each day. In this way, the defini-
tion excludes shops, restaurants, malls and food courts (even
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though the latter two are made up of different traders like a
market).

Typical of ambulatory trade is a certain amount of un-
certainty, both on the part of the market trader – ‘Will I
have a good spot to do my business tomorrow?’ – as well
the customer – ‘Will I find my favourite tomato stall to-
morrow?’ The uncertainty of ambulant trade, as Chapter 7
will discuss in greater length, comes hand in hand with the
serendipity of the market as a place to meet the unexpected.
Indeed, the flexibility and adaptability of the market trader
is often perceived by the local authorities in terms of chaos
and confusion, and as such reinforces the rationale for more
regulation and stricter management.

The market traders who feature in this thesis generally
consider themselves to be market traders and are considered
by others as such. They do not work in the market as a sec-
ond job or hobby. Because of this, most of the traders are
not the producers of the products they sell, but are rather
middle men between consumers and producers or between
consumers and other middle men such as wholesalers. In
most markets, there are some traders who are also producers
– for example, those selling herbs and spices at the fringes of
Istanbul’s markets – and this is even more common in farm-
ers’ markets, which generally operate only a few days a week,
rather than every day, thus leaving the trader/producer time
to work the land, fish at sea, or conduct whatever activity is
needed for the production of his or her products.

Most market traders foster lasting relationships with the
producers and are able to – at least theoretically – direct
the customer to the exact location and method of produc-
tion. Market traders might employ staff, but are generally
personally present at their stall. Their social skills and com-
municative qualities are important in building relationships
of trust with customers, so it is in their own interest that
they engage with shoppers on a basis that transcends the
purely economic transaction.
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Note that the definition of markets that this chapter
works towards does not distinguish between ‘wholesale mar-
kets’ (markets that cater primarily to retailers, such as
restaurants, shops or even market traders) and ‘retail mar-
kets’ (markets that cater primarily to members of the public,
who are also the consumers of the products that they buy).
In many instances, the assumed distinction between whole-
sale trade and retail trade is a superficial one, and the two
often exist together. In London, for example, the market of
New Spitalfields is a wholesale market, which means that the
traders are primarily selling fruit and vegetables to retail-
ers. Yet anyone can enter the market and buy food for their
own consumption. At the end of the market day (which, in
a wholesale market that operates at night, means early in
the morning), people who live around the market come to
score a bargain from traders who want to sell off their last
produce. The customers here are generally people who have
little money to spend on food, and therefore profit from the
low prices that are offered for relatively large quantities –
e.g. a box of tomatoes or a crate of apples – or people who
have many mouths to feed, for example those who are organ-
ising communal dinners for weddings, Sikh langars (common
kitchens) or other occasions. The same is true for other Lon-
don ‘wholesale markets’. In Billingsgate Fish Market, for
example, people come to buy whole salmons, rather than
slices, or a box of prawns rather than a dozen.

Indeed, the distinction between ‘wholesale’ and ‘retail’ is
deliberately questioned in this thesis, as it prevents us from
seeing the strong connection between places that primarily
– though not exclusively – cater to retailers and those that
cater primarily to consumers. It is telling that a represen-
tative of the Department for Economic Affairs in Amster-
dam responded with surprise to the suggestion that whole-
sale markets should be taken into account when considering
the city’s retail markets: conceptually, and planning-wise,
the two have nothing to do with each other. As I have ar-
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gued elsewhere in more detail (Janssens, 2012a), the artificial
distinction between ‘wholesale’ and ‘retail’ markets feeds a
narrative of the inaccessibility of ‘wholesale’ markets that un-
dermines their position in the city as inclusive public places.

The above qualifications of the marketplace as it featuresMarket-
places are
defined in
relational
terms, as
physically
grounded
nodes in
multiple

networks of
products,

people and
ideas; they

are urban and
ambulatory
settings of

actual
interaction;

they are
based on food
as their main
vocabulary of
action; and,

their
appearance
ranges from

open-air
street

markets to
covered

market halls.

in this thesis all relate to the locality of the market: an
urban phenomenon characterised by serendipity and move-
ment, and centred on, amongst other things, food. Yet while
marketplaces are strongly anchored in their specific local-
ity, they are also firmly embedded, as Bestor Bestor, 2001a,
Reijndorp Reijndorp, 2009 and others have argued, in webs
of migration and global food flows. The Dapper Market in
Amsterdam, for example, should be understood within the
context of Amsterdam East, where it is situated on the fron-
tier of a gentrifying zone, between the city centre and cul-
tural institutions such as museums on the one hand, and vast
amounts of social housing and poverty on the other hand.
Nevertheless, it can only be fully understood if placed within
the wider historical context of international flows of labour
migration and an upcoming middle class that increasingly
longs for the experience of the ‘other’ through exotic food-
stuffs, music and fashion.

Marketplaces can therefore be understood as physically
grounded nodes in multiple widespread networks of prod-
ucts, people and ideas. In Bestor’s entry on markets in the
International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sci-
ences (Bestor, 2001a), he similarly identifies ‘networks’ as
the prime interest of social scientists, and in particular an-
thropologists, when studying markets. This either means
networks within markets (with Bourdieuian-inspired studies
on hierarchies and social stratification among traders or cus-
tomers), between markets (with studies paying attention to
‘commodity chains’ of specific products such as sugar (Mintz,
1985) or tuna (Bestor, 2001b), or more broader understand-
ings of flows of people, technology, finance, ideas and ide-
ologies (Appadurai, 1996)), or around markets (with studies
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focusing on governance structures, urban planning and con-
flicts).

3.4 Conclusion
Marketplaces offer an insight into the dynamics of public
domain in the city. After reviewing the existing body of
literature on markets, this chapter has traced back the origin
of the market’s Janus-face – a deeply rooted hostility from
the local authorities towards their markets that either hides
behind or feigns enthusiasm for new hip marketplaces – to
the dual task of the city government to both facilitate and
regulate the market. This, as this chapter has argued, has led
to a conceptual distinction between the market principle on
the one hand, and the marketplace on the other, where the
latter, embodied in the extreme by the market trader and the
peddler, not only present to the authorities the immorality
of the market, but above all the possibility to moralise it.

Moralising the marketplace is a particular instance of eth-
ical urbanism today, and sheds light on how public domain
works. Taking the definition of marketplaces, as developed in
this chapter, as a starting point, the next chapter provides
the conceptual framework used to analyse marketplaces as
public domain.
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Chapter 4

Marketplaces as
Public Domain

Having defined marketplaces in the previous chapter in rela-
tional terms – as places that exist within, and simultaneously
affect, networks that vastly extend beyond their physical lo-
cation – this chapter investigates how marketplaces function
as public domain. Building on the tension that was identi-
fied in Chapter 2 between the policing forces of an ethical
urbanism and the moments of politics that can emerge in
public space, this chapter discusses first how a particular
form of ethical urbanism manifests itself in the city through
the creation of so-called ‘festival marketplaces’, where the
domain for alternative stories to emerge becomes narrower.
While other forms of ethical urbanisms prevail in other mo-
ments and in relation to different kinds of urban space, the
discourse of ‘festival marketplaces’ provides a concrete exam-
ple of how ethical urbanism affects marketplaces and, hence,
public domain in the city.

Second, this chapter shows how urban marketplaces can
be sites for the development of politics in which the domain
of stories is stretched up and new ways of hearing and see-
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ing present themselves. In doing so, the chapter further op-
erationalises Rancière’s theoretical framework by proposing
three concepts with which to understand the ways in which
marketplaces function as public domain. First, marketplaces
are ‘public alleys’ that open up parts of the city and facilitate
interaction amongst those who would not otherwise meet.
Second, marketplaces are spaces of ‘comfortable surprises’,
where people feel at ease to be open to unpredictable en-
counters with the other. And third, marketplaces are spaces
of ‘radical diversity’, since both the temporal and spatial di-
versity of markets, as local nodes in intrinsically global net-
works, allow people in the market to break with the fixed
identifications that are imposed on them and rather to ap-
pear from different places at the same time. Although this
chapter does not claim that these three socio-spatial char-
acteristics are the only routes to politics in a Rancièrean
sense of the word, it does argue for the significance of the
three in the context of contemporary ethical urbanism. In
the market, then, we might experience the spark of moments
of politics.

4.1 Festival marketplaces
Ethical urbanism has been defined earlier on page 37 as the
imposition of a particular aesthetics – that is, an order of the
visible and the sayable – on urban space, where an identity is
established between what can and should be seen and heard,
and where everything in the city is ‘in its place’. Many so-
called ‘redevelopment’ or ‘revitalisation’ projects in the city –
whether targeted at one particular building or a whole neigh-
bourhood – are an expression of today’s ethical urbanism,
where urban spectacle ‘re-places’ (as in, puts in a particular,
fixed place) public space.

With regard to marketplaces, an ethical urbanism has
manifested itself in cities in the US since the 1980s in the
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construction of so-called ‘festival marketplaces’, such as New
York City’s South Street Seaport or Boston’s Faneuil Hall
Marketplace. The concept of the festival marketplace is of-
ten attributed to James Rouse, a developer who responded
to the demise of the North American inner city by creating
‘European style’ and at the same time ‘exotic’ business dis-
tricts that, in contrast to the existing practice of out-of-town
shopping malls, were located in the city centre and did not
depend on the anchoring effect of a large department store,
but were supposedly ‘anchorless’ (Sawicki, 1989; Metzger,
2001).

In the festival marketplace, the focus is not primarily on
retail but instead on entertainment, where ‘entertainment’
has become a commodity rather than an effect of the sociabil-
ity of the market. This focus on entertainment is supported
by a strong presence of restaurants serving ‘ethnic cuisines’,
as well as a distinctive architecture (see also Tunbridge, 1992;
Maclaran & Brown, 2005; Lindgren, 2014). In South Street
Seaport, for example, a replica of the Bogardus Building that
once stood in the city’s Washington Market has been erected
to give the feel of an ‘authentic’ marketplace (Metzger, 2001,
p. 36). When available, old central market halls that have
lost their function as a marketplace but that still stand in the
city centre are converted into festival marketplaces. Exam-
ples of this include Faneuil Hall Marketplace (Carr, Francis,
Rivlin, & Stone, 1992, p. 77).

As ‘revitalised’ inner city development projects, festival
marketplaces appeal both to urban planners who are eager to
halt the decline of old city centres or derelict harbour areas
and open them up for new flows of capital and urbanites, as
well as private partners who see in them interesting business
opportunities. The first festival marketplaces were therefore
public-private partnerships, where the public sector provided
the funds that would otherwise, in conventional retail cen-
tres, be provided by the department stores. As Sawicki notes,
governments were eager to subsidise festival marketplaces in
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the 1980s, as they were seen as providing the services and
leisure opportunities that would support the position of the
city within increasingly important global flows of investment
(Sawicki, 1989, p. 349, see also Harvey, 1989; Sassen, 2002).

The city government of Atlanta in 1982 felt that it was
falling behind in the competition with other cities for ‘imag-
inability’, as it had not yet created a festival marketplace
(Sawicki, 1989, p. 357). In New York, on the other hand,
where South Street Seaport was being developed, the city
tried to stimulate the atmosphere of a marketplace by provid-
ing special licenses to ‘street vendors’ to trade on the closed
sections of Fulton Street and Front Street (Metzger, 2001, p.
36–38) – a curious reversal of the aversion to street peddlers
that has historically existed in many cities including New
York (see also section 3.2), and a very clear example of the
functioning of ethical urbanism.

Despite the enthusiasm that local governments have
shown for creating festival marketplaces, their benefits, eco-
nomic or social, have been at best questionable. The prof-
itability of South Street Seaport, for example, was marginal
from the beginning, and was eroded completely with the eco-
nomic downturn in the city at the end of the 1980s (Metzger,
2001, p. 41). Futhermore, even when they are profitable in
themselves, festival marketplaces often succeed by diverting
economic activity from one place in the city to another. It is
often assumed, against better judgement, that festival mar-
ketplaces, because of the diversity of the retail spaces they
offer, provide opportunities for local small-scale traders. Yet
behind the façade of the numerous ‘specialty stores’ that
simulate local independent enterprises, large corporate busi-
nesses have found in festival marketplaces novel ways to reach
new customers (Sawicki, 1989, p. 353).

Simultaneously, the arrival of powerful investment com-
panies threatens the survival of existing retail and residential
activities in the areas surrounding festival marketplaces. In
Lower Manhattan, to continue with the same example, local
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residents as well as local fish traders opposed the creation of
South Street Seaport, as they feared that the real estate goals
of the project would price them out of the market (Metzger,
2001, p. 37). Indeed, local independent retailers soon re-
alised that they were unable to afford the high rents that were
being charged by the festival marketplace (Metzger, 2001, p.
44).

Although the concept of the festival marketplace origi-
nates in the US in the 1980s, a similar development can be
observed in European cities in the twentieth century. Lon-
don’s Spitalfields Market, for example, is an attempt to ‘re-
vive’ the eastern part of central London, and Amsterdam’s
Food Hallen – a festival marketplace in a former tram depot
– plays a pivotal role in the upgrading of Amsterdam West.

Many of today’s festival marketplaces, however, such as
farmers’ markets or gourmet markets, differ in shape from
their 1980s predecessors. They are much more modest in
scale, and are scattered throughout the city. As elements
in urban planning strategies, some of today’s farmers’ mar-
kets, such as Mercator Markt in Amsterdam West, target
‘deprived’ neighbourhoods outside of the inner city area but
which are on the fringe of gentrification, and in that sense
are more applicable to the European context of urban de-
velopment. In contrast to the earlier festival marketplaces,
today’s festival markets more closely resemble – in their ap-
pearance – actual street markets: they are often (though not
always) made up of mobile market stalls that appear dur-
ing the day and disappear in the evening, only to re-appear
somewhere else the next day. As such, modern day festival
marketplaces seem to be much better integrated into the fab-
ric of the city than their 1980s counterparts, which first had
to ‘make space’ (e.g. clear out parts of the city) for their
development.

Another difference between modern festival marketplaces
and the original North American ones is that today’s festi-
val markets are generally privately operated, instead of be-
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ing public-private partnerships. This is in line with an on-
going privatisation of public services, and public spaces in
particular. As Mitchell puts it, privately controlled pub-
lic spaces such as festival marketplaces are part of the new
economic base of the entrepreneurial city (Mitchell, 2014,
see also Harvey, 1989). As such, many local governments
are supportive of the creation of these types of markets. In
Amsterdam, for example, the city praises the development
of farmers’ markets in various neighbourhoods, such as the
Pure Market in Amsterdam East, and even takes them as
examples for the organisation of the city’s remaining public
markets (Bleumink, 2013).

Nevertheless, in essence, modern day festival market-
places are a continuation of the original festival marketplace.
They are carefully staged appearances of quasi-public spaces,
whose real estate core lies not in the bricks of the festival
marketplace itself, but in the buildings that are situated
around them. Yet in the end they are, as Shepherd notes
when describing the ‘marketplace’ activities in Washington’s
Chinatown district, highly policed:

While choreographing the ‘realness’ of public
marketplaces (including such ‘real’ activities as a
handful of licensed pedicabs and street perform-
ers), authorities regulate these ostensibly public
spaces as private spheres that will be attractive to
consumers who seek to consume the city without
having to interact with the city (Shepherd, 2009,
p. 9, emphasis mine).

In their resemblance to a market, festival marketplaces
thus celebrate the ‘authenticity’ of the marketplace. But
such nostalgia, Mitchell warns, is rarely innocent (Mitchell,
1995, p. 119). Festival marketplaces are based on visibility
and identification. As commodified spectacles of authentic
marketplaces, including a carefully designed ‘constrained di-
versity’ (Mitchell, 1995, p. 210), festival marketplaces sepa-
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rate the market from its public character. They replace the
potential of ordinary, inclusive public space with a profitable
image of a safe and clear shopping experience. In the festi-
val marketplace, in short, the story of an ethical urbanism
prevails.

As Chapter 8 will elaborate, this is very clearly visible in
the case of London, where a team of international investors
have proposed to replace a local marketplace with a high
rise office block, which will include a supermarket and an
indoor festival marketplace that resembles – at first glance
– the current market. Public administrators agree with the
plans, seeing in the investment a quick way to balance the
books. In Amsterdam, as Chapter 7 will discuss, the mu-
nicipality is ceding its public markets to private companies,
that are then in charge of the public space, but which, by
their very nature, have a different agenda when it comes to
managing these spaces than a public body would have. And
in Istanbul – perhaps most dramatically of the three cities,
see also Chapter 6 – the local government sees in markets,
and in public space in general, at best a missed opportunity
to attract investors, and at worst the germ of an articulate
public. In their effor to maintain order and police the city, all
that remains acceptable therefore are the farmers’ markets
and other festival marketplaces.

The ‘replacement’ – in the sense of ‘putting in place’– of
existing markets with festival marketplaces is, as the previous
section has argued, the imposition of a particular aesthetics
on public space in the city, and as such a restriction of their
use. As the possibility for alternative stories to crop up be-
comes constrained, the publicness of urban space is reduced.
Yet as Chapter 2 has argued, ethical urbanism’s tendency to
restrict the publicness of urban space is never absolute, and
in its shadow resistance develops. The following section will
discuss how marketplaces can be sites in which to evade the
scrutiny of the police order and to find ways to be heard seen
– that is, sites in which politics occur.
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4.2 Politics of the marketplace
Politics, as discussed in Chapter 2, takes place. Moments
of politics are the actualisation of public domain, in which
those who should not be seen or heard claim a presence in
public space with their own alternative stories. By doing
so, they stretch up the domain of stories that has become
increasingly restricted in urban marketplaces, as the previous
section has shown. The following section will develop the
analytical tools, derived from the discussion on public space
and politics in Chapter 2 and on markets in Chapter 3, to
empirically study the dynamics of public domain in urban
marketplaces.

As volatile spaces in which – in the words of Watson –
people ‘rub along’ (Watson, 2009, p. 1581), markets facili-
tate interaction amongst different people and groups. This
interaction need not be intimate. By simply sharing, as An-
derson puts it, the space with others, people write and re-
write their stories about the other (E. Anderson, 2004, p.
21).

The case studies that make up the body of this thesis
each describe a particular form of this ‘rubbing along’ – of
the way in which the market functions as public domain –
that is associated with a particular expression of the market-
place. The markets in Istanbul appear in one neighbourhood
on one day, and in another neighbourhood on another day,
and by doing so, they create pathways – temporarily shared
canopies – that form what I propose to call ‘public alleys’, inPublic

alleys are
defined as
ephemeral
places that

open up
parts of the
city that are

otherwise
inaccessible

which residents and traders, who would not normally meet,
get to know each other. Through these ‘public alleys’, parts
of the city that are otherwise considered inaccessible due to
their presumed danger – including all the horror stories that
come with no-go areas once they have entered the public de-
bate as such – open up, and the market invites city residents
from other parts of town to come and stay for a while.

‘Public alleys’ are thus corridors into a new place that also
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serve as destination places, and so open up the city and pro-
vide opportunities for residents of different neighbourhoods
to actually meet and exchange experiences; that is, to par-
take in the general life of the city and to insert their stories
into the narrative field. This means that the social qualities
of marketplaces as ‘public alleys’ also have clear material
implications: it is in the market, as a market, that ‘public
alleys’ physically transform the streets and allow outsiders
to come in.

This happens, for example, in the neighbourhood of Tar-
labaşı, a designated regeneration area targeted by a large
scale renovation programme. Tarlabaşıis collectively known
as dangerous, but the neighbourhood opens up on Sundays
when the traders of the Sunday Market provide a shielded
entrance to visitors. On Sundays, people from other areas of
Istanbul feel safe enough to come to the neighbourhood and
meet its residents while they are shopping.

In the market, people confront unexpected situations that Spaces of
comfortable
surprises
are defined as
spaces in
which people
feel
comfortable
enough to
encounter the
unknown

force them to rethink their notions of the Other and of them-
selves. This hinges on what I call the market’s capacity for
facilitating ‘comfortable surprises’. It is only in situations in
which people feel at ease, where they feel they have a right
to be there, that they can open up to the unexpected and
unknown. It is in these situations that they encounter ‘famil-
iar strangers’ (Jacobs, 2003; Reijndorp, 2003; Seale, 2016a),
and consequently adapt their stories in small, though not
negligible, ways that can affect the stability of the domi-
nant narrative. Despite the stereotypical assumptions that
the dominant narrative upholds about the eastern part of
Amsterdam, for example, visitors to the market experience
the Other as they share the dense space of the street and are
confronted with food that they have never before seen, music
that they have never heard, or clothes that they have always
wondered how to wear. It is through these confrontations,
these ‘comfortable surprises’, that people are able to rewrite
their stories of the place – and thereby of themselves – in
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small but important ways.
Many different kinds of interactions occur on a daily basisSpaces of

radical
diversity are

defined as
spaces that

are both
temporally

and spatially
diverse

in the marketplace. Extending Hiebert, Rath and Vertovec’s
(2015) argument on the diversity of marketplaces, markets
are characterised, I argue, by their ‘radical diversity’. Here,
the prefix ‘radical’ is meant to emphasise that the diversity
in the market occurs on different levels simultaneously: the
market is characterised both by its temporal diversity, as well
as by its spatial diversity.

‘Radical diversity’ thus extends the temporal simultane-
ity that Rancière has described for nineteenth century French
labourers. The spatiality of the marketplace enables peo-
ple to move through the extensive networks through which
a market reaches out to other localities and so extends its
physical boundaries. As central points in migrants’ lives, as
nodes in food trajectories, as representatives of the seasons,
sustainability and urban poverty, marketplaces connect dif-
ferent spaces in the city – and beyond – and allow people
to move between them and to meet and exchange stories.
As the case from London in Chapter 8 demonstrates, fixed
identities become loose, and the division of bodies in partic-
ular places becomes untenable: market traders are not just
market traders, but they appear in newspapers, radio broad-
casts, television shows and academic conferences, where they
voice the stories that, according to the police order, ‘have no
place’ in the locality of the market itself.

The ‘radical diversity’ of the marketplace thus not only
enables people to move through an astonishing variety of net-
works, but also allows them to appear in multiple places at
the same time, thereby negating the structure of the domi-
nant story. In the market, a person can be a trader, activist,
writer, politician, resident, employer, artist, treasurer and
spokesperson all at the same time. As such, the ‘radical di-
versity’ of the marketplace enables those people in the mar-
ket to break through the categorisations that are imposed on
them and that emplace them in a particular situation, and
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hence provokes the emergence of politics.

4.3 Conclusion
In response to a prevailing ethical urbanism in today’s cities,
we find in marketplaces certain dynamics that make them
fertile grounds for public domain to develop. Understood
in relational terms as physically grounded nodes in multiple
networks of products, people and ideas, three socio-spatial
characteristics of marketplaces have been defined that can
spark politics in the city. First, marketplaces have been iden-
tified as ‘public alleys’ – that is, as impermanent places that
facilitate interaction amongst those who would not other-
wise meet, and as such the possibility for alternative sto-
ries to travel and mature. Secondly, marketplaces have been
identified as spaces of ‘comfortable surprises’ – that is, as
places where people feel comfortable enough to be open to
the encounter of the Other. Finally, marketplaces have been
identified as spaces of ‘radical diversity’ – where people ap-
pear from multiple places at the same time. It is through
these characteristics, which Chapter 2 has argued, that mar-
kets provide a high risk for politics – as the disruption of the
police order and hence the actualisation of public domain –
to occur.

The next part of this thesis explores the practices that
shape the political in the marketplace on a daily basis. In
discussing markets in three cities – Istanbul, Amsterdam and
London – the following chapters will follow the tensions that
exist in the markets through the eyes of the actors involved.
In Istanbul, the market will be analysed in terms of a public
alley that opens up part of the city. The case of Amster-
dam will provide an insight into how the market allows for
comfortable surprises that support the creation of alterna-
tive stories. In London, finally, the radical diversity of the
marketplace provokes moments of politics in which new ways
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of seeing and hearing occur. But first, the next chapter dis-
cusses the methodologies that form the basis of this thesis.



Chapter 5

Methodology

This thesis is a study on the vulnerability of public domain.
Public domain, as the previous chapters have argued, is not
abstract but exists in concrete expressions of particular set-
tings and forms of performance. Indeed, as a discursive
space, public domain occurs in the actual exchange of dif-
ferent stories and the possibility for these stories to be heard
and taken up by others.

Within a context of contemporary ethical urbanism, pub-
lic domain is fragile. Policing narrows the domain in which
stories can appear, thus reducing the publicness of urban
spaces. But public domain can never be completely closed
down: sooner or later, alternative stories pop up that stretch
up the discursive space in the city. These are moments in
which ‘politics’ takes place, and new ways of seeing and hear-
ing emerge.

A study on the politics of public domain therefore needs
to capture the actual ongoing stories of people and groups in
and around markets, and the ways in which they put pressure
on the market as an urban public space, both from a polic-
ing point of view – where the domain for stories to appear
becomes restricted – and from the point of view of resistance

103
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and disagreement – where alternative stories claim presence
in the market. The core of this thesis therefore consists of
three case studies on marketplaces in the cities of London,
Amsterdam and Istanbul. Here, stories have been collected.
Each of these stories is embedded in its own local history,
and directed towards an anticipated future that is specific
not just to the individual market but to the person telling
the story. So although the thesis takes a narrative approach,
the material conditions and the physical locations of the pub-
lic spaces that feature in the thesis, their pasts and futures,
and all other elements of their context, are understood as
contributing significantly to the ability to tell stories and to
have them heard.

5.1 Case study research
There are many ways to do empirical research, ranging from
tightly controlled experiments in laboratories and large scale
statistical inquiries to more open ended case studies (Yin,
2009). All of these approaches consider the object of study to
be something that can, at least analytically, be demarcated
in order to investigate it, either in the form of an ‘experimen-
tal setting’, a ‘population’ of which a representative sample
can be taken, or a ‘case’. In an experimental setting, the
situation under study is isolated and the effects of the inde-
pendent variable upon the dependent variable are measured.
This requires, at least theoretically, that all other situational
variables be fixed, or at least closely monitored as potential
sources of distortion. In various branches of the social sci-
ences, however, the basic principle of testing the effects of an
experiment is problematic, both for methodological reasons
– it is thought to be impossible to take into account all the
possible variables in social situations, and consequently it is
impossible to repeat the experiment – as well as for ethical
reasons – in a setting as uncontrollable as a real life social
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situation, it is not considered justified for scientists to ex-
periment with people’s lives. Although case study research
is based on the premise of the selection of a ‘case’, this se-
lection can only ever be artificial, perhaps even provisional,
as the phenomena studied in cases always and explicitly ex-
tend beyond the pre-defined study area. This was true for
the small villages that were the focus of early anthropologi-
cal studies, and is even more so for cases that take place in
today’s globalising world (Walton, 1992; Burawoy, 2000).

In this respect, scholars have come to identify ‘multi-
sited’ case study research as a research design that does not
limit the case to one particular locality, but rather ‘exam-
ine[s] the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and iden-
tities in diffuse time-space’ (Marcus, 1995). This has been
particularly relevant for studies on non-location-specific phe-
nomena, such as digital media, or phenomena that explicitly
occupy multiple sites, such as migration. But in today’s
globalising world, many activities that physically seem to
take place in one site are nevertheless related to, affected
by, and in turn affect, events that take place on the other
side of the globe. ‘Sites’, in this sense, have by themselves
become multi-sited. Markets are no exception to this, and
might even constitute, following Bestor’s study on the inter-
national tuna trade that centres on Tokyo’s Tsukiji Market
(Bestor, 2001b), a textbook example.

An important strength of case study research is that it
is able to cope with a dynamic and unpredictable setting,
such as a market. Indeed, the acceptance of open ended-ness
as a methodological tool is a crucial element of case study
research. It is the risk – but just as well the opportunity – to
encounter the unexpected that opens up new ways of seeing
that were not possible before. Case studies do not, therefore,
develop in a linear way. Instead, they grow in what might be
called a rhizomatic fashion, through ‘extensive’ or ‘horizon-
tal’ links that disperse into the context of the object under
study, as well as ‘intensive’ or ‘vertical’ links that go into
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the depths of the case. At any point, these links might en-
counter new nodes of relations that can develop into separate
case studies themselves.

Case study research thus enables an in-depth study of so-
cial situations that are understood to be not only ‘extensive’
– taking into account the context in which the case study
occurs such as broader regulations and urban developments
– but also ‘intensive’ – by following the relationships both in
time and through space as they submerge beyond the sur-
face. In-depth case study research is attentive to changing
relations that might divert the path from the original re-
search goals. Indeed, by following a case over an extended
period of time, case studies can reveal the particular trajec-
tories of meaning within the chosen setting. A study that
aims to understand the way in which marketplaces function
as public domain thus demands this combination of extensive
and intensive in-depth case study research.

As the above suggests, this thesis takes cases not as terri-
torially bounded ‘fields’, but rather as networks that consist
of many relations, some clear and straightforward, others
vague and obscure, some locally embedded, others trans-
gressing the locality, yet all dynamic and volatile. A rela-
tional analysis of cases does not undermine the spatiality of
the case, but rather acknowledges the multi-dimensionality
of space as simultaneously grounded in a particular mate-
rial condition, but also fundamentally connected to other
sites through networks (Appadurai, 1996). A relational ap-
proach stresses the dynamic constructions of ‘cases’, rather
than emphasising the boundaries of social groups and places
(Desmond, 2011).

Despite taking a relational approach towards case study
research, the demarcation of the case remains relevant. In-
deed, one of the appeals of case study research is that it
directs attention to the context of the topic under investi-
gation. By taking a particular marketplace as a case, for
example, and tracing all the relationships that unfold when
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we start to investigate it, our attention is focused not only on
those activities that are commonly associated with markets,
such as trade and regulations, but also on relevant issues
that occur around the market but which only become visible
if studied in more depth, for instance the influence that the
market has on ways of synergetic cooking and eating in the
neighbourhood (see also Appendix C).

But what exactly are these links that the researcher fol-
lows when conducting relational case study research? Mar-
cus discusses various different ‘modes of construction’ of
multi-sited research, ranging from research designs that are
based on ‘following the People’ – with Malinowski’s Arg-
onauts of the Western Pacific (1922) being the prime ex-
ample – through research that is shaped by ‘following the
Things’ – where he refers to the classical studies of Mintz
(1985), Appadurai (1996) and Latour (1988) – to ‘following
the Metaphor’ – for which he provides Haraway (1991) as
an example. ‘Following the Story’ – an approach that has
inspired this thesis – is also mentioned as a research strat-
egy by Marcus, which provides the grounds for multi-sited
ethnography (Marcus, 1995, p. 109).

Queen’s Market in London can serve as an example
through which to understand the rhizomatic, risk-and-
opportunity driven nature of case study research based on
the trajectories that emerge when the researcher follows the
paths and junctions of the stories that are being told in,
around and on the market, by traders, visitors, residents and
those who govern – or are supposed to govern – them. As an
extensive longitudinal study on the historical development,
present situation and future expectations of a redevelopment
project, the core of the research and the starting point for
exploring the case is formed by Queen’s Market, a medium-
sized covered marketplace in East London. The stories that
popped up in the market directed me to other marketplaces
in London, but also to other urban regeneration projects and
to alternative food networks in the city. For example, crucial
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elements in the story of protest included the collaboration of
the campaigners in Queen’s Market with campaigners from
other markets in the capital that were equally under threat.
This brought me to Brixton Market in South London, Seven
Sisters Market in North London and Camden Lock Market
in West London. Through other stories of, for example, ex-
ecutive planners, I was guided towards the markets of Ri-
dley Road, Broadway, Stratford, East Ham and Rathbone,
all in East London. Clearly, the story of Queen’s Market is
strongly tied to the wider redevelopment schemes that are
either under way or proposed for the area. In many sto-
ries, the London 2012 Olympic Games were introduced as a
key actor, as was the Thames Gateway Project – both mega
projects that have had a strong influence on Queen’s Market
and the area in general, and therefore had to be included
in the case study. When considering the food networks that
exist in and around Queen’s Market, and in relation to the
Olympic project, it is important to understand the relation of
the market to the capital’s wholesale markets (in particular
New Spitalfields and Covent Garden), as well as local pro-
jects such as city farms and communal cooking initiatives.
See figure 5.1 for an overview of the locations of the markets
in London that were visited for this research.

On a higher scale, the three cases of this thesis – Lon-
don, Amsterdam and Istanbul – together inform us about
the ways in which markets can function as public spaces in
the city that ‘make politics’. As a multi-sited case study
research in which each case is in itself also multi-sited and
rhizomatically constituted, the three cities discussed in this
thesis are not considered to be comparative cases. Nor are
the three a comprehensive whole that tell everything there is
to say about public markets. Rather, each case approaches
the market from a different perspective, and sheds light on a
different element of the market as a form of public domain in
that particular city. Each case thus provides a different focal
point from which to look at the market: taken together, they
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Figure 5.1: Location of markets in London.
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help us to understand the urban marketplace.
In addition to the markets in the three main cities that

have been studied for this thesis, less comprehensive ethno-
graphic research has been carried out over the past five years
in other cities around the world. In Havana, New York, Bar-
celona and Tokyo, the relationship between the public au-
thorities and markets sheds additional light on topics that
are discussed in this thesis. Discussion of these additional
smaller cases not only enriches our understanding of the role
of marketplaces in cities, but more specifically it widens the
scope of this thesis to markets and cities outside of Europe.

Although there are certainly limits to case study research
– as to all methods and research designs – the often heard
critique – that is fails to provide verifiable results – does not
undermine its value as a research method. As Flyvbjerg has
argued in his famous article ‘Five Misunderstandings About
Case-Study Research’ (2006), scientific development need not
solely be understood as a positivist endeavour towards an
idealistic truth, but, and this is especially the case for case
study research, as an art that is based on creating practical
wisdom – or ‘phronesis’ in Flyvbjerg’s words (2011, p. 313)
– that, although relevant in various situations beyond the
original setting of the cases under study, ultimately stems
from concrete and unique experiences on the ground. It is for
these reasons that all three cases include a practical design or
policy section that aims to make practical use of the insights
gained in the research (see also section 5.3).

Another difficulty in case study research is the question
of when to stop. This is especially relevant in relation to a
grounded theory approach, where the research develops out
of the interplay between ‘data’ and ‘theory’. Theoretical sat-
uration – a proposed solution to the problem of understand-
ing when to stop – is far from evident when in the field, and
the development of something like a ‘theory’ is perhaps even
a reflex of the qualitative researcher facing – or fearing –
positivist criticism (Burawoy, 1998). The boundlessness of
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a relational case study, as the example of London demon-
strates, only reinforces this problem. A different solution,
then, can be derived from the same line of reasoning as Fly-
vbjerg’s above, where the premise that research is based on
the creation of practical wisdom and better understanding
of the case itself leads to a comprehension of research being
sufficient when the social problems that the case study ad-
dresses can be better discussed, using a more sophisticated
vocabulary that allows for a more nuanced debate. At no
point does this imply that the research is final. Indeed, in-
terpretative research is intrinsically incomplete, Geertz ar-
gues when explaining his notion of ‘thick description’, and
its progress ‘is marked less by a perfection of consensus than
by a refinement of debate’ (Geertz, 1973, p. 29).

In sum, as the development of the case in London has
demonstrated, the cases that were investigated for this re-
search are understood as networks, rather than fields, that
rhizomatically unfold themselves both extensively into the
context of the fabric of the city as well as intensively into an
in-depth study of the case over time. Different perspectives
on the market are discussed in the different cases: in some
cases, we get a glimpse of the meaning of the market from
the local authorities’ perspective, while in other cases we un-
derstand the market from the perspective of the traders or
nearby residents. In order to study different markets in dif-
ferent cities, and to follow the different stories that emerge
there, the researcher needs to be equipped with a wide ar-
ray of methodological tools, which is the subject of the next
section.

5.2 Ethnographic methods
Because case study research is context-based, it generally
requires a set of broad methodological tools; the particu-
lar tools used depend on the particular aspects of the case.
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The most common among them – also because it is often
used quite inclusively to mean a whole range of qualitative
research techniques – is ‘fieldwork’. However, as the case
studies in this research are not based on ‘fields’ but rather
on networks, the term ‘fieldwork’ seems somewhat out of
place, and ‘ethnographic research’ seems more appropriate –
although the term, according to Fabian, is in itself also a mis-
nomer, for ‘ethnography’ literally means the textual results
that are the product of a study of people (Fabian, 1990, p.
757). Nevertheless, in its more naïve understanding, ethnog-
raphy refers to the set of research methods that enable a
more or less holistic and qualitative – but at times accept-
ing more quantitative – research in a specific setting, which
need not be bounded to a site. Ethnographic research is an
iterative approach that moves back and forth between the
researcher and the researched in the practice of interpreting
social phenomena, producing what Geertz has called ‘thick
description’ (Geertz, 1973). Ethnography thus considers the
history and wider environment of the case, but focuses on
how these aspects influence the present and pave the way for
an anticipated future. Ethnography takes into account the
more formal official stories, as well as the informal ones; it
values grand narratives as well as daily practical jokes. In
short, ethnography’s complex approach consists of a variety
of practical tools (for an overview of the fieldwork activities
used for this thesis, see Appendix A).

To decide upon which tools were relevant for this ethno-
graphic study, an operationalisation of the key concepts into
tangible, observable phenomena was crucial. As public do-
main is defined in this thesis as the domain of exchange of
different stories that have both social and material aspects
in urban space, the spatial qualities of urban marketplaces
needed to be investigated. For this, focused (‘What exactly
happens in the moment of the transaction?’) and unfocused
(‘What will I encounter here?’) observations and photog-
raphy were used for all three cases. These techniques were
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supplemented by counting: in the case of Amsterdam, a sur-
vey was conducted that aimed to reveal the range of the cus-
tomer base of the market, both in terms of distance as well as
social and cultural background and other relevant variables.
The questions in the survey were, where possible, made to
correspond to questions asked in earlier surveys conducted
by other research institutes and the municipality of Amster-
dam. These were made available to me for the purpose of
this research. The surveys were conducted among visitors to
the market over a period of approximately six months, where
each survey, based on predominantly closed questions, initi-
ated a conversation between the surveyed and myself or my
research assistant for approximately five minutes on average.
With a total of 100 responses, the survey cannot be consid-
ered representative of the shoppers at the market – indeed,
while efforts were made to collect responses evenly over the
entire six month period, factors such as the weather and day
of the week nevertheless influenced the outcome. Notwith-
standing these reservations, the results of the survey hint at
trends that are made visible by their comparison with the
results of earlier surveys.

The limited number of responses to the survey was com-
plemented by using Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
to analyse data from the Amsterdam City Monitor. The City
Monitor enables the creation of maps that are based on layers
of spatial concentrations for a variety of themes, and a com-
parison of these concentrations over time (Pfeffer, Deurloo,
& Veldhuizen, 2012). Themes that are covered in the City
Monitor include, for example, demographic characteristics
such as age and place of birth, but also socio-economic char-
acteristics such as employment status, education level, hous-
ing conditions and perceptions of safety – all of which can be
represented according to year and a selected area, ranging
from the whole city to local postal zones (corresponding to
10 to 20 houses).

Both observations and photography as well as statistical
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data gathered through the survey and set off against GIS-
produced maps created visual representations of stories that
help to reflect on the stories of the markets produced by the
official authorities, which in all three cases were the local
administrations. Their stories were often based on counting
and formal representations of the market; representing in-
deed a type of urban governance that imposes a particular
order of visibility and meaning onto urban spaces, defined in
this thesis as ethical urbanism.

In all three cities, archival research was used to gain in-
sight into the history of the case, either going back a hundred
years (in the case of Amsterdam) or ten years (in London and
Istanbul). In Amsterdam, the city’s archives are digitalised
on request and made available for viewing or for purchase in
the form of a scan. They consist of correspondence among
city officials, the police and market traders, and provide an
insight into the way in which the market featured in the
stories of the time and, consequently, how these stories con-
tinue to affect the contemporary experience of the market.
City plans and city expansion drawings furthermore inform
us about the role that markets played in the development of
the city.

The metropolitan archives of London contain documents
that relate to the City of London, and thus cover most of
the wholesale markets in the capital, but not the markets
of East London. The archives of the Borough of Newham,
where Queen’s Market is situated, are less extensive and not
digitally accessible. These archives mainly provide images of
the market throughout the decades.

Similarly, the archives of Istanbul are located in the var-
ious boroughs and departments. The Borough of Kadıköy
provided me mainly with historical images, while the munic-
ipal police was able to offer me more contemporary docu-
ments.

Personal archives were a major source of information, es-
pecially in the London case, and to a lesser extent in the
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Amsterdam case. Consisting of minutes of meetings, internal
and external correspondence, plans, photographs, drawings
and newspaper clippings that covered the entire period of the
redevelopment plans, the personal archives of the campaign-
ers in London, split into two separate archives as a result of
an internal break in the campaign, provided a glimpse into
the micro development of the protest campaign against the
demolition of the market. In order to be able to consult the
archives at a later stage, I photocopied and digitalised them
in their entirety.

Although the personal archives in London included ex-
tensive media cuttings, additional media analysis was con-
ducted, in particular during the period of the research. In
the case of Amsterdam, a structured media analysis revealed
relevant information on the public framing of the case; for
example, the topic of health and safety concerns was repeat-
edly introduced in particular media generally associated with
a specific socio-cultural category of readers, while not in oth-
ers.

The most important methods used for this study on pub-
lic domain as the domain of exchange of different stories,
however, were interviewing and participant observation. In
the three cities, these tools were used in different combina-
tions and proportions. In Istanbul, for example, the language
barrier implied – and justified – a reliance on formal inter-
views that could be conducted with an interpreter. Time
constraints on the one hand, and the necessity to physically
be in Istanbul in order to make appointments on the other,
meant that it was not possible to plan appointments a long
time ahead. Different municipalities, organisations and in-
stitutions were visited on an ad-hoc basis and appointments
were requested with either an expert on the topic or a lead-
ing figure. Occasionally, such appointments were granted on
the spot, and in other cases they were granted within a few
weeks.

Especially in Turkey, the strong hierarchy that prevails
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in municipal structures and organisations in general resulted
in the fact that employees and civil servants were hesitant to
speak openly with me without explicit consent from their
manager, and rather referred me to their supervisors in-
stead. As a result, I moved up in the organisational structure
to speak to the heads of department, the president of the
agency, or the mayor of the municipality – all people who,
although they had less practical knowledge about the daily
ins and outs of the market, felt free to answer my questions.
From there, a snowball effect generally allowed me to speak
to other mayors, presidents and heads of department.

Although the interpreter provided excellent work, a sub-
stantial part of the meaning was always lost in translation.
The bulk of the interviews were semi-structured, using a list
of topics that had been selected beforehand and discussed
with my interpreter. The interpreter would pose the ques-
tions and translate the responses to me instantly so I could
elaborate, though she sometimes also deviated from the pre-
pared topic list as unexpected issues arose. To deal with this,
it was important that I was able to develop a good working
relationship with my interpreter. Although interview ap-
pointments where generally conducted in an official setting,
the formal hierarchy of Turkish organisations prevented the
use of voice recorders.

Voice recordings were used extensively for the interviews
conducted in London and Amsterdam. In London, 44 semi-
structured interviews were conducted among market cus-
tomers, residents, campaigners, market traders, different or-
ganisations and various layers of local government. The
length of these interviews ranged from thirty minutes to three
hours, with most of the interviews lasting one to one and
a half hours. The interviews were transcribed and manu-
ally annotated to facilitate analysis. In Amsterdam, fifteen
recorded interviews (of which six were directly focused on the
Dapper Market and nine on markets in Amsterdam in gen-
eral, and excluding six more unrecorded interviews as well as
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several recorded interviews that were conducted by my col-
league during our collaborative fieldwork period and that are
included in the analysis in this thesis) were similarly tran-
scribed and annotated. In order to protect the privacy of
the informants, pseudonyms are used throughout this thesis,
except when publicly known figures, such as the Mayor of
London, are concerned.

As the topic of my research involved conflicts and contes-
tation, the interpretations that different people gave me were
bound to contradict each other. Conducting the interviews
therefore allowed me to collect the different stories that ap-
peared in the markets. Attempts were made to speak equally
to all sides of the conflict, yet in the case of London, for ex-
ample, the tensions in the council were such that requests
for interviews on the topic were systematically ignored or
turned down. In these cases, I spoke via detours, for exam-
ple by requesting an interview on the London Olympics (the
council’s pride), which enabled me to touch upon the topic
of the market later in the interview.

How to divide one’s attention is a central concern to any
researcher studying conflict situations, for a perceived un-
even distribution might reinforce animosity between actors,
or even ignite a new dispute. This therefore requires careful
manoeuvring on the part of the ethnographer. In the case of
the conflict over Queen’s Market in London, being in the field
long enough and talking to all parties involved, as well as to
people not directly involved, removed the initial suspicion of
some of the informants.

In Amsterdam, interviews were conducted with officials
in various organisations, such as the police and different de-
partments of the municipality, and unrecorded conversations
took place in and around the market. One civil servant in
the municipality turned out to become an important key in-
formant as he was able to pass on my enthusiasm to other
people in the organisation who were, as a result, willing to
be interviewed. I spent many long hours with this key infor-
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mant discussing, often informally, the situation of markets
in Amsterdam.

Notwithstanding the importance of interviewing as a
method, the bulk of the data was gathered by means of par-
ticipant observation. Here, immersion in the setting of the
case and participating in daily activities, while also observ-
ing them, provided the means to learn about the aspects of
the case that were tacit and not generally addressed in the
interviews, either because they were considered unremark-
able, because they were intimate or confidential, or because
they were hard to put in words. These extensive periods
of participant observation contributed to the development of
trust relations. Such trust could develop slowly over a long
period of time, but it did not necessarily need to be so. In
Istanbul, for example, the mere fact that someone was taking
a genuine interest in the daily activities the market traders,
and was present in the market at six in the morning to help
build up the stall, convinced a specific trader to accept me
(and the interpreter, who was always present) into his private
sphere and to talk extensively about the common concerns
of the market trader.

Crucial in what Taplin, Scheld and Low (2002) have
called ‘rapid ethnographic research assessments’ is the dy-
namic nature of the research and the cooperation within a
team (in this case, my interpreter and myself) when studying
a great variety of sites over a short period of time, as well
as the need to constantly re-evaluate the data on the spot
as it directs further research activities. In Istanbul, twenty
markets were visited (see figure 5.2). Most of these visits
consisted of an initial visit in which short, topic-based con-
versations were held with around ten people – both traders
and customers as well as local officials such as police – and
a second visit in which selected topics were discussed further
with traders and officials. In the Sanayi Mahallesi Thursday
Market, for example, I learned some of the techniques that
are necessary to actually construct a market stall in Istanbul
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using only ropes and textiles; an insight that made me un-
derstand that being a market trader entails much more than
simply selling fruit and vegetables.

As a participant observer, entrance into a setting is usu-
ally a topic of concern. Physical entrance, obviously, was no
issue in this research, as all the markets that were studied
are publicly accessible. However, being physically present
does not suffice if one wants to understand the market from
the perspective of traders or planners, for example. To gain
this sort of access, different strategies were employed in each
case. Access to the market as a market trader in Amster-
dam’s Dapper Market was acquired by becoming a market
trader myself; this meant following the same formal proce-
dures as all aspiring market traders. In contrast to the Istan-
bul case, which was characterised by shorter research visits,
the period of active participant observation in Amsterdam
covered five months. Together with a colleague, I set up an
independent stall – called ‘Italy in East’ – and applied for a
spot in the market. Working alongside existing traders al-
lowed me not only to get a feel for the daily activities of the
market, but to see what it was like to enter the market as a
new trader and gain a sense of the low entrance barrier to the
market that is often mentioned as one of the ways in which
the market contributes to the vitality of a city. ‘Italy in
East’ was formally registered at the Chamber of Commerce
in Amsterdam as well as in the list of market traders at the
municipality’s Department of Market Affairs, and a Market
Card was obtained that allowed us to participate in the mar-
ket. As the Dapper Market in Amsterdam, like all the other
daily markets, is based on seniority, the limited spots in the
market mean that on busy days, unfortunate newcomers are
not allocated a spot. For this reason, ‘Italy in East’ traded
predominantly on Mondays – which is in general the least
busy day of the week.

Apart from the formal procedures, the start of ‘Italy in
East’ also entailed the import of goods to be sold (in this
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Figure 5.2: Location of markets in Istanbul.
Key to figure 5.2: 1. Sanayi Mahallesi; 2. Şirintepe Ma-
hallesi Pazarı; 3. Sular İdaresi Pazarı; 4. Çeliktepe Pazarı;
5. Gültepe Pazarı; 6. Çağlayan Pazarı; 7. Ortaköy Pazarı;
8. Fulya Pazarı; 9. Feriköy Organik Pazarı; 10. Ortaköy
Turist Pazarı; 11. Bayrampaşa Hali; 12. Beşiktaş Balık
Pazarı; 13. Tarlabaşı Pazarı; 14. Üsküdar Balık Pazarı;
15. Karaköy Balık Pazarı; 16. Fatih Çarşamba Pazarı; 17.
Kumkapı Balık Pazarı; 18. Samatya Pazarı; 19. Kadıköy
Carsı; 20. Kadıköy Salı Pazarı.
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Figure 5.3: Location of markets in Amsterdam.

case, organic delicatessen products from southern Italy) and
the promotion of the market stall through social media, net-
works of friends and the distribution of flyers. In the market,
with the exception of the market managers and some of the
traders, ‘Italy in East’ was considered to be, and acted as, a
true market company. The fieldwork covered the entire pro-
cess of gaining access to, working in and improving business
in the market, every week, from nine in the morning until
five in the afternoon.

Not only did this period of fieldwork enable me to closely
observe the life of a market trader, but to an extent it also en-
abled me to feel for myself what it means to be a trader. On
a freezing snowy morning, for example, my feet, as an inex-
perienced marker trader, hurt from the cold so that I had to
keep walking back and forth behind my stall. A neighbour-
ing trader who saw this provided me with a simple piece of
old cardboard to stand on, which insulated me from the cold
of the street. Similarly, my back hurt after a long day’s work
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– a feeling that I shared with many other traders on a daily
basis.

The embodiment of being a market trader was not only
physical, but also emotional, as I experienced a true feeling
of concern and despair when, after four hours in the market,
I still had not made any sales. The turnover on an average
market day was so low that I was worried about the sustain-
ability of the trade. Of course, I only worked as a market
trader for five months one day a week, and I never had the
intention of making a living out of it, but it nevertheless gave
me an insight into the daily struggles – and the daily joys –
of being a market trader. Even though the products that we
were selling were generally considered to be too high-end for
the Dapper Market, we nevertheless built up a solid faithful
customer base of people from various different backgrounds,
from yuppies and students to Iraqi immigrants and Italian
chefs. I actually felt bad when, on one day, I decided to skip
a workday, and when, after five months, I quit the stall and
‘abandoned’ my customers. By working in the market, I ex-
perienced directly the relationality of the place, something
that has been discussed, both in the literature and in this
thesis, as a key feature of the marketplace.

The period of participant observation in London was the
most extensive, and covered six months from autumn 2010
to spring 2011 – in which the bulk of the research was car-
ried out – and an additional month in the summer of 2012 to
discuss the changes that had occurred since the first period
with the key actors and to follow up on some loose ends. As
the focus of the research in London was on the campaign
around the redevelopment of the market, participant obser-
vation consisted mainly in attending meetings of the cam-
paigners, and working collectively on various actions that
supported the campaign, such as gathering information, vis-
iting events as a representative of the campaign, and actually
standing in the market handing out newsletters. Entrance
into the setting – in this case, the campaign – was not only
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a practical issue, but also provided research data, as it was
precisely the campaign’s ability to attract people from out-
side, such as myself, that was a major element contributing
to its success. My key informants thus not only helped me
to conduct my research, but I simultaneously helped them
by presenting the market in academic settings such as con-
ferences and articles. As such, I became part of the case.

The relationship between the researcher and the re-
searched has often been characterised by a dominant position
of the former, who comes along, looks around and gives his
verdict on the situation. But as all interpretative research is,
as Geertz has argued, intersubjective, and thus the product
of both the researched and the researcher, the next section
will highlight the role of the researcher in researching

5.3 Research in action
The relationship between the researcher and the researched
has not always been one of equality. historically, researchers
often considered themselves to be in a position to ‘extract’
data from their research subjects. This served primarily to
put the researcher on the academic map, while it left the
researched disrupted and upset by the new situation that
had been created around them. Furthermore, with a few ex-
ceptions, most researchers have long refrained from making
explicit political statements, by asserting a presumed inde-
pendence from whoever is in power (Routledge, 2004). It is
thanks to the postmodernist thinkers, amongst others, who
made this unequal relationship explicit, that social scientists
are now fully aware of the two-directionality of their research
activities and the effects that they have on the people they
study. These effects range from the rather innocent to the
directly lethal, as the Network of Concerned Anthropologists
(NCA, 2009) warns in relation to the use of anthropological
knowledge by the US military in order to optimise warfare.
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Rather than maintaining a non-political stance, researchers
should acknowledge that their work is fundamentally politi-
cal, and that it is their responsibility as researchers to deal
with this.

‘Research that produces nothing but books will not suf-
fice’, Lewin argued (Lewin, 1946, p. 35). According to him,
‘action research’ should analyse, stepwise, a certain social
situation, which will then lead to actual social change. The
effects of the research on the researched is thus no longer
accidental – something that has to be acknowledged retro-
spectively or preventively taken into account – but is rather
an intrinsic part of the research. The term ‘public anthro-
pology’ similarly refers to an anthropological practice that
looks beyond the borders of the discipline to engage in re-
search that explicitly aims for social change, thereby em-
ploying plain language that makes the research accessible to
an educated general public (Rappaport, 2008). In a similar
vein, Low has argued that the anthropologist’s engagement
in real world problems should reach beyond the commitment
to work with informants and to treat them with respect and
dignity, to also involve the anthropologist’s responsibility to
direct his research and its results towards the benefit of those
with whom he works. The ‘promotion of social justice’, as
Low puts it, should be at the centre of the anthropologist’s
practice (Low, 2011, p. 390).

There are different gradations in terms of how social sci-
entists can be engaged researchers. Low and Merry identify
six types: (1) sharing and support; (2) teaching and public
education; (3) social critique; (4) collaboration; (5) advo-
cacy; and (6) activism (Low & Merry, 2010). In the first
half of this list, the researched essentially takes on the role
of a ‘client’. His situation, and the demand for knowledge
that he expresses, is taken as the starting point of the re-
search, but ultimately he remains a rather passive character
in the sense that he does not directly contribute to the pro-
duction of the research. With respect to this, Fabian raises
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the question – without providing the answer – of how the so-
cial sciences should ‘give presence to those who, if at all, are
spoken of only in absentia’ (Fabian, 2006, p. 145, emphasis
in original). Indeed, it might be attributed to the postmod-
ernist thinkers that, while stressing the role of the researcher
and the need to be self-reflexive, the researched has faded
into the background.

The second half of the list, by contrast, effectively trans-
forms the role of the researched from a ‘client’ into a
‘co-researcher’. Holmes and Marcus, who call these co-
researchers ‘para-ethnographers’ (Holmes & Marcus, 2008,
p. 82), emphasise that this is not an instance of a ‘division
of labour’ in which the researcher leads a carefully designed
research project and requests the input of the researched
at appropriate times and in appropriate forms, but rather
a fully collaborative endeavour in which the analytical in-
sights of the research subject are fully integrated into the
project. Co-researchers, even without being subject to any
formal academic research project, increasingly engage in ‘su-
perb ethnography’ (Holmes & Marcus, 2008, p. 84), and
discuss the reflections on their own practices via global digi-
tal media networks (Juris, 2007).

At the same time, by taking up a performative role within
the research itself, the researcher becomes a co-informant.
At all stages – data gathering, analysis, distribution of the
results – the research is now a joint project. The term ‘co-
research’ has been used to describe the type of research in
which both the researcher and the subject of the research
– a patient in a hospital, a planner at a city department,
a campaigner in a local protest group – work on a research
project collaboratively (Epston, 1999; Hartley & Benington,
2000).

Blurring the line between the researcher and the re-
searched, between the observer and the observed, undermines
the role of the organic intellectual that quite a few academics,
Juris argues, have grown accustomed to (Juris, 2007). And
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simply taking on the role of ‘circumstantial activist’ in Mar-
cus’ (1995) sense is not enough, he continues. Juris rather
argues for a type of research that can be situated at the ex-
treme end of Low and Merry’s list, namely the practice of
‘militant ethnography’ (Juris, 2007, p. 171), alternatively re-
ferred to as ‘militant research’ (Colectivo-Situationes, 2005).
As a militant researcher, the activist goal of the research is
intrinsically linked to the academic goal, and both feed into
each other.

An example can serve here to explain what engaged col-
laborative research can look like. In her work investigating
Moore Street Market in Brooklyn, New York City, Low aimed
to promote social justice by uncovering the market as an im-
portant urban space for social relations, rather than – as
the dominant story puts it – a candidate for gentrification.
Low has initiated, together with colleagues and traders in
the market, a Public Space Research Group at the City Uni-
versity New York. This group actively helped the market
traders to position themselves as representatives of an im-
portant social place, especially for the Latino population of
Williamsburg. The involvement of City University also trig-
gered broad media coverage and drew attention from state
and federal representatives; attention that was ultimately
able to save the market. At the same time, it provided Low
with a better understanding of the market as an embodied
space: ‘the engaged practice of community collaboration and
activism to preserve the market from gentrification also gen-
erated a better understanding of translocality and its role in
creating and maintaining a culturally diverse urban public
space’ (Low, 2011, p. 398).

With regard to this thesis – a study on public domain
as the domain in which different stories can appear – the
notion of research in action is perhaps even more pressing,
for this thesis itself necessarily unfolds as a story, affecting
the various other stories to which it is connected, and thus co-
shaping the narrative space in the market. While ‘research
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that produces nothing but books’ will indeed not suffice, the
books themselves may have an effect on how the market is
imagined and spoken about. As such, this thesis demands an
explicit consideration of the engagement of the researcher.

If we reflect on the cases that form the backbone of this
thesis, various gradations of collaborative research, as listed
by Low and Merry, become apparent. The Amsterdam case
shows characteristics of collaboration and advocacy. The
Dapper Market case started with a request by the local coun-
cil for more insights into the dynamics of the market – and in
particular, the perceived changing customer base of the mar-
ket – a request that met my interests as a researcher. But
the civil servants working in the council and who approached
me with this request were not simply clients with a partic-
ular knowledge question; they also actively participated in
the research by taking part in interim reflection sessions and
workshops that took place at the University of Amsterdam in
2012, and that guided the course of the research. The survey
that was conducted among visitors to the Dapper Market, for
example, was developed in collaboration with both the Mar-
ket Consultation Committee as well as the local Department
for Economic Affairs, to ensure that it could address shared
interests.

In order to improve the ways in which residents of the
city can profit from the advantages that marketplaces of-
fer, I have elsewhere (Janssens & Sezer, 2013) proposed the
creation of ‘Flying Markets’. This proposal is based on my
findings from the research project described in this thesis,
and an overview is presented in Appendix B. Simultane-
ously, the plans have been taken to the council to discuss
implementation. If the ‘Flying Markets’ are realised, it will
be a direct and immediate effect of this research on the city.

In Istanbul, a top-down planning tradition coexists with
informal initiatives in various neighbourhoods that generally
stay below the radar of the official authorities. Officials were
reluctant to take on an active role in the research project, and
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rather positioned themselves as clients. Here, I supported one
local council authority in its ambition to create a sustainable
food market to complement the rapidly expanding city by
helping with the design of such a market. This design is
described in more detail in Appendix B.

The London case covers the whole spectrum of the second
half of Low and Merry’s list: from collaboration through ad-
vocacy to activism. In contrast to the Amsterdam case, the
collaboration in London was not with the local authorities
but rather with the activists that campaigned to save their
market from the council’s redevelopment plans.

As I attended meetings and discussions of the group of
people who were protesting against the council, I soon de-
veloped sympathy for their cause and found myself joining
their events. This became explicit when a picture of ‘us’ was
printed in the newsletter that was distributed in the mar-
ket. I was no longer an onlooker, but had become part of
the campaign. Without this, I would never have been able
to have the open and honest conversations that I had in and
around the market.

I soon understood that this double role of researcher-
as-campaigner was precisely the key to understanding the
conflict around Queen’s Market, and to understand how the
small David was able to beat the giant Goliath. It was the
campaign’s ability to include others – such as academics like
myself – as part of their campaign and, through them, to ap-
pear in front of the council from unexpected angles. Indeed,
I reciprocated the privileged position I was granted as part
of the campaign by helping the campaigners with practical
issues, such as the distribution of newsletters, and – more
importantly and in line with the idea of co-research – using
my own network to generate support for their cause. This
resulted, amongst other things, in the publication of a chap-
ter in a social critique cum cook book – Living Recipes for
Social Innovation (Janssens, 2011) – where I present a brief
overview of the history of the struggle alongside a recipe from
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one of my key informants. The recipe is reprinted here in Ap-
pendix C. Upon publication, the editors went down to the
market and offered the campaigners ten copies of the book,
which they could use for campaign purposes.

In one particular instance, the research provided content
for a series of objections that were made to the planning
strategy of the local council. Some of these objections were
acknowledged and some suggestions were incorporated into
the final plan. An overview of this is also included in Ap-
pendix B.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, relational case study research has been dis-
cussed as a valuable way to study the market as public do-
main. The main advantage of this research design is that it
focuses attention while allowing for the case to develop in un-
known directions, by following the trajectories of the differ-
ent stories that develop in the market. In order to grasp the
historically relevant stories regarding the studied markets,
archival research and media analyses were been conducted.
In all three of the cities that are the main focus of this thesis,
extensive periods of participant observation served to trace
the dynamics of the stories in and around the markets.

Although the three cases differ in character and scope –
both in terms of empirical focus as well as ethnographic ap-
proach and techniques – and assembling them into a single
thesis could give the impression that I am offering a com-
parative overview of marketplaces and public domain, the
rationale is not one of searching for correspondence or con-
trast, or of testing, but of bringing out the differences in the
ways in which public domain develops in three very distinc-
tive cities. Each case therefore sheds light on some of the
qualities of public domain, and on the ways in which public
space is always a struggle. Table 5.1, a reprinted from Ta-
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Forces that restrict
the publicness of
public domain

Characteristics that
enable the develop-
ment of public do-
main

Istanbul direct oppression and
fixation of urban space

markets as ‘public al-
leys’

Amsterdam bureaucratisation and
privatisation

markets as ‘comfort-
able surprises’

London repudiation and regen-
eration

the ‘radical diversity’
of the marketplace

These are the policing
forces of an ethical ur-
banism

These are the qualities
that support moments
of politics

Table 5.1: Overview of the three empirical cases

ble 1.1, reveals how the cases are structured as part of this
thesis.

This chapter concluded with a discussion of the role of
the researcher in this research project. Just as the researched
took on roles traditionally associated with the researcher, as
the researcher I myself collaborated with those under study,
and hence became an object of research. The following chap-
ters of this thesis will discuss the results of this endeavour.



Chapter 6

Istanbul

6.1 Introduction
More than 350 makeshift markets pop-up every week in
different neighbourhoods accross the city of Istanbul. As
this chapter argues, it is the materiality of these markete –
lightweight structures made of metal poles, ropes and tarps,
which instantly create a shared shopping arcade – that not
only provides residents with fresh food and immigrants with
an income, but alos opens up pathways into neighbourhoods
that would otherwise be inaccessible to many. The deprived
area of Tarlabaşı in central Istanbul is a case in point. Ur-
banites from the broader city only dare to come to the neigh-
bourhood – and so meet the residents – on market days. As
such, marketplaces in Istanbul play a crucial role in the de-
velopment of public domain as spaces in which people meet
and stories are exchanged.

The ability to physically construct the canopies that cre-
ate these marketplaces is the prime quality of the market
trader and is passed on from father to son. The local gov-
ernment’s plan to close all of the city’s markets – part of its
grand urban renewal scheme – will not only deprive Istan-
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bul of these market corridors, but will also place the craft
and practical wisdom of creating a market at risk. This puts
the very capacity to create these inclusive public spaces in
jeopardy.

The following sections first situate Istanbul’s markets
within the city’s recent past of rapid urbanisation. Then
the quality of Istanbul’s markets as ‘public alleys’ – that is,
their capacity to contribute to public domain in the city –
will be discussed, followed by a section on what it means to
be a market trader in Istanbul. Section 6.3 then reflects on
the current trend in Istanbul of closing down the markets –
that is, on the manifestation of ethical urbanism in Turkey –
and on the consequences that this will have for public domain
in the city.

6.2 Periodic markets & public alleys
The history of markets in Istanbul initially followed a simi-
lar path as in other European cities, and a nineteenth cen-
tury traveller to the city, then called Constantinople, would
have been overwhelmed by the variety of strange and exotic
products and traders that he would have encountered. As
the Ottoman capital – and before that the capital of the Ro-
man Byzantine Empire – Istanbul was fed through numerous
specialised markets, such as the Fish Market and the Spice
Market, that were often housed in large covered structures,
such as the majestic Grand Bazaar (De Amicis, 1878; Ünlü-
Yücesoy, 2013).

When Turkey became a republic in 1923, the attention of
the national government shifted to Ankara, the new capital
city, and Istanbul was ‘forgotten’. As the city shrank, so did
its markets, although their physical structures – the covered
bazaars – were largely left untouched. After the second world
war, Istanbul started to recover and, for the first time since
the end of the Ottoman era, the city’s population increased
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again. Industry developed along the Golden Horn, which at-
tracted low skilled workers from all over Turkey. Building a
strong, economically robust city was considered crucial for
the development of Turkey, even if the government could not
cope with the consequences of this rapid growth. Indeed, in
order to ‘accommodate’ the massive influx of labourers from
Anatolia, the authorities conveyed the responsibilities for
housing, infrastructure, education and food provision onto
the incoming migrants, who were expected to take care of
themselves.

Istanbul in this period embraced an urban development
approach that can be characterised as ‘planned informality’.
Due to a lack of means to satisfy the new demands for hous-
ing, for example, the authorities turned a blind eye to the
construction of illegal settlements. This resulted in the cre-
ation of vast gecekondu neighbourhoods – meaning literally
‘built overnight’, a term that refers to makeshift houses that
were constructed informally on unclaimed or government-
owned land around the city – at the city’s fringes and, as
well as the large scale squatting of abandoned houses in the
historical neighbourhoods of the city, especially in the Bor-
ough of Beyoğlu, the centre of non-Muslim Istanbul before
the proclamation of the republic (see also Aksoy, 2009).

As the gecekondu areas were located at the edges of the
city, the development of Istanbul in the twentieth century
was based, as Sennett notes, on emphasising the distinc-
tion between centre and periphery (Sennett, 2009), where
the latter, more than the former, was characterised by its
informal nature. This has led Sudjic (2009) to describe late
twentieth century Istanbul as a ‘compartmentalised’ city: a
city where people stayed in their own areas and only rarely
crossed neighbourhood boundaries, let alone the Bosporus,
the strait separating the European part of the city from the
Asian part. As the city expanded, inequality rose, with pock-
ets of rich residents living in enclaves – in fact, in gated com-
munities – surrounded by – but completely separated from
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– the gecekondu areas (see, for example Beycan-Levent &
Gülümser, 2007; Geniş, 2007; Adanalı, 2015).

Parallel to this planned informality in housing, Istanbul
also came to be well perfused with temporary, provisional,
makeshift markets that popped up in different locations in
the city on different days, such as the Wednesday Market
in the Fatih neighbourhood and the Thursday Market in the
Galata neighbourhood. These markets proved quick to adapt
to the demands of the city’s new residents. Today’s periodic
markets in Istanbul – called pazar in Turkish, as opposed to
the covered bazaars, which are called çarşı – are thus a direct
response to the city’s period of ‘planned informality’.

The periodic markets that characterise Istanbul today
differ considerably from their European counterparts, espe-
cially with regard to their fixedness. Whereas markets in
London are, in many cases, housed in market halls or other
covered structures, and markets in Amsterdam, although
they take place on the street, happen in the same street every
day, primarily in defined market stalls, the periodic markets
in Istanbul wander around in the city, popping up in one
neighbourhood on one day, only to disappear and re-appear
in another neighbourhood the next.

Both in terms of their temporality as well as their spatial-
ity, Istanbul’s markets are extremely flexible. Because they
travel through the city, they must adapt to different situa-
tions each day. Their physical structure therefore also has
to be very light. Traders rent only benches from the munici-
pality, providing the rest of the market structure themselves.
This need for flexibility and adaptability gives Istanbul’s pe-
riodic markets their particular shape.

The periodic markets are made using only three basic
components: metal poles, ropes and tarps. With these three
elements, traders are able to transform open space, such as
streets and alleys, into large covered marketplaces. With the
ropes, tarps are connected to buildings, trees and other ob-
jects, and additional height and structure is provided by the
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metal poles that are held in place by little more than the
network of ropes. By physically hooking into the fabric of
the city, large continuous canopies are erected under which
traders and shoppers are protected from the elements. These
canopies are lightweight yet comprehensive structures that
protect against direct sunshine, rain and snow, but let sun-
light through to illuminate the market below. What might
look like a fragile construction to an outsider – even danger-
ous, as the occasional gust of wind lifts the metal poles and
tarps metres into the air – is seen as indestructible by the
traders. It is precisely the flexibility of the market structure
that allows it to endure in all conditions (see, for example,
figure 6.2).

Indeed, the market structure is not only strong and solid
enough to provide a shared – and safe – canopy for the mar-
ket, but it is also fast and flexible enough to accommodate
all kinds of urban situations and to adapt to changing en-
vironments. The Wednesday Market in Fatih, for example,
occupies multiple blocks in the neighbourhood and turns the
otherwise open streets into a lively shopping experience once
a week. On Thursday mornings, however, nothing is left to
remind of the crowds that were there the day before. Charac-
teristic of periodic markets in Istanbul is therefore their firm
and complete structure on market days, and their complete
absence on non-market days.

This ephemeral quality of Istanbul’s markets ensures that
they never fully claim the spaces they occupy. Şanal and
Şanal rightfully note that these periodic markets rarely use
the urban spaces normally associated with markets, such as
central squares or sidewalks. Rather, they take place on what
the authors refer to as ‘open space’ (Şanal & Şanal, 2008, p.
301): spaces that are, although physically accessible, under-
used as spaces of interaction because in many cases motorised
traffic dominates these ‘throughways’.

The transformation of open space into market space thus
creates public domain in the city, for underneath the tarps
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people come together and share stories. In the market, peo-
ple not only have the possibility to interact with others, but
– referring back to Hajer and Reijndorp (Hajer & Reijndorp,
2001) – actually do so. As Şanal and Şanal conclude:

the importance of the street markets’ endurance
as a common urban archetype in the fabric
of Istanbul lies in its intensification of existing
open-space resources, its impromptu collabora-
tive structures, and the rhythmic, yet ephemeral,
animation of urban neighbourhoods’ public space
(Şanal & Şanal, 2008, p. 301–302).

Or, as Tsuruta puts it, Istanbul’s periodic markets ‘create
a spatial change with their presence’ (Tsuruta, 2008, p. 297).
She continues:

Since cars can’t enter the streets on days when
the markets are set up, a natural pedestrian area
forms. In this pedestrian area vendors and buy-
ers can directly communicate face to face and a
street which is calm for six days can suddenly
come to life for a day. For that day only, below
these awnings, the voices of the sellers and the
generally female customers mix and a cheerful
crowd brings life to the neighbourhood (Tsuruta,
2008, p. 298).

By turning streets into public spaces, markets in Istan-
bul create gateways, or routes, into neighbourhoods that
might not otherwise be as accessible. The market in Tar-
labaşı, Beyoğlu, is a good example of this. Just a few blocks
down the road from the famous Taksim square – one of the
main touristic sites in Istanbul and the heart of the city’s
nightlife and entertainment – Tarlabaşı’s past grandeur as
a classy Greek and Armenian neighbourhood changed dra-
matically when the inhabitants had to flee the neighbour-
hood and the country after the proclamation of the republic.
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This trend continued when the four-lane Tarlabaşı Boule-
vard cut the neighbourhood off from the more popular and
gentrifying parts of Beyoğlu, such as Karaköy. Immigrants
– initially Kurds, but increasingly also Africans – started to
occupy the empty houses, and the city’s outcasts, most no-
tably transvestites and prostitutes, also found a new home
in Tarlabaşı.

In the eyes of many – both city residents as well as of-
ficials – Tarlabaşı is now a ghetto. Its fame as a criminal
area has risen steadily over the last decades, and a firm im-
age of Tarlabaşı as a no-go area, where you always risk being
attacked with a knife for your money, took root among Istan-
bulites (in particular those who do not live, or know anyone
who lives, in Tarlabaşı). Because of this image, its proximity
to Taksim and the aesthetic potential of the neighbourhood
– once it has been cleared of its current inhabitants, that is
– the Borough of Beyoğlu has commenced a controversial ur-
ban transformation project that aims to turn Tarlabaşı into
a high end neighbourhood that will attract tourists (Kuyucu
& Unsal, 2010; Aksoy, 2010). The transformation of Tar-
labaşı is a very direct and open type of ‘policing’ that shows
the progression of an ethical urbanism in Istanbul. Elements
in the city that – in the eyes of some – have no business being
seen are simply being made unseen.

Every Sunday, however, market traders transform a few
blocks in Tarlabaşı, just behind the busy boulevard that cuts
the neighbourhood off from the rest of Beyoğlu, into a lively
market. Here, people who would normally not go to Tar-
labaşı because of its bad reputation feel welcome. The mar-
ket literally opens the neighbourhood up to the rest of the
city by providing a safe, and sufficiently familiar, environ-
ment. Augusta, a student in Istanbul, explains that she
would never go to Tarlabaşı under normal circumstances.
But under the white canopy of the market, the perceived
dangers of the neighbourhood are temporarily bracketed and,
shoulder-to-shoulder with transvestites and African immi-
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grants, Istanbulites stroll the local streets. In the market,
people like Augusta engage in what Anderson has called ‘folk
ethnography’; that is, the practice of collecting, sharing, test-
ing and adapting a myriad of different stories.

What the case of Tarlabaşı demonstrates in a very ex-Public
alleys are
defined as
ephemeral
places that

open up
parts of the
city that are

otherwise
inaccessible

plicit way is how the transformative and ephemeral quality
of the periodic markets in Istanbul creates dynamic routes
in the city that cut through perceived barriers and open up
gateways and destinations into parts of the city that are oth-
erwise unknown and inaccessible. By following these routes –
every Sunday in Tarlabaşı, but also everyWednesday in Fatih
and every Thursday in Sinayi, et cetera – people encounter
the city by following the market traders in their movements
(see figure 6.1).

For most of the traders in the periodic markets in Istan-
bul, it is not so much the products that they are trading
that define their occupation, but the activity of trading it-
self. Indeed, most market traders are not potato traders or
lemon traders but ‘market’ traders. ‘Being a market trader’
refers to the qualities and experiences that are needed not
only to buy and sell products in the market (finding your
way into the wholesale markets or other chains of supply is
unmistakably also a crucial quality of every market trader),
but more importantly, to be able to physically construct the
market. Being a market trader means that you know how to
transform urban space using ropes, poles and tarps to cre-
ate a shared canopy. It means that you know how to spot
suitable places to connect your rope, how to climb buildings
and trees and make the correct knots, how to estimate the
strength of the winds that get under the tarps and decide
upon the positions of the poles. These qualities are normally
acquired over time, by practising with other family members
who pass on the craft of being a market trader.

Davut, a young man who, like his companion Mahmut,
did not finish school, began to learn how to be a market
trader at a young age by helping his father sell carrots, toma-
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(a) A shared public plaza emerges on Thursdays in Sanayi,
Kağıthane.

(b) The market in Sanayi creates an inclusive public space as far
as the eye can see.

Figure 6.1: Marketplaces as ‘public alleys’.
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Figure 6.2: On Sundays, the structure of the market in Tar-
labaşı, Beyoğlu, adapts to the environment.
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toes and other vegetables in the market. Every Thursday, he
and his partners would arrive in Sanayi Mahallesi and trans-
form the street into a shared canopy by skilfully and quickly
raising interconnected tarps that are fixed to elements in the
street that would be difficult to spot by the general public
but are easily visible to Davut. It was with great joy that
one Friday morning in the market in Sanayi, Davut and his
friends watched a young boy, who was working to become
a market trader himself and was struggling to reach a hook
above a window, finally manage to tie the rope firmly enough
to hold the tarp in place. It is through such struggles that
he will acquire the skills and the ways of seeing that enable
market traders to turn open space into the shared spaces
that bring in residents from across the city and facilitate the
development of public domain (see figure 6.3).

6.3 Ethical urbanism in New Istan-
bul

After years of neglect by the central authorities in Ankara,
a new era for Istanbul began in the late twentieth century.
The city’s status rose both domestically as well as interna-
tionally. Sennett defines Istanbul as a ‘hinge city’, a city of
‘migrants rather than immigrants, a place of location rather
than destination, a city of mobilities’ (Sennett, 2009, p. 13).
As a consequence, Sennett argues, Istanbul’s informal urban
spaces for sociability have acquired even greater importance:
‘talk in the cafe or in the market is how people find work or
opportunity’. He continues to describe the significance of

[i]nformal public space [that] requires under-
determined urban planning, that is, an architec-
ture which allows flexibility of use and admits
physical gaps and indeterminate relationships be-
tween buildings. It is in these liminal spaces that
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(a) In the market in Sanayi,
Kağıthane, a young boy learns
how to use the surroundings to
create the market.

(b) Estimating the position of
the poles in relation to the tarps
is a skill that is learned over
time.

Figure 6.3: ‘Being a market trader’ refers to the craft of
physically constructing the market.
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informality can flourish – the cafe built into a
parking lot or the market stall outside a loading
dock (Sennett, 2009, p. 13).

The informality that Sennett refers to here is based on
the qualities of an urban space to develop public domain, in
which people from different backgrounds and with different
ideas – like those who inhabit Istanbul – can meet and in-
teract and, through the exchange of stories, learn about the
city. These qualities of urban space are, according to Sen-
nett, flexibility and the acceptance of physical gaps – two
qualities that characterise the periodic markets in Istanbul.
The periodic markets are informal in their physical construc-
tion and in the sense that not one single story dominates the
discursive field. In this way, they are contradictory to the
policing efforts of the ethical type of urbanism that currently
characterises city planning, in which everything has its place
and the order and predictability demanded by the real estate
economy is the norm.

In this new Istanbul, such public spaces are under threat.
The Justice and Development Party (AKP), which now
single-handedly rules Istanbul both from within the city and
from Ankara, has abandoned the populist approach that
embraced the principle of planned informality that charac-
terised the second half of the twentieth century and has em-
barked on a neo-liberal path of city branding, tourism and
global investment (Tokatli & Eldener, 2002; Keyder, 2009).
To open up the country, and especially Istanbul, to the world
of realestate investment, the city – or so the story goes – has
to be formalised. Its spaces have to be rationalised and made
calculable and it has to get rid of all the traces of the period
of planned informality that are still so abundantly visible. In
particular, the informal housing and the uncontrolled sprawl
of the markets are a thorn in the side of the authorities. In-
deed, as Keyder remarks, land in new Istanbul has become a
commodity – and one that has turned out to be a favoured
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object of speculation (Keyder, 2009, p. 45). The whole of
Istanbul has been transformed into a large scale urban re-
newal project, in which the focus is on the improvement of
the physical qualities of neighbourhoods and the beautifica-
tion of the city, while the people who have long lived in these
redevelopment areas are often overlooked.

As enduring and, in the eyes of some city officials, em-
barrassing signs of Istanbul’s former informality, several bor-
oughs are actively relocating, downsizing or closing down
their periodic markets and replacing them with new pri-
vately owned shopping malls. According to Mörtenböck and
Mooshammer, the periodic markets must now ‘give way to
the political pressure to create a new architectural order,
which is supposed to restore some form of urban normativ-
ity’ (2008, p. 152). And as Öz and Eder argue, ‘the relo-
cation represents a new redistricting of urban space through
income and class boundaries, creating in effect a divided or
dual city’ (Oz & Eder, 2012, p. 306).

This is the context in which we should understand the
clearing of Istanbul’s numerous markets. The famous Tues-
day Market in Kadıköy in the popular historic borough on
the Asian side of the city, which has approximately sixteen
hundred traders, making it one of the largest markets in Is-
tanbul, is a case in point. By referring to the noise and
traffic congestion that the market generates and the safety
concerns it evokes, relocation from Kadıköy’s centre to a pe-
ripheral area, or closure of the market altogether, is morally
commanded (Oz & Eder, 2012, p. 304, 310).

While the periodic markets in Istanbul are usually held
on land owned by the local boroughs, the Tuesday Market in
Kadıköy was situated on land that belonged to the Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality (İstanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi,
İBB). Responding to complaints of residents, the İBB was
eager to accept bids to redevelop the area into a shopping
mall, which would of course imply the removal of the market.
The market’s popularity, however, finally forced the İBB to
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relocate it rather than close it down completely. In 2008, the
new market opened on a parking lot in Hasanpaşa, at the
edge of the borough. Traders now have to try to run their
business with less space and fewer customers (see figures 6.4a
and 6.4b). The İBB, which had no experience in running
markets, subcontracted the city’s commercial car park com-
pany İspark to run the market for them. İspark, lacking the
expertise themselves, then subcontracted the Anatolian Side
Chamber of Market Traders to actually manage the Tuesday
Market in Kadıköy (Oz & Eder, 2012, p. 307).

The Borough of Kadıköy formally disagreed with the re-
location of the Tuesday Market. On closer inspection, how-
ever, the local government’s position regarding the market
was ambiguous. Mr Salemi Öztürk, President of the Bor-
ough of Kadıköy, explained that markets, which create ugly
scenes, dirt and noise, are better closed, because the nuisance
they create cannot be justified by the benefits they provide.
Moreover, the President continued, the number of traders in
the markets exceeds the need. The borough could easily be
fed by half the number of traders, who, after all, all get their
produce from the same wholesale market.1

In a similar fashion, Mr Tahir Cengiz, a civil servant at
the Department for Real Estate and Property Tax in the Bor-
ough of Beyoğlu – which lies just north of the Golden Horn
and is a popular destination for both tourists and Istanbu-
lites – justified the closure of the markets in the borough by
referring to the changed character of both the neighbourhood
and the markets themselves. The relatively rich borough of
Beyoğlu, he argued, is not a suitable place for markets. In his
vision, there is no demand for them. The authorities in Bey-
oğlu therefore aimed to restrict the markets that remained –
at the time of research only nine for 45 neighbourhoods – by
not issuing any new market permits to aspiring traders and
by downsizing the existing markets.

1The officials that are referred to in this section were all interviewed,
though permission was not granted for the interviews to be recorded.
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(a) The location of the old (left) and the new (right) Tuesday
Market in Kadıköy.

(b) The proposed design for the shopping mall on the former site
of the Tuesday Market.

Figure 6.4: The relocation and redevelopment of the Tuesday
Market in Kadıköy.
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Mr Mustafa Oğuz Toktekin, vice president of the AKP-
ruled borough council of Kağıthane, northeast of Beyoğlu,
explained that ten out of the twenty markets in the district
were listed as problematic because they occupied, accord-
ing to the vision of the borough, inappropriate space. In his
narrative of uselessness and nuisance, markets are hindrances
that block the way of ambulances and other emergency ser-
vices. Consequently, the borough was ‘inviting’ residents to
file complaints or even sue the borough over incidents such
as a delayed ambulance or an accident that happened in the
markets, so that the borough could – in its own discourse,
should – close them down. At the time of research, six of the
ten markets listed as problematic had already been moved
to peripheral closed-off sites. The remaining four would soon
be moved as well, according to the borough’s vice-president.
Step by step, the borough would therefore be stripped of its
street markets.

Faced with unparalleled growth made possible by the ac-
ceptance of informal developments, Istanbul now seeks to
‘heal’ the wounds of informality. It has opted for an entre-
preneurial approach to urbanism, characterised by a prefer-
ence for public-private partnerships that invest in places, also
known as speculative ‘placemaking’ (Harvey, 1989; Wood,
1998; Kuyucu & Unsal, 2010; Harvey, 2012).

Investment in the built environment of the city is not
a new phenomenon within neo-liberal economies. Yet as
Harvey and others have shown, it is also not without its
contradictions. Local and national politicians in Istanbul,
aware of the inherently problematic nature of such an ap-
proach to economic growth, are trying to avert a crisis of
over-accumulation – in which reinvestment in property no
longer generates returns – by facilitating what Harvey has
called a ‘spatial fix’ (Saunders, 1986; Harvey, 2001). In such
as ‘fix’, tensions in the real estate market are relieved by pro-
viding – in this case, through local government policy – new
‘empty’ spaces for development.
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A remarkable development in this respect is the emer-
gence of ‘organic markets’ in Istanbul. As in other cities in
Europe and North America, the new middle class in Istan-
bul increasingly prefers to consume organically certified food.
In response to this demand, and despite the fact that most
of the periodic markets offer a wide variety of organic pro-
duce, a new type of marketplace – the so-called %100 Ekolo-
jik Pazar (‘100% organic market’) – has started to emerge
since 2006 in the wealthier parts of the city, such as Şişli,
Kartal, Beylikdüzü and Bakırköy.

As a modern version of the festival marketplace, these
organic markets are based on the spectacle that the periodic
markets are imagined to be – based on a nostalgia among
people who did in fact did shop in periodic markets before –
without having to bother with the nuisance that actual mar-
ketplaces are thought to create. The market in Feriköy, Şişli,
for example, caters to the residents of the nearby apartments
within gated communities with swimming pools, as well as
to people who have not yet obtained such an apartment in
the area and thus commute by taxi or SUV to the market.
Lacking the skills and knowledge of the market traders in Is-
tanbul’s period markets – with which they turn open spaces
into ‘public alleys’ using only ropes, tarps and metal poles –
the traders in these organic markets work in empty parking
lots, often adjacent to construction sites. These dark, grey
spaces stand in sharp contrast to the lively, colourful arcades
that the periodic markets in the city create (see figure 6.5).
Rather than bringing people together in the materialisation
of public domain, these organic markets lack the publicness
that make them public markets. They are an expression of
an ethical urbanism that is transforming the way in which
people live in the city.

This ‘governance by spectacle’ (Harvey, 2006, p. 28) is
of course not unique to Istanbul. While the closing down
or relocating of the periodic markets in Istanbul is primarily
driven by policies promoting investment and real estate de-
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Figure 6.5: The %100 Ekolojik Pazar in Feriköy.

velopment, it is often justified by reference to the danger of
the market and the dirtiness of market traders (Oz & Eder,
2012, p. 298), a rationale that has been deployed in Amster-
dam and London as well.

Aksoy is worried about the future of the city of Istanbul
if urban spaces become increasingly policed and controlled.
New Istanbul, she argues, risks losing its qualities as a city by
uncritically embracing the logic of globalisation at the cost
of the principle of the city as public domain (Aksoy, 2010,
p. 93). According to Aksoy, ‘It seems that those lacking ti-
tle will be quietly relegated to the status of the invisible, no
longer heard in the public sphere, except when they become
junkies, dealers, or criminalised youth’ (Aksoy, 2009, p. 51).
As the ethical urbanism at play in Istanbul unfolds, the do-
main of stories becomes restricted and the city becomes less
and less ‘public’.

Contrary to the informality that the government per-
ceives in the periodic street markets, the new shopping malls
and organic markets – which often coexist in the same space
– are ‘fixed’ in a triple sense of the word:
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1. they are the result of government-driven efforts to ‘re-
pair’ the signs of informality in the city;

2. they are ‘solutions’ to the contradictory nature of cap-
italist over-investment; but

3. they are also ‘stable and secure’ spaces, therefore ‘fixed’
in a spatial sense.

The famous Kanyon shopping centre, for example, deploys
security guards at its entrances (which are, notably, directly
connected to the new metro network in the city) to provide
a ‘safe’ shopping experience, which includes a selection of
indoor ‘market stalls’ to simulate an authentic marketplace.
In gentrifying Ortaköy, existing markets are being downsized
and tucked away in backstreets. At the same time, new struc-
tures that are supposed to resemble a periodic market in their
form are being created on the main square (see image 6.6).

The difference between the structure of the markets made
out of tarps, ropes and poles and those housed in empty
parking lots or shopping malls is not just, as this chapter
has argued, the aesthetics (in the sense of appearance) of the
market, or the smell of gasoline as compared to the smell of
fresh fruit. Nor is it the fact that these new markets are twice
as expensive as the periodic markets. Rather, by banning
the periodic markets from the streets and relegating them
to obscure structures such as car parks, Istanbul risks losing
those people who are able to turn open space in the city into
‘public alleys’ that can open up parts of town and provide
inclusive public domain. It is in the periodic market, as a
‘public alleys’, that people in Istanbul are able to confront
the city’s diversity.

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter has argued that the interplay between the ma-
teriality and the social qualities of marketplaces makes them
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(a) The remnants of a periodic market in Ortaköy, Beşiktaş.

(b) A new ‘market’ experience in touristy Ortaköy.

Figure 6.6: Old and new markets in Ortaköy, Beşiktaş.
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valuable elements in the urban environment. In Istanbul,
markets create ‘public alleys’ that open up otherwise inac-
cessible spaces to urban residents. In doing so, they create
the potential for interaction among groups of people that
would otherwise not interact, and thus for the development
of public domain. The creation of these ‘public alleys’, this
chapter has furthermore argued, is an essential quality and
defining characteristic of a market trader, and thus of the
market.

Facing a very open and direct suppression of markets by
various boroughs authorities in Istanbul, the periodic mar-
kets seem to be losing the battle against an advancing ethi-
cal urbanism. One by one, the markets are being downsized,
closed or relocated to peripheral areas, which, by their very
location, cannot serve as ‘public alleys’ in the same way as
those located in the city that cut across and connect different
neighbourhoods.

It is thus not only the traders that lose out in this transi-
tion, but also the city itself. As the perceived market problem
is ‘fixed’ in the triple sense of the word, the city offers less
space for people to meet and interact, and to confront the
Other. The city is thus deprived of public space and public
domain.

By closing down or relocating Istanbul’s markets, how-
ever, the contemporary city is deprived of more than public
domain. As the art of making – out of nothing more than
tarps, ropes and metal poles – resilient yet flexible structures
is transferred through experience – generally from father to
son – it is not something that can simply be recreated once
lost. Thus getting rid of Istanbul’s markets today also de-
prives the city of public domain, and of ‘public alleys’, in the
future.

This leaves of course a pressing question, of why Istan-
bul’s markets have not been successful in facilitating mo-
ments of politics in which the narrative field is stretched up
and alternative stories that challenge the dominant narra-
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tive of the current ethical urbanism can be heard. As this
chapter has suggested, the ephemeral quality that turns the
markets into ‘public alleys’ is ‘captured’ and ‘fixed’ by the
strong policing forces of the local government at such a rate
and with such an overwhelming force that the germ of pol-
itics is nipped in the bud. Indeed ‘[p]olitics doesn’t always
happen’, Rancière argues, ‘it actually happens very little or
rarely’ (Rancière, 1999, 17).

To discuss the emergence of moments of politics in the
future would be mere speculation, but a city that is increas-
ingly under pressure from a highly restrictive type of policing
– such as the one we currently see in Istanbul – provokes at
one point a response from those who are losing out under
the current ethical urbanism, from those who, in Rancièrean
terms, have no part. Here, public spaces such as squares and
markets might play a pivotal role in opening up the domain
of stories in Istanbul.

In Amsterdam – in a context that is in many ways very
different from Istanbul – we also see how moments of poli-
tics are skilfully averted, perhaps not by overly strong polic-
ing and direct suppression as in Istanbul, but by more tacit
moves away from actual contestation. In Amsterdam, the
market seems at times to be too comfortable to allow for
actual confrontation and hence disagreement.

London, on the other hand, shows how politics materi-
alises in the marketplace, as people and stories appear from
places in which they could not appear, and in moments at
which they could not be there. In London, the ethical ur-
banism that, with the Olympic Games in the corner of its
eyes, wants to ‘regenerate’ the market, becomes disrupted
by politics that ‘takes place’ in the actualisation of public
domain in the market.
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Chapter 7

Amsterdam

7.1 Introduction
In Amsterdam, designated streets are transformed into lively
marketplaces on a daily basis. These open-air markets ap-
pear in the morning, disappear by night, and return again the
next day, giving a rhythm to the neighbourhood and provid-
ing an important place for people to meet their neighbours.
In fact, it is in the marketplace – precisely because it is a
setting that is both volatile and stable, both unpredictable
and reliable – that people can lower their guard and feel
safe enough to encounter, even if only for a nod or a smile,
the Other. Through their quality as spaces of ‘comfortable
surprises’, markets in Amsterdam potentially support the
development of public domain.

Markets play a pivotal role as public spaces in Amster-
dam. They are often situated in areas that are in transition,
where the existing population is being replaced by ‘yuppies’
and other, more financially strong residents. In keeping with
the ‘Janus faced’ characteristic of urban marketplaces as dis-
cussed in the introductory chapter of this thesis, the local
government in Amsterdam supports these markets as a form
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of spectacle, even while it remains suspicious of the market
as a place. This manifests itself in a tendency – that has
been triggered by a series of scandals – to privatise the ex-
isting public markets under the pretext that private parties
are better at organising them. This latent privatisation of
Amsterdam’s public marketplaces, however, neglects or even
restricts the ways in which markets can function as public
domain.

As this chapter will argue, the historical roots of Amster-
dam’s markets – as arising out of a distinction that developed
in the nineteenth century between ‘wholesale markets’ and
‘retail markets’ – left the door open for the present attitude
of city planners towards the markets. At the same time, the
lack of a focal point to incite protest makes it difficult for
resistance to develop. In fact, markets in Amsterdam are too
comfortable to allow for any real confrontation, and hence
for the development of politics.

The following sections will first discuss the quality of Am-
sterdam’s markets as spaces of ‘comfortable surprises’. By
taking a closer look at the Dapper Market, it becomes clear
that despite the potential for public domain to develop, two
stories prevail: one is a romantic story in which the market
features as a place of multiculturalism, and the other is a
skeptical story that views the market as a place where the
multicultural society has failed. Following this, the recent de-
velopment of Amsterdam’s markets will be situated within
the historical development of the city’s markets, which saw
the introduction of the ‘free markets’ and, consequently, the
pivotal role of the market manager. Section 7.3 then reflects
on the current trend in Amsterdam of transferring the re-
sponsibility for the management of the markets to private
parties. This, the chapter concludes, is the form of ethical
urbanism that prevails in present day Amsterdam.
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7.2 Comfortable surprises

Dapper Market, a five hundred metre long stretch of stalls on
Dapper Street in Amsterdam East, with a market square at
the centre (see also figure 7.1), has been an institution in the
neighbourhood for over a century. By operating at the same
location six days a week (every day excluding Sundays), fifty
two weeks a year, the continuity and stability of the market
contrasts with the movement and volatility of the periodic
markets in Istanbul. The only peripatetic element of Dapper
Market is the ‘tea lady’ who sells coffee and tea, and when
it is cold also soup, to the market traders.

On the border between the Amsterdam boroughs of Cen-
tre and East, the Dapper Market is situated in a gentrifying
area in which wine and delicatessen shops are emerging next
to vast blocks of pre-war, jerry-built housing and numerous
Turkish and Moroccan grocery shops. In many ways, the
market is a boundary between the ‘old’ working class area to
the east, with its influx of migrants since the 1960s, and the
‘new’ neighbourhood of young professionals, young families
and renovated houses to the west close to the park, museums
and city centre. These worlds meet in the market, where ‘hy-
brids’ such as a luxury olive stall run by a young man of Mo-
roccan descent serve both the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ residents.
It is for these reasons that the Dapper Market was elected as
the best market in the Netherlands in 2006 and 2007, and
one of the best shopping streets in the world by National Ge-
ographic Traveler in 2007 (NatGeo, 2007). It was with pride
and confidence that the local borough paraded the market.

The olive stall mentioned above is situated right at the
centre of the market on Dapper Square and is surrounded
by a plethora of stalls selling everything from cheap clothes
and toiletries to fresh fish and organic carrots. Old fashioned
potato and watch repair stalls share the space with importers
of exotic food stuffs and electronics. Other stalls fill up the
market in no particular apparent order.
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Figure 7.1: The Dapper Market in relation to the city centre.

Administratively, the market is divided into two sections:
the north section runs between Mauritskade and Eerste van
Swinden Street; the south section runs from Eerste van
Swinden Street to Wijttenbach Street and includes the mar-
ket square. This division is based on the administrative dis-
tribution of police units in the neighbourhood (one for Dap-
per North and one for South), and is not at all related to the
actual market, which would, from the perspective of both
the traders and the shoppers, more properly be divided into
centre and end. It also does not reflect the social and cul-
tural dynamics of the neighbourhood, which show a division
between a largely gentrified West and a non-gentrified East
(see figure 7.2).

The market is well served by public transport. The cen-
tral square is approachable from tram stops on the north,
south and west sides of the market and a train station is lo-
cated around the corner. In addition, the tourist ferry stops
at the northern end of the market. The market is only a few
minutes’ bicycle ride from the city centre. Car parking, how-
ever, is very limited, which makes the market unattractive
for people who live further away or who want to buy in bulk.
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Figure 7.2: A schematic representation of the neighbourhood
around the Dapper Market.
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The closest markets to Dapper Market are the so-called
Pure Market, which is open on Sundays, and the Waterloo
Square Market, which is open every day but Sunday. Both
markets are two kilometres away and offer different products
than the Dapper Market; the Pure Market offers gourmet,
mostly ready-to-eat food, while the Waterloo Square Market
offers second hand goods. The closest market that provides a
similar selection to Dapper Market is the Albert Cuyp Market
in Amsterdam South, almost three kilometres away. The
Dapper Market is, however, surrounded by shops located all
along Dapper Street and several supermarkets on the Eerste
van Swinden Street.

The local borough – through an external research com-
pany – has conducted several surveys on the experiences of
both traders and shoppers in the Dapper Market over the
past years (Düker, 1998; Boer & Dignum, 2001; Oost, 2001;
Bron & Bunck, 2003; Oost, 2003). In 2004, a so-called ‘Base-
line Study’ was commissioned, with the intention of repeating
it annually to reveal trends (Borgmeijer & Horst, 2004). The
follow-up studies never took place, however, despite interest,
both within the local government and among the traders. I
developed and conducted a new survey, based on this Base-
line Study, and adapted with elements from other previous
surveys, in the period 2011 to 2012. This survey was devel-
oped in cooperation with both the local borough and traders,
who could suggest topics or questions that they deemed rel-
evant. With a sample of only 100 customers, the scope of
this survey was very limited; nevertheless some observations
can be drawn from it.

From this 2011-12 survey, it appears that the customers
of the market closely resemble the population of the neigh-
bourhood and that the market has developed over the past
ten years since the Baseline Study was conducted to mirror
the neighbourhood demographics even more closely. For in-
stance, more shoppers are from non-Dutch backgrounds (pre-
dominantly Moroccan and Turkish). This resembles develop-
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ments in Amsterdam in general. The survey also pointed out
that an increasing share of the market’s customers actually
live in the direct neighbourhood around the Dapper Market.
The market, in other words, reflects the social dynamics of
the neighbourhood.

***

Early in the morning, as most of the city is still sleeping, the
first cafés in the Dapper Street have already opened their
doors to welcome the so-called ‘stall placers’ – the employees
of the company that has provided the stalls for the Dapper
Market for as long as most people can remember. When the
first traders arrive, the empty street is already turning into
what will soon become a bustling market street. Stalls line
both sides of the street; most of them are still empty, but
some have already begun to take shape through attractively
decorated displays. Halfway down the market, a sock trader
is unloading his wares. Dozens of mannequin legs wearing all
kinds of socks stick upside-down out of yellow plastic bags,
lending the market a surreal feel in the early morning light.

A little before nine o’clock, the transformation of the
street is almost complete. John, a tall man in a leather
jacket and black cap who is on duty as the ‘market man-
ager’ that day, makes his first daily round up and down the
market. ‘Good morning!’ he greets the traders who have ar-
rived, ‘Good morning! Good morning!’ The market traders,
both men and women, start to gather at the agreed upon
time and upon location. A group of Asian traders is chat-
ting amongst themselves, and a bit further along a group of
highly bleached blond-haired women discuss the latest gos-
sip of the market. Some jokes are exchanged, but in general
most people just wait.

The tension rises as nine o’clock approaches. Soon, John
will start what is known as the ‘drawing of lots’. This is a
daily ritual in which the available spots in the market are dis-
tributed among the traders. The number of free places in the
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Figure 7.3: Traders gather around John while he is ‘drawing
the lots’ at nine sharp.

market that are left once the ‘permanent place holders’ have
taken their spots is divided among the so-called ‘applicants’
who are present. These latter traders possess a market per-
mit, but have no fixed spot in the market and therefore have
to participate in the daily ritual of distributing free spaces.
On the basis of seniority – in terms of how long a trader has
been registered as an applicant – the available spots are then
drawn and allocated to the men and women gathered around
John (see figure 7.3).

The ‘drawing of lots’ has been an institution in Ams-
terdam’s markets for as long as they have existed in their
current form. Already in 1906, lists of aspiring traders were
created to regulate the sprawl of the market, but also to pre-
vent fights among traders who all wanted to be on the most
profitable street corner. Aspiring traders had to subscribe to
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a list in order to get in line to take over a permanent spot
when it became available, for example when a trader died
or quit his profession. In the meantime, these ‘applicants’
could occupy, on the basis of the length of their registration
period, one of the free spots in the market that had not been
occupied by midday. In August 1913, the list of applicants
already consisted of more than two hundred names, and the
waiting period to obtain one of the permanent spots had in-
creased dramatically. Currently, applicants are allowed to
occupy empty spots from the start of the market day at nine
o’clock in the morning. The waiting list has grown even fur-
ther, and it now takes up to thirty years to be eligible for a
permanent spot. This means that in practice, most of the
traders always remain ‘applicants’, and indeed eighty percent
of those trading in the market depend on the daily ‘drawing
of lots’ in the morning.

As an applicant, you are never sure about which spot
you will be allocated. A good spot in the market (e.g. in the
centre) implies that you will earn a lot of money, while a bad
spot (e.g. at the ends of the street, or in one of the side streets
that run off Dapper Square) basically guarantees a quiet day.
Some of the worst spaces in the market, for example the
northern end close to Mauritskade, offer so few opportunities
that traders sometimes question whether they should unpack
their goods at all. The regulations state, however, that if
you participate in the drawing of lots, you have to accept
the result and occupy your assigned spot for the day.

On busy days such as Saturdays, there are as a rule
more applicants than free spots, meaning that those with
the shortest registration period will not obtain a place. Par-
ticipating in the drawing of lots in other Amsterdam markets
is by then impossible, as they all start at nine o’clock sharp.
On quiet days such as Mondays, on the other hand, there are
generally more free spots than applicants, so that applicants
with the longest registration period can claim two spots.

At the stroke of nine, John starts to rhythmically read
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out the names of the people he has just greeted:

Jansen, De Jong, Tal, Azulai, De Vries, Hen-
driks, Chodary, Abbasi, Şahin, Van Leeuwen, El
Fassi, Irdissi, Öztürk, Smith, Karadağ, De Jonge,
Yılmaz, Kaya, Demir, Çelik, Tazi, Raja, Ochion,
Malik, Rodríguez, Khanzada, Akhrif, Cherkaoui,
Adrei, Schilder, Benjelloun, Skalli, Yazıcı, Ben-
nani, Benziane, Ernst, Keijdra, Alami, Ouaz-
zani, Debbagh, Yıldırım, Vrooms, Kooy, Alaoui,
Chbihi, Kettani, Ageha, Hoceima, Van As, Ben-
jamins, Wiggemansen, Stigter, Vankawat, Busa,
Van Doorn, Pasa, Nanhoe, Sernay . . .

The traders surround him to hear their names and, conse-
quently, their places in the market. As the available places
are distributed, the crowd around John dwindles and finally
dissipates, and the market officially commences.

The cadenced recital of names that sounds in the Dapper
Market every morning would be incomprehensible to an ac-
cidental passer-by. For the residents of the area who hear it
every morning, however, it functions as a point of recognition
in the neighbourhood. Margot, a 56-year-old resident who
has been living in the Dapper Street for over thirteen years,
explains how she holds mixed feelings about the market:

Often, I get completely mad because of the mar-
ket. Last week, I woke up at half past six because
someone thought it was necessary to turn up the
volume of the radio while building the market
stalls, while I already told them a couple of times
that it disturbs me. This time, I couldn’t. . . You
shouldn’t think it strange of me, but this time I
couldn’t control myself and I threw two eggs out
of the window.
But don’t get me wrong, I love the market, it
makes the neighbourhood into what it is, and I
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never want to move out. When I come back from
my holidays and see the Dapper Market for the
first time, I know that I am home.

To Margot, the market offers a place of comfort, it pro-
vides her with patches of familiarity. A similar feeling of
home is experienced by those for whom Amsterdam is not
their original home. For an Iraqi man, for example, who
was visiting the market on a Monday morning in December,
the market offers support in an otherwise unfamiliar envi-
ronment: ‘Look’, he says to his wife, pointing at a flat crispy
Italian bread, ‘this is the same that we always ate in Iraq’.
His eyes shine at this discovery, and he explains that while
his mother used to make this bread in Amsterdam, he hardly
ever eats it anymore.

Like the markets in Istanbul, and despite its permanence
on the same street every day, theDapper Market is constantly
changing. It descends onto the street in the early morning,
and disappears again before the sun sets. Every day, the
market looks different. Several anchor points, such as the
fish stalls, are stable, but it is always a surprise who their
neighbours will be, where you can find your favourite stall,
or whether or not your regular customers will be able to find
you. The market is a place of discovery, of encounters with
the unexpected.

‘Nice weather!’ someone suddenly shouts, loud enought
for the whole market to hear. The sky, however, is completely
grey. ‘Macaroni! One hundred percent plastic!’ The sock
seller in the Dapper Market sells neither macaroni nor plastic
items, but he does attract the attention of the whole market.
He only works in the market three days a week now, but in
the past he used to work full time at many different markets
throughout the city. ‘Now I do it as a hobby’, he explains,
‘and to send some extra money to India’.

The daily rituals of the market, the recognition of famil-
iar products, languages, neighbours and traders, is an im-
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portant element that makes it a comfortable place for differ-
ent people to meet. At the same time, its unpredictability
gives it its creative character. The market is thus a space
of ‘comfortable surprises’. In the market, precisely becauseSpaces of

comfortable
surprises

are defined as
spaces in

which people
feel

comfortable
enough to

encounter the
unknown

it is at once volatile and stable, unpredictable and reliable,
people collect and test stories, they share their experiences
and re-write their own stories in their actions. As a space
of comfortable surprises, Dapper Market contributes to the
development of public domain in Amsterdam.

This is not only limited to residents and traders in the
market. Charles, the borough’s coordinator for street trade,
is emotionally connected to the market. During one of our
walks through the market, he suddenly pauses on the corner
of Dapper Street and Eerste van Swinden Street and points
towards the pavement in front of the Kentucky Fried Chicken
restaurant. There, the market can be taken in in a straight
line:

This is where I go when I feel sad, or when I
just want to get new energy. Here, you féél the
market entering your body. . .

Charles represents the romantic story of the Dapper Mar-
ket, a story that celebrates the market as a place of multi-
culturalism that brings people together. ‘A good market is
like an octopus’, Charles muses:

You actually feel the effects of the market two
to three blocks away: the smell of freshly grilled
döner and the rhythmic sound of a hand-bag
trader who, in a musical battle with the belt
traders, tries to attract customers to the mar-
ket. The people who turn up from around the
corner with white plastic bags full of vegetables
and fruit, and the old man who proudly passes
by in his new blazer – they draw you in. You just
want to be there!
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In another corner of the market, a man slowly decorates
his stall with Jamaican flags and posters. Bob Marley’s
rhythms sound from the speakers of his stall, and although
it is almost lunch time, he is still far from finished unpacking
his goods. Cheerfully he explains that rather than actually
making a profit, he enjoys being in the market and promot-
ing Rastafarian culture. Through the market, the neighbour-
hood is connected to the world.

Jack, a second generation trader in fabrics, explains how
the market supports cohesion in the neighbourhood, which,
in turn, improves its resilience in times of crisis:

If you look at the murder of Van Gogh,1 you
really felt the tensions in the neighbourhood. I
saw how different communities moved away from
each other. But what happened? The Moroc-
cans came with biscuits and other food to my
stall. That was a nice gesture. They wanted to
say: ‘we are not like that’. It really touched me.

The area manager of the local borough describes the mar-
ket as an ‘instrument to promote contact between people’,
and the head of the central Department for Market Affairs
explains that people in the neighbourhood find each other in
the market because it provides them with a kind of ‘togeth-
erness’ (in Dutch ‘gezamenlijkheid’) referring both to ‘being
together’ as well as to ‘being united’. This togetherness also
refers back to the neighbourhood’s history of active – and
successful – civil campaigning against the planned demoli-
tion of the area in the 1970s. The neighbourhood, these
activists argued, was not merely a collection of bricks and
mortar, but a living organism in which the different parts

1The murder of film maker and critic Theo van Gogh by a Moroccan-
Dutch man, which happened only a few streets away from the Dapper
Market on a Tuesday morning in 2004, caused great tensions both in
the neighbourhood as well as in the country as a whole (see also Hajer
& Uitermark, 2008).
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– e.g. the residents, the market traders, the shop owners,
et cetera – need each other to survive (Ottens & Galesloot,
2008; Boomkens, 2012).

The many instances of ‘multiculturalism’ that are as-
cribed to the market are also taken up strategically by traders
and other parties to promote the market. ‘Holland is a coun-
try of market traders’, a 2010 edition of the Amsterdam mar-
ket periodical Mokum Markt Metropool headlined:

Throughout the ages, our markets have been the
places to observe everyday city life to the fullest.
Markets are the universal multi-culti-mix for ev-
eryone: black, white, red, green and grey. In
markets, people engage in an exchange of goods,
but also of spirit and conscience. There is no
place here for whatever form of racism. In the
market, the world is one’ (my translation, Kop-
erdraat, 2010, p. 1).

Amsterdam’s markets also feature in the city’s promotion
as viewpoints into Amsterdam society. The colours, flavours
and sounds of the market represent the city, and visiting the
markets is a way for tourists to get to know its residents, ac-
cording to the promotional material of the city (IAmsterdam,
2014).

While the Dapper Market Traders Interest Group (Belan-
genvereniging Marktondernemers Dappermarkt, BMD) joins
in the celebration of the market as a place of multiculturalism
on its website – ‘the market is the cement of the neighbour-
hood’ (BMD, n.d.) – it also shares a far more pessimistic
story of the Dapper Market as a place of decay and social
disintegration. ‘There is too much textile’ is a complaint
that is often made in the market by other market traders,
especially by those who have been on the market for gener-
ations and have seen it change. According to many of the
older traders, the balance in the market between what they
call high quality products, such as fresh fish and flowers, and
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what they perceive as cheap products, such as clothing and
cosmetics, has been distorted. They portray a nostalgic im-
age of a market of a bygone era, of the old days in which there
was less textile in the market, when it was a nicer place.

These nostalgic feelings of loss are primarily targeted
at the increasing number of immigrants in the neighbour-
hood. ‘Too much textile’ is here a euphemism for ‘too many
immigrants’, referring simultaneously to the changing cus-
tomer base of the market (with Muslim women wearing head
scarves as one of the most visible and widely acknowledged
symbols of the increased presence of immigrants), as well as
the changing composition of market traders (e.g. many of
the new foreign-born traders cater to the ‘lower’ segment of
the market, with cheap clothes and shoes, discount cosmet-
ics, but also low priced food that is sold in large quantities
but needs to be consumed quickly). The loss of the former
market is often blamed on the perceived increase in Turkish
and Moroccan residents and traders in the Dapper Market
area over the last fifteen years. Sam, the manager of a local
market café, remembers how things were better in the past:

it used to be really different, before these Moroc-
cans arrived in this neighbourhood and started
trading in the market. In the past, the street
was fully alive day and night and it was one big
happy bunch of folks. That Dapper neighbour-
hood has passed, it will never return.

With the tag-line of ‘too much textile’, the traders, as
well as many of the older, predominantly ‘Dutch’ customers,
give content to a rather pessimistic story about the market
as a place that shows the very first symptoms of a failed
attempt at a multicultural society. Rather than improving
the market with their ‘exotic’ wares, immigrant traders, so
the story goes, have flooded the market with ‘textile’, hereby
deteriorating the quality that the market once stood for.
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This story resonates both with more general stories on
the failure of multiculturalism as expressed by writers such
as Paul Scheffer, and it seems to support stories of populist
right wing politicians such as Geert Wilders (Scheffer, 2000;
Sanders, 2009). This story furthermore provides a frame in
which people can understand the occasional scandals that
occur in the market and that are taken up by the popu-
lar media, such as the discovery of Hamid, a Moroccan boy
who was being forced to work in his uncle’s textile stall in
the market, who became famous as ‘the slave of the Dapper
Market’ (Stoffelen, 2011).

This story is further strengthened by feelings of insecurity
over income. There is a strong feeling in the market that the
number of visitors is decreasing, and traders are concerned
about their future. From the fish-monger to the sock seller,
the profession of market trader is no longer regarded as a
suitable job for the younger generation to take on, and many
traders express the wish that their children will not become
market traders. In their view, there is no future in the mar-
ket.

Despite these feelings of nostalgia, which are expressed
through a concern over textiles, many immigrant traders,
as hinted at above, do actually sell fruit and vegetables and
other highly regarded products in the market. The Moroccan
olive traders, for example, have carved out a niche for ‘au-
thentic’ olives that resonates with their perceived Mediter-
ranean heritage. Likewise, the changing customer base in
the market has not prevented ‘Dutch’ traders from selling to
‘Turkish’ and ‘Moroccan’ customers. In fact, many of the
older traders now stock different products in response to the
demand in the market. Thus apart from a stigmatising effect,
the story of ‘too much textile’ primarily serves as a collective
target for moaning amongst the established market traders.
What is more worrying, however, is the way in which the
organisational structure of the representation of the market
at City Hall enables this pessimistic story to penetrate and
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dominate, and consequently to influence policy.

Several bodies exist in and around the Dapper Market
that claim to speak for the market. On the traders’ side, the
BMD claims to represent the traders in the market, although
their board is primarily made up of ‘white’ ‘Dutch’ men,
and the activities that they promote though their website
(www.dappermarkt.nl) are mostly targeted at the ‘authen-
tic’ Dutch stalls such as the potato stall and the herring stall.
In addition to the BMD, a Dapper Market Shopping Centre
Trust (Stichting Koopcentrum Dappermarkt, SKD) has col-
laborated with the borough on issues such as the safety of the
market – through an EU subsidy programme – and general
promotion – a responsibility that has now been delegated to
the BMD.

In order to maintain a constructive dialogue with the
market, the borough organises a bi-monthly Market Con-
sultation Committee (Markt Overleg Commissie, MOC), in
which representatives from the market – two permanent
placeholders and two applicants – attend, as well as repre-
sentatives of the BMD, the SKD, the company that rents out
the stalls, the national market traders association (Centrale
Vereniging voor de Ambulante Handel, CVAH), the market
managers and a civil servant from the borough. Like the
BMD and the SKD, the MOC is supposed to mirror the
market, but in fact is exclusively made up of ‘established’
traders. During the MOC meetings, important decisions –
such as the intention to enlarge the market or to designate
special spots in the market for a particular kind of product –
are discussed, as well as issues that relate to the day-to-day
running of the market and financial affairs. It is thus partly
here that the sceptical story of the market as a place that
needs more policing is further institutionalised. It is through
the particular organisational choices of the council that civil
servants in Amsterdam East shape their own story of the
market – a story which they consequently act upon.
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***

As the above fragments of stories show, the market is per-
ceived by many as a comfortable space in which visitors and
neighbours can be open to hear and see others with whom
they are not familiar. Short volatile encounters, moments
of recognition, excitement and trust, are the ingredients of
the optimistic stories. The type of social interactions in the
marketplace can be characterised, following Chapter 3, as
‘rubbing along’:

a form of limited encounter between social
subjects where recognition of different others
through a glance or gaze, seeing and being seen,
sharing embodied space, in talk or silence, has
the potential to militate against the withdrawal
into the self or the private realm (Watson, 2009,
p. 1581).

The possibility to ‘rub along’ in the marketplace lies, ac-
cording to Watson, in the informality of the space, the open-
ness and the denseness (Watson, 2009, p. 1582), the pos-
sibility for a smile or a nod, a recognition of the Other’s
presence (E. Anderson, 2011). Yet as the above discussion
has demonstrated, in order to be open to alternative stories,
the market needs to be a space of comfortable surprises, for
it is only through the actual development and interaction of
different, contrasting stories that public domain develops. ‘I
think that there is a crucial thinking error with everyone that
deals with the markets’, the policy officer and former mar-
ket manager in the Department for Market Affairs remarks,
‘which concerns their appearance’:

If you look at the appearance of the market, it is
pure simplicity. It is the most rudimentary form
of trade. It is where you find supply and demand
in its most basic form. Prices are set, quality is
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checked: if there is demand, then there is supply,
and otherwise there is no market in the literal
sense of the word. By this simplicity, the idea
could take root that it is simple, but nothing is
further from the truth.

The appearance of simplicity stems from the idealisation
of the market as a principle and the suspicion of the market
as a place, and hence the reluctance of the local government
to get to know the market – as will be discussed in section
7.3. These two prevailing stories are thus an expression of the
way in which the domain for stories to emerge is restricted
by the policing forces of an ethical urbanism. It is in this
context that the figure of the market manager could develop
into the embodiment of everything that is wrong with the
market – just as the market trader has historically embodied
the vices, or the perceived ‘dark sides’, of the marketplace.

7.3 Ethical urbanism in Amsterdam
Even though the Dapper Market had been selected as the
best market in the Netherlands two years in a row, latent
tensions erupted when in January 2012 all three of the mar-
ket managers were arrested on suspicion of fraud and corrup-
tion. Although it came as a surprise to most, it was certainly
not unimaginable. In preceding years, market managers in
the boroughs of South, Centre, and New West had been dis-
missed on similar grounds, and the other city boroughs were
effectively waiting for their turn to come.

Amsterdam’s markets may thus be seen as being in crisis.
This crisis, as the next section will argue, can be understood
in terms of the historical development of street markets in
Amsterdam, as places that were created to protect the ‘true’
markets from unfair competition of street peddles. The pro-
posed solution – privatisation of the public markets – can
also be understood within the same logic, where the woes
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(a) Central market hall in Bu-
dapest.

(b) Central market hall in Mi-
lan.

Figure 7.4: The Department for Market Affairs undertook
fieldtrips to other cities to study markets.

of the market have been transferred onto the market traders
and, standing closest to them, the market managers. In the
following paragraphs, the origin of Amsterdam’s markets will
be discussed and the role of the market manager examined.

‘Free markets’
Historically, Amsterdam has been well served by specialist
markets selling everything from fresh fish and vegetables on
Dam Square to biscuits and cheese in the adjoining streets
and alleys. As Chapter 3 argued, the relationship between
the city and its markets is shaped by the dual – and in many
ways contradictory – task of the local authorities to both
facilitate the market and to police and control it. It is this
dual task that led to the creation in nineteenth century of
the Department for Market Affairs – a central bureaucratic
body that was established based on the Napoleonic Code – to
prioritise large-scale food distribution (corresponding more
closely to the market principle) over small-scale trade (sym-
bolising the marketplace), and a corresponding shift in focus
from facilitating the market to policing the marketplace.

In the late nineteenth century, alarmed by the rising price
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of fresh fruit in Amsterdam compared to provincial towns
such as Beverwijk, the Department for Market Affairs de-
cided that the obstacles to a well functioning fruit and veg-
etable market in Amsterdam were the fact that it was, first
of all, held in the open air, and, secondly, was accessible
to the general public. In other words, the problem of ‘the
market’ was the ‘marketplace’. In its effort to ‘solve’ this
problem, the Department undertook fieldtrips to other Eu-
ropean cities (see figure 7.4) and, following examples such as
Covent Garden in London and Les Halles in Paris, proposed
the creation, in 1890, of a centralised, covered and walled-
off market in Amsterdam. It would take another forty-four
years before the Central Market opened in 1934 on a former
landfill area that was at that time outside of the city (for
an image of the market, see figure 7.5, and for the location
relative to the city centre, see figure 5.3).

The construction of a covered central market and the
gradual relocation of the city’s specialised markets to this
new out-of-town location invoked a further conceptual dis-
tinction, until then unheard of, between the ‘wholesale mar-
ket’ and the ‘retail market’. In practice, the distinction be-
tween ‘wholesale’ and ‘retail’ paralleled that between ‘facili-
tation’ and ‘regulation’, and between ‘the market principle’
and the ‘marketplace’ (see table 7.1, an extension of table
3.1). The Department for Market Affairs became exclusively
concerned with the facilitation of wholesale trade. Retail
trade, on the other hand, was left to fall under the Gen-
eral Policy Regulations, which, being concerned with public
order, lacked any reference to food quality or safety.

As the city grew, however, ‘unofficial’ markets emerged as
peddlers went into the newer neighbourhoods outside of the
canal district, partly in response to a lack of formal markets
and shops there (Huberts, 1940, p. 19). On streets such
as Albert Cuyp Street in the south of Amsterdam, com-
petition was fierce and peddlers struggled to find a place.
Some traders even resorted to occupying favourable spots
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Figure 7.5: The Central Market was well connected to the
railways, waterways and main roads.

A dual assignment: to facilitate . . . to regulate . . .
A conceptual dist.: the market principle the marketplace

⇒ wholesale market ⇒ retail markets

Table 7.1: The conceptual distinction between ‘wholesale’
and ‘retail’ trade
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the night before. ‘The battle for a good spot on the mar-
ket was so fierce’, Kistermarker et al. explain, ‘that traders
nailed their carts to the manhole covers, or removed pins
out of the wheels of other carts’ (Kistemaker et al., 1984, p.
117).2

The same was true for peddlers who spontaneously gath-
ered around Dapper Street in the east of Amsterdam and
Ten Kate Street in the west. The authorities considered
these peddlers to be a disturbance to the public order who
had to be constrained as much as possible; yet they did also
serve a local need, providing families with fresh produce. In
response to these ‘illegal’ clusters of street peddlers, then,
the local authorities formally ‘tolerated’ them by designat-
ing, in 1891, these three streets as sites where peddlers were
officially allowed to congregate under the surveillance of the
police. A few other, significantly smaller, sites were added
in 1912 (CVP, 1914).

These carefully policed zones of tolerated peddling –
which were in many ways contrary to what markets had
been in Amsterdam – became known as ‘free markets’, be-
cause peddlers were given ‘place cards’ by the authorities
with which they could take a place in one of the designated
‘markets’ at no cost (Huberts, 1940, p. 33; Kar, 1982, p. 31;
Kistemaker et al., 1984, p. 117). Yet as the alderman for
Market Affairs noted:

It is remarkable, however, that such markets exist
within the city boundaries, while they are not
supervised by the Department for Market Affairs.
One should, for these markets, not attach too
much value to the word ‘markets’, as these venues
are in fact nothing else than gathering places for
peddlers, who are assembled by the Police in this
way in several places to relieve the public street
(Wethouder voor het Marktwezen, n.d.).

2All quotations in this section are my own translation.
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As these ‘free markets’ occupied large parts of the public
street, they were always considered to be more of a bother
than anything else to the city government. Indeed, the city
government considered the ‘free markets’ to be a temporary
pragmatic solution to the residents’ demands for peddlers –
a demand that, according to the local authorities, was based
on false premises, ‘because in general, the offer is not as
wide with peddlers as it is with open [official] markets, and
the price is not as low as one could get at open markets’
(Falkenburg, 1912, p. 331).

The Department for Market Affairs was also clearly scep-
tical about the use of these ‘free markets’:

That buying in these [free] markets is not ad-
vantageous, at least with respect to food prod-
ucts, has been proven by an investigation carried
out by the Department for Market Affairs. Here,
qualified personnel of the Department checked
the prices at the different [official] markets in this
city, and simultaneously determined carefully the
non-usable parts of the vegetables that were on
offer in the free markets. Thereby it became
clear, finally, that the price in relation to the use-
fulness of the vegetables was higher than that of
the best quality vegetables, the prices of which
had also been recorded that day.
Also, one has to take into account the extraor-
dinarily unhygienic way in which food items are
treated (Marktwezen, 1922, p. 6–7).

Despite the city’s outright dislike of the ‘free markets’,
they expanded rapidly. Already in 1906, a waiting list of
peddlers vying for a place at one of the ‘free markets’ was
created to regulate their sprawl, and, as has been stated
above, in August 1913 the list of applicants consisted of no
less than two hundred names (COTM, 1914, p. 8). A 1933
publication of the Vendor’s Union Mercurius remarks:
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The free markets grew bigger and bigger. The
Police has its hands full on Sundays. Everyone
randomly took a spot, which caused many dis-
putes. The number of customers grew tremen-
dously. Both vendors and customers came in
large numbers. Already at night, many traders
occupied the best spots, and hired night watch-
men to safeguard, for a few pennies, their spot for
Sunday morning (in Huberts, 1940, p. 34–35).

As their popularity increased, the ‘free markets’ became
de facto regular daily markets. In 1922, therefore, the De-
partment for Market Affairs incorporated the ‘free markets’
into their jurisdiction. From this point onwards, the former
peddlers, like other market traders, had to pay market fees.
Nevertheless, the number of traders, based on applications
for permits, multiplied by a factor of fifteen in the period
1921 to 1925 (Marktwezen, 1929).

Still, peddlers – those who continued to roam the streets
freely, outside of the scope of the markets – were not regarded
as the equal of market traders. They continued to annoy the
city government, which, after a series of conflicts (Claassen,
1923), decided on 16November 1928 to create a Committee
for the Study of the Peddler Question.

On the first of September 1934, a new Peddling Regu-
lation was adopted by the City Council. This limited the
number of peddlers to 4,000 for the whole city, set the min-
imum age for peddling at eighteen – and for new peddlers
twenty-one – and limited peddlers’ ability to compete with
markets by prohibiting them from working outside of the
neighbourhoods allocated to them. Inspection and enforce-
ment of these regulations fell under the Department for Mar-
ket Affairs and the police (Kistemaker et al., 1984, p. 129).

The peddlers responded furiously, as an article entitled
‘An attack on the vendors’ in the Communist newspaper De
Tribune on 27 August 1934 shows:
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On the first of September a new Vending Regula-
tion will come into force, which will be the death-
blow to the peddlers. That is precisely the point.
Because the city government wants to reduce the
number of vendors, currently around 7,500, to
4,000. How? According to the city government,
it’s quite easy: dying out and change of profes-
sion. Of course, change of profession is impos-
sible, so all that remains is dying (in Huberts,
1940, p. 55).

The particular history of Amsterdam’s street markets –
as emerging from a need to police street peddlers and put
them in their place – thus clearly demonstrates policing by a
form of ethical urbanism that has sought to adjust the social
reality on the ground to reflect a specific aesthetics regarding
whom in the city is allowed to be heard and seen, and where.
This history of Amsterdam’s markets conceals the fact that
they were not created as markets. On the contrary, they were
established to protect the ‘real’ markets. It also explains the
emphasis that the local authorities have placed on policing
and regulation rather than facilitation. Today, the future of
the remaining markets looks bleak, both from the perspective
of the turn-over that traders report, and of the local councils,
which in some cases (Amsterdam West and South-East) have
closed down their markets and in other cases are considering
privatising them.

The market manager
Currently, Amsterdam hosts twenty-five regular markets,
some of which, like Dapper Market, are daily markets, while
others are weekly or bi-weekly. Although these markets are
no longer ‘free’ in the sense of the original ‘free markets’,
they are still very different from the specialised markets that
have over the last century been centralised in the wholesale
market. Indeed, all that is needed to become a trader in one
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of Amsterdam’s regular markets is to obtain a license from
the Department for Market Affairs. With a license, the as-
piring market trader can partake in the ‘drawing of lots’ in
one of the markets and, if he or she obtains a place, can sell
whatever he or she likes, as long as it does not go against the
Market Regulations (the sale of alcohol, for example, is not
allowed in the market).

The registration of the market traders and the formula-
tion and publication of the Market Regulations – the Regula-
tions on Street Trade (VOS, 2008) – are organised centrally
for the whole city by the Department for Market Affairs. Yet
the actual implementation of the regulations is delegated to
the local boroughs, which are expected to know how best to
run their markets; they in turn hire the market managers.
Despite the formal rules and regulations that are conceived
in City Hall, the actual management of the market on a daily
basis requires practical knowledge and a ‘feeling’ for the mar-
ket that the market managers gain over time. Not only are
the market managers committed to the market, they are also
proud of it, and of their role in it. Their practical knowledge
and dedication – in many cases, they have been involved in
the market for years, such as Maurice, John’s colleague, who
worked as a barrow boy in the Dapper Market when he was a
child – are necessary for the smooth running of the market.

The ‘drawing of lots’ – that officially marks the beginning
of the market day – provides a stage for the market managers
to display their authority as the ultimate gate-keepers for
traders, but also for city officials, to the market. At the
time of research, the borough of Amsterdam East employed
three market managers, who were present in the market on
a rotating basis. Apart from Dapper Market, the market
managers in Amsterdam East are also responsible for the Van
Eesteren Organic Market, which operates one day a week.
The market managers have their office in the Dapper Market
and can thus be easily approached by the market traders.

Apart from allocating the available places in the market,
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the market managers are responsible for the distribution of
garbage bags and for the mediation of small conflicts. Fur-
thermore, they are charged with the enforcement of the Mar-
ket Regulations, such as verifying the traders’ registration
cards, keeping track of attending traders, and accordingly
distributing receipts for the market fees (which are, since the
debacle at Waterloo Square Market where market managers
were found with large sums of cash stashed in their lockers,
now only payable electronically). When conflicts of a more
serious nature arise in the market, the market managers are
supported by the police, which have an office in one of the
side streets of the market.

When, after the 2010 restructuring of the borough’s
boundaries, the function of the market managers was un-
intentionally left out of the new overview of borough per-
sonnel, the market managers, who have their offices in the
market and not in City Hall, felt forgotten and unappreci-
ated by the local borough. Indeed, the market managers in
Amsterdam East explain that the borough is not particularly
involved in the running of the market, and leaves much of it
to them. Although the three market managers in Amsterdam
East are responsible for the daily running of the market, they
are accountable to the team manager for Enforcement and
Safety, who has, as his function implies, an enforcement-led
approach towards the markets that is in line with the his-
torical conception of the marketplace as a place that needs
to be policed and contained. The team manager in Ams-
terdam East occasionally visits the market, but in general
he is situated in City Hall. Like other civil servants, team
managers change jobs frequently, as they work their way up
through the city’s administration. There is thus little op-
portunity for real involvement in either the market or the
market’s management.

While staying at a distance, the team manager lacks the
sensitivity and in many ways also the vocabulary to respond
adequately and confidently to assertive market traders, who
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quickly outtalk the team manager with their cutting and
sharp remarks. In moments like these, the team manager’s
expectations of market traders as rude and impolite is con-
firmed. In response, he thus withdraws even more from the
market, leaving it to the market managers, who have to make
decisions concerning the interpretation of the Market Regu-
lations in the dynamic situation of the market on a daily
basis.

Herein lies part of the origin of the current crisis of the
markets in Amsterdam: as the markets are left to the respon-
sibility of the market manager, without whom they would not
be able to open every morning, there is a de facto transfer
of authority from the team manager to the market manager.
This is also necessary, because the Market Regulations re-
quire a certain amount of interpretation in order to allow
the markets to be flexible enough to respond to the ever
changing conditions they encounter on a daily basis. These
range from unexpected weather conditions to low attendance
rates, when traders try to push their stalls in front in order
to catch the attention of the few customers in the street. At
the other end of the spectrum, on certain days massive num-
bers of visitors can attend due to a special event. Market
managers thus have to make quick decisions in order for the
market to function.

This responsibility is not, however, backed by the cor-
responding formal powers and authority. The situation that
has emerged – where market managers are supposed to make
decisions that go beyond their formal responsibilities, but
where they do not actually have the authority to do so –
places the market managers in an extremely vulnerable po-
sition. A decision that is not to the liking of some of the
traders might get reported to the team manager as proof of
unequal treatment and suspicion of corruption. When this
happens, the team manager, acting out of a suspicious atti-
tude towards the markets, will sometimes not back his mar-
ket manager but will rather report this suspicion of fraud
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further.
It came as no surprise then that when the three market

managers in Amsterdam East were arrested on suspicion of
corruption in early 2012, the response of the city authori-
ties was to propose more stringent policing of the market.
A report published by the municipality’s Integrity Bureau in
January 2012 (which had already been completed at the time
of the market managers’ arrest) argues that the market is in-
herently vulnerable to fraud due to the nature of the market
trader. It therefore needs more control. Furthermore, the
report found that insufficient attention is paid to the enforce-
ment tasks of the market manager, and priority has rather
unduly been given to his tasks as the host of the market.
The report concluded that this combination leads to a mar-
ket that flourishes on the fraudulent character of the market
manager, and indeed ‘the biggest risk for market traders is a
market manager with integrity’ (Integriteit, 2012). The mar-
ket managers, in the report, are portrayed as being too close
to the market traders. In a way, they have taken over the
market traders’ role as scapegoat in the marketplace. Where
the negative forces of the market as marketplace have thus
historically been embodied by the market trader, this role
is now transferred onto the market manager in Amsterdam,
who represents to the council not only the woes of the mar-
ket, but also – by getting rid of him altogether – the solution
to their problem.

The main recommendations of the above report are to
centralise the management of markets for the whole city –
rather than managing them on a borough level – and to split
the responsibilities of the market manager – who, as said,
is seen as inherently problematic, just like the market he
manages – by separating the service and facilitation tasks
from the regulatory and enforcement tasks. These solutions
testify to the perseverance of the image of the market as a
place that needs to be, above all, policed.

In line with this, the Department for Market Affairs, at a
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city wide level, is currently investigating the possibilities of
privatising its markets. In re-writing its Regulations on Street
Trade, it speaks of ‘leaving the markets “to the market”’ and
of allowing ‘markets at a distance’ (Beumink, 2013). Both of
these expressions imply that the municipality is turning away
from the difficult task of organising its markets and, in fact,
is planning to take its hands off of them altogether. This
testifies to the ethical urbanism that prevails in Amsterdam,
where markets are appreciated as long as they conform to a
particular vision that the authorities have of them as spaces
of conviviality, ‘authenticity’ and fun.

7.4 Conclusion
As this chapter has shown, in Amsterdam the the quality
of the market as public domain lies in its ability to develop
spaces of ‘comfortable surprises’ in the city, where people can
meet and interact with those whom they do not (yet) know.
In the market, people feel comfortable enough to be open to
the unexpected, to learn from other stories and adapt their
own. This can become important especially during critical
episodes like that following the murder of Theo van Gogh,
where the market enabled a type of interaction – the sharing
of biscuits – through which existing stories of the Other were
adapted.

Following the identification in Chapter 3 of the dual task
of city authorities when it comes to managing their markets,
and the conceptual distinction between the ‘market princi-
ple’ and the ‘marketplace’ that grew out of this, this chapter
locates the present crisis in Amsterdam’s markets in their
birth, about a hundred years ago, as places that were not ac-
tually markets as such, but rather zones in which street ped-
dlers were to be temporarily tolerated. These so-called ‘free
farkets’ then solidified into the markets as we know them
today in Amsterdam, although their organisational struc-
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ture, especially from higher up in the council’s bureaucracy,
remained one of ‘policing’ and ‘regulating’ rather than ‘facil-
itating’.

Indeed, the Dapper Market shows how the police order
of an ethical urbanism frames the market through two con-
trasting yet entwined stories. On the one hand, there is a
gloomy story of the decline of the market and, by extension,
the neighbourhood, while on the other hand, we hear an op-
timistic story that expresses confidence in the multicultural
society. Both of these stories, this chapter has shown, are
based on a simplistic notion of the marketplace as a clear
and straightforward place – notions that have limited the
emergence of alternative stories in the market.

But stories, as Chapter 2 has already discussed, only exist
as long as they are taken up. Indeed, the two prevailing
stories of the market affect the way in which the market
is organised. Out of this duality, a continuation of the old
story of the market as a place of chaos and disorder survives.
In many respects, this is a continuation of the concept of
the ‘free markets’, as provisionally established places under
the surveillance of the police. As such, the market trader is
perceived as someone who cannot be trusted and who needs
policing above all else.

Faced with a series of crises that continue to flare up in
Amsterdam’s markets, the city has projected the problem-
atic nature of the market trader onto the market manager.
The solution, as a recent report argues, is to strip the market
manager – to whom the responsibility, but not the author-
ity, to govern the market has de facto been transferred –
of his tasks, and to substitute him with centrally adminis-
tered policing of the market. As an alternative, the mu-
nicipality is investigating the possibilities of privatising its
markets, thereby evading the responsibility to organise them
altogether. In privatising public markets, or in increasingly
policing them, the ‘publicness’ of street markets in Amster-
dam is under threat. There will be fewer possibilities for new
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actors to enter and for new stories to emerge and, hence, for
the market to develop as ‘public domain’.

Similar to the Istanbul case, the question here is of why
there seems to be a lack of response to these developments.
Why, when markets are places of comfortable surprises, have
they not given rise to moments of politics in Amsterdam?
Surely the manifestation of the type of ethical urbanism
prevalent in Amsterdam differs from the situation in Istan-
bul. In the latter, policing has been open and explicit, while
in the former the policing of public domain consists in the
latent diversion and bureaucratisation of alternative stories
and a slow but progressive privatisation of public markets.
This ‘death by administration’ is a development that is not
recognised as a threat by either the traders or the residents
of the city. In a way, Amsterdam’s markets are perhaps too
comfortable to allow any real confrontation, and without a fo-
cal point to protest against, resistance does not develop and
moments of politics have, for the time being, been averted.

The next chapter discusses Queen’s Market in East Lon-
don, where moments of politics have materialised in response
to an ethical urbanism that traders and customers face.
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Chapter 8

London

8.1 Introduction
In the East London Borough of Newham, a strong and firmly
rooted mayor and council have used the Olympic narrative of
‘regeneration’ to reinforce their programme of beautification
in the borough. As part of this programme, the mayor and
council wanted to demolish Queen’s Market, a local market-
place. Their efforts triggered fierce opposition from residents
and traders alike, who claimed that the market provides es-
sential services to residents in terms of health and wellbeing.
After a ten year long period of conflict, the protesters sur-
prisingly managed to defeat the council by triggering the
withdrawal from the plans of, first, a US supermarket chain
and second, the council’s preferred developer.

At first sight, the conflict that unfolded might seem like
a classical David and Goliath confrontation, where the dom-
inant power was taken by surprise by those without any pre-
dictable means. However, through an analysis of the case as
an aesthetic conflict – that is, a conflict over what can be
seen and what can be heard – it becomes clear how those
who should have had no part and no say were able to ap-
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pear from unexpected places and at unexpected times, and
could thereby claim their part. Over the course of events,
the campaigners took up alternative forms of protest that,
together, re-framed the story of the conflict and opened up
new avenues of political participation.

Following the cases of Istanbul and Amsterdam – where
marketplaces, despite their qualities as ‘public alleys’ or
spaces of ‘comfortable surprises’, have failed to develop mo-
ments of politics – the London case shows how, through the
market as a place of ‘radical diversity’, people are able to
break with the fixed identifications that are imposed on them
and instead appear from different places at the same time.
In the triumph of Queen’s Market, then, we see how market-
places function as public domain, and how the market serves
as a background for moments of politics to ‘take place’.

This chapter starts out by setting the stage for the conflict
around Queen’s Market, identifying the particular character-
istics of the ethical urbanism that had become manifest in
East London. It then follows the dynamics of the campaign
around Queen’s Market as it developed into moments of pol-
itics. This development occurred in six stages, in which re-
lationships between the actors changed. In the analysis, the
market is thus understood not just as the setting or context
in which the events took place, but as the object of the study
itself.

8.2 Queen’s Market: an Olympic
winner?

As you exit the Upton Park Tube station, you can already
hear Queen’s Market. An orchestrated musical composition
unfolds as traders in the market praise their wares by shout-
ing about how good and cheap they are. As each trader aims
to outcry the others – at least for the sake of the show – the
chorus of voices swells to a climax. After a few minutes is
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Figure 8.1: The market after relocation from Green Street
to Queens Road.

ebbs down, only to begin all over again a few minutes later.1
Queen’s Market is a popular place in Newham. Origi-

nally, the market was held on Green Street, a thoroughfare
separating the ancient parish of East Ham from the parish of
West Ham. Traffic problems, in particular a tramway that
ran on Green Street, pushed the market into Queen’s Road
in 1904, next to the newly opened Upton Park Tube Sta-
tion (see image 8.1, for a map of Queen’s Market in relation
to London, see image 5.1). Post-war regeneration of East
London saw the relocation of the market once again to the
present structure: a grey concrete covered parking lot that
hides the market beneath it.

1Recently, one trader in Queen’s Market gained national fame after
his ‘One Pound Fish’ song went viral on You Tube. It was later officially
released, set to a professionally produced video clip, which generated a
lot of attention for the market.
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As it moved around the market also changed, as differ-
ent groups participated – both as traders and customers –
as they migrated through London. Originally dominated by
Jewish traders, in the 1950s and 1960s Caribbean traders
and then Asian traders started moving in. In the seventies,
Bangladeshi immigrants began to move into Newham, fur-
ther changing the composition of the market as they brought
their families to Britain in the eighties. From the eighties
and nineties onward, East and West African communities
have settled in the area and, most recently, they have been
joined by immigrants from Eastern Europe, contributing to
the ‘hyper diversity’ that marks Queen’s Market.

Compared to other London markets, Queen’s Market is
not particularly large. It is known, however, for the extraor-
dinary variety of fresh produce offered by the diverse traders
who work in the market. There are specialty shops and stalls
from Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and the East End all under
one roof. Queen’s Market is also known for its affordability,
although here the contrast with other marketplaces in East
London is less sharp.

Next to its unchallenged offer of food – fresh fruit and
vegetables, often ‘one pound a bowl’, meat and fish in all its
manifestations, including whole animals that can hardly be
seen in other London markets – Queen’s Market offers cloth-
ing, housewares, jewellery, office materials, cooking equip-
ment, cell-phone covers and beauty salons – to name just a
few of the businesses. There is a café and a Caribbean hot
food outlet where you can eat fried plantain for lunch.

The physical structure of the market reflects these diverse
demographics. The main ground space is filled with market
stalls, randomly selling eggs, textiles and small electronics.
‘Kiosks’ dotted around the market sell meat, dried fish and
vegetables. The whole structure is lined on two sides with
shops that offer all of the products mentioned above, as well
as larger household equipment and office supplies. These
three types of ‘outlets’ blend into each other and, together,
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make the market a single, unified shopping experience.
Some of the traders in the market represent large busi-

nesses that have been part of the market for generations.
These traders are typically ‘English’ and have moved out of
the neighbourhood and often out of London altogether into
larger houses in ‘greener’ areas in the South East of Eng-
land. Other traders are small-scale entrepreneurs trying to
make a living from the market; they are often foreign-born
traders who live relatively close to the market in East Lon-
don. Crosscutting these categories are established ‘Asian’
traders, whose initial businesses in the market have grown
considerably, and who might own several stalls or shops in
the surrounding areas.

If you look closely, it becomes clear that Queen’s Market
is situated at the boundary between two worlds. North of
Queen’s Market, Green Street has developed into a national
centre for Indian bridal fashion and jewellery, glittering from
the gold in the shop windows. Buses from all over the UK
bring shoppers to Green Street, and Cherie Blair, wife of
former British prime minister Tony Blair, famously shopped
for a sari here.

The southern end of Green Street is a completely differ-
ent world. This part of the street is known for the Boleyn
Ground, the (former2) home stadium of West Ham United
Football Club. On match days, both sides of Green Street
between the market and the stadium are lined with chicken
and chips stalls catering to the supporters, who arrive via
the tube station and turn the whole street claret and blue.
This is also the setting for films such as Green Street, about
football hooliganism.

A breakdown of the shops and businesses along the 2km
stretch of Green Street shows that the street predominantly
offers clothing, jewellery and fashion shops (130 out of 312
establishments, or 42%), which include places where fabric

2In 2016, West Ham United Football Club moved to the Olympic
Stadium.
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is sold by the metre, as well as many establishments eating
or snacking (39 out of 312). The latter range from Indian
specialities to old fashioned ‘pie & mash’ shops. In addi-
tion, Green Street has many telephone and Internet shops
(23) that serve the large immigrant community, and quite
a few beauty salons (20) that cater predominantly to the
African community. A variety of travel agencies offer trips
to Mecca (5), and four betting halls promise large returns.
Green Street houses a mosque, a Catholic church, a Hare Kr-
ishna temple and a Jehovah’s Witnesses Kingdom Hall. A
Gurdwara is practically around the corner. The three book-
shops on Green Street sell mainly Islamic literature. There
is a post office, a dentist, a school, a Tube station, a football
stadium and a market: Queen’s Market.

The two worlds on either side of the market – South
Asian, predominantly women, shoppers to the north, and
loud cockney East Enders, mainly men, to the south – could
not be further apart, and this contributes to the liminality
that the space of the market offers. This liminality – being
neither one thing nor the other – enables the market – like
the markets in Istanbul and Amsterdam – to bring people to-
gether and facilitate interaction in a way that is not so likely
to happen in more clearly defined spaces. It is precisely this
capacity of the market as a space that allows for unexpected
encounters – its quality as public domain – that constitutes
one of its important features.

The council of Newham has envisioned a different future
for Queen’s Market, however. The market’s strategic location
next to Upton Park Tube Station – which is served by both
the District and the Hammersmith & City lines, connecting
Newham to Central London in less than half an hour – poses
the potential to attract middle- and higher-income people
who would benefit from the easy commute to Central Lon-
don and the Docklands (a major commercial and business
area). In the eyes of the council, this has come to mean that
the market must be ‘redeveloped’ to capitalise on this eco-
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nomic potential. In February 2003, Newham Council placed
an advertisement in the Estate Gazette, a local newspaper,
offering the market for sale. With this action, the council
elicited the birth of their protagonists in the tragedy around
Queen’s Market. This move energised and organised a group
of campaigners who have since fought the council tirelessly
in an effort to save their market.

The story of their resistance, which unfolded in six stages
or ‘episodes’, is the focus of the following sections. The first
episode (2003) was marked by the initial shock and sub-
sequent organisation of the campaign group. The second
episode (2004 – 2005) showed how the council employed a
carefully crafted narrative of regeneration that represented
the market as a ‘dirty’ place that needed to be demolished.
The council appointed St Modwen as its preferred devel-
oper, who in turn selected the supermarket chain ASDA as
the preferred retailer for the new development. Throughout
this episode, the campaign group protested the development
plans, but the council systematically ignored the protest and
dismissed it as ‘noise’. Local elections marked the third
episode (2006), in which the campaigners exposed the strate-
gies of the council, resulting in the withdrawal of ASDA.
After this victory, the campaigners lost momentum and in
order to overcome this, they scaled up their efforts during a
fourth episode (2007 – 2008), claiming that their cause was
not a local or particular demand, but rather a stand-in for
the ‘universal wrong’. Meanwhile, the withdrawal of ASDA
forced St Modwen to modify its plans to incorporate a thirty-
two storey tower block into the design to compensate for the
loss of the supermarket. The fifth episode (2009 – 2010) was
marked by the intervention of the Mayor of London, who di-
rected Newham Council to reject planning permission for the
redevelopment on the basis of the high tower block. At this
stage, St Modwen pulled out. A sixth and final episode (2010
– 2013) was characterised by a shifting strategy and rhetoric
from the council, identifying Queen’s Market once again as
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a ‘strategic site’ for redevelopment. Today, the market still
stands, but its future is uncertain.

8.3 Ethical urbanism in East Lon-
don

The traders and shoppers in Queen’s Market were shockedFirst
episode: In

which
Queen’s

Market is
offered for
sale (2003)

when they came across the advertisement in the Estate
Gazette offering the market for sale. Marie, a local resi-
dent and shopper in the market, immediately rang her friend
Alexia to discuss the matter. Together they decided that
they had to get in touch with Matthew, a councillor for the
Christian People’s Alliance in Newham and the sole opposi-
tion member in the council (for an overview of the characters
in this chapter, see table 8.1). Matthew’s take was: ‘It was
my job to oppose, I was the opposition’.

Indeed, Newham’s political landscape explains the partic-
ular shape that ethical urbanism took in East London. As a
former industrial area, Newham – a borough that is even fur-
ther east of what is traditionally considered the ‘East End’
(Dench, Gavron, & Young, 2006) – provided work to the
immigrants and low-skilled labourers who settled near the
docks on the polluted River Thames, downstream and out
of sight – and smell – of the City and Westminster. The de-
industrialisation of London and the closure of the docks in
the 1970s and 1980s made Newham known for its pollution
and high rates of unemployment. Many reports referred to
Newham as the most deprived borough in London, and in-
deed the UK as a whole. It displayed all the the symptoms
that mark deprivation, including low education, high rates
of obesity and lack of economic opportunities. For these rea-
sons, Newham was, above all, a transitional borough, a place
where immigrants arrived and from where they – ideally –
moved on to other parts of London, the UK, or elsewhere.

The Labour party has always been strong in Newham.
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Since its creation in 1964, Newham Council has been domi-
nated by Labour, often lacking representation from another
political party altogether. In addition, Newham has an
elected mayor who, with a direct mandate, has significant
powers in the borough. In Newham, the mayor is – and al-
ways has been – Sir Robin Wales, a Labour mayor who prides
himself on the continuous support he gets from the voters in
the borough.

Matthew, as the sole opposition member in the council in
2003, explained how he experienced working with Sir Robin
Wales:

You have to vote what he says. The problem with
the way that we have it here is that we have this
all-powerful mayor. All power is vested in that
person. His own cabinet has a consultative role,
they have no authority against him in Cabinet.

Christopher, the mayor’s advisor on regeneration and a
Labour councillor, affirmed the mayor’s position in the coun-
cil:

He has the most important vote of the room, be-
cause he is the elected mayor, he is a person of
mandate. And he has been behind all of this. If
he did not want to do it, then we did not do it.

As the above shows, the structures of power in the bor-
ough – the Labour party and its elected mayor – left very
little room for alternative opinions to be heard, and this po-
sition was legitimised by reference to the fact that the mayor
had been elected. Within this structure, the policing mecha-
nisms described in Chapter 2 supported one way of ordering
the borough over others. In this particular instance, the
council decided that Queen’s Market did not fit with its im-
age of Newham’s future.

***
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Marie a local resident and former civil servant, co-
founder and secretary of Friends of Queen’s
Market

Alexia a local resident and long-term friend of Marie,
co-founder and fourth chair of Friends of
Queen’s Market

Matthew the sole opposition member in Newham coun-
cil, for the Christian People’s Alliance, co-
founder and first – unofficial – chair of Friends
of Queen’s Market, left in 2007

Adam a local resident and member of the Green Party,
co-founder of Friends of Queen’s Market

Patrick a local resident, co-founder of Friends of
Queen’s Market, left in 2007

Christopher councillor for the Labour Party in the London
Borough of Newham

Brad development director at St Modwen, develop-
ment company and property investors, special-
ising in regeneration, and intended partner of
the council in the redevelopment of Queen’s
Market

Winston a local resident, husband of Layla, member of
Friends of Queen’s Market between 2004 and
2007

Layla a local resident, wife of Winston, member of
Friends of Queen’s Market between 2004 and
2007

Nelson a local resident, third chair of Friends of
Queen’s Market, member between 2005 and
2007

Table 8.1: Overview of the characters in the conflict around
Queen’s Market
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Marie, Alexia and Matthew felt strongly that the council was
wrong in offering the market for sale. Not only did it provide
fresh and affordable food to the people of East London, it was
also an important centre for social networking and cultural
leisure. As Matthew put it, ‘So this great place right at
the heart of Newham actually represents what Newham is’.
Newham Council, according to Matthew, was blind to the
important role that Queen’s Market played in the borough:
‘They live in another parallel universe, and sit behind their
desks: “Redevelop Queen’s Market”’.

As they met in a small kebab restaurant opposite the
market, the three soon gathered support from other resi-
dents in Newham. Adam, an artist and Green Party mem-
ber who had lived a few blocks from the market his whole
life, joined, as did Patrick, another resident. Several traders
from the market also shared the concerns of the three and
joined the group. As the person with the best contacts in
the council, Matthew became the first – albeit unofficial –
chair of the formalised campaign group ‘Friends of Queen’s
Market’. The campaign – quite professional, with a secretary
who took notes during the monthly meetings and a treasurer
who kept track of finances – spread flyers around the market,
urged people to sign a petition against the redevelopment of
Queen’s Market, and made their presence known at council
meetings in the Town Hall.

From the start, there was great mutual distrust between
the council and the Friends of Queen’s Market, and gathering
information from the other party was considered important.
The campaigners worked hard to get details of the council’s
plans for the market, especially those that were not shared
at official meetings. As a councillor, Matthew was able to
transfer information from the closed chambers of the council
to the Friends of Queen’s Market. At the same time, the
friends themselves used what they called ‘spies’ in their midst
to the benefit of the campaign. ‘We would be offended if we
did not have spies from the developers’, Alexia explained, ‘we
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would be hurt if we did not have police spies’. She continued:

We had our suspicions but it never distracted us
and we welcomed it. We really did welcome it.
There was one man in particular – I liked him, I
really did like him – I would say to him: ‘Where
are you working now?’ . . . So for me, rightly or
wrongly if I am mistaken, it did provide me a
chuckle. If I am correct, I’m quite proud because
we are so important to them. . . .
I know from experience that these people always
dig their own graves. It is dealing in deceit. If
you deal in deceit, what do you expect? What
we did do is that some of them who were cleverer
than others, we would ask them repeatedly [to do
things for us]. I made it a point to involve him
in as many operations and events as possible. I
always invited him to speak, and he always did
speak. . . .
You always find with these spies – I do not want
to call them ‘spies’, let’s call them ‘gathering in-
formation for the other side’ – you always find
them extremely useful and helpful. . . .
They are so anxious because they are so as-
siduously trying to prove their loyalty that you
get. . . I mean, we got that bloke to do loads of
stuff. Loads of stuff.

***

Christopher, advisor to the Mayor of Newham on regenera-Second
episode: In

which the
council

deploys a
narrative of
regeneration

(2004 – 2005)

tion, explained the other side of the conflict: ‘The market has
been in decline, and also the bad neighbourhood: there was a
lot of rubbish, it was not well maintained, and subsequently
people dumped trash in the evenings’.
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(a) Newham’s old
logo.

(b) Newham’s new
logo.

Figure 8.2: Logos of the London Borough of Newham.

Remarks such as these – which framed the market as a
symptom of, and also as a contributor to, a declining neigh-
bourhood – infuriated the Friends of Queen’s Market. While
the building was admittedly in bad shape, they argued that
it was the council’s responsibility to maintain the structure.
Using their failure to do so appropriately as a legitimation
for the redevelopment plans added salt to the wound. All
that the council could see, the Friends argued, was the grey
concrete building they had neglected, and all that they could
hear was the whining of some residents who tried to challenge
the logic driving the redevelopment of the market. Indeed,
for the council, the market belonged to a past that they were
trying to escape. The upcoming Olympic Games had sud-
denly made this a realistic option.

The council and mayor welcomed the proposal of the
British Olympic Association to make the Borough of
Newham, along with four other East London boroughs, the
main host of the 2012 London Summer Olympics. This gave
a boost to an already powerful storyline of ‘regeneration’
that had been created to overcome the borough’s negative
image and to help transform Newham from a ‘transit’ bor-
ough into a place where ‘people choose to live, work and stay’
(emphasis and underline in original, Newham, 2010, p. 4).
Accompanying this effort to reframe its identity, Newham
presented a new logo that expressed the borough’s ambition
to become a more prominent – and accessible – part of Lon-
don’s success (see image 8.2).
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A key element in the Olympics inspired ‘regeneration’
story was the ‘legacy’ that would be created by external in-
vestments in infrastructure and housing that would raise the
neighbourhood after the Games. Indeed, as MacRury put
it, the Games provided politicians with a ‘telescoped vision
of the future’ (in T. Black, 2010, p. 8), that zoomed in on
favourable aspects of the ‘regeneration narrative’ and – as
an ethical type of urbanism that strove to mirror urban re-
ality with a particular aesthetic configuration – conveniently
turned a blind eye to less positive aspects. One such element
of the ‘regeneration’ was the ‘cleaning up’ of East London.
With the Olympics coming, Newham Council realised that
the spotlight would be on them, so they started to propose
various interventions aimed at beautifying the borough in
order to make it more attractive to investors. As Matthew
put it:

The reason why [the mayor] was so urgent to re-
develop the market was because of these tourists.
The whole world would come to Newham. He
wanted a smart looking, modern market, a bit
like Westfield’s [shopping centre], the one we got
in Stratford. It’s just a mind-set. He wants ev-
erything to develop.

This narrative became most clearly visible in the deci-
sion to build the Olympic Park in the valley at the southern
end of the River Lea. Here, Londoners had been using land
neglected by the local authorities to escape the grey environ-
ment of the city and stroll in ‘unofficial countryside’ (DFL,
2007, p. 8). Seen from above – from the offices of the Organ-
ising Committee of the Olympic Games in a tower at Canary
Wharf – the Lower Lea Valley was an empty, polluted site
that was crying out for regeneration. From its perch on the
Wharf, the committee could not see the fruit and vegetables
that people grew along the shores of the River Lea, or the
extensive social networks that intersected in the area.
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Like much of the planning and execution phase of the
Games, the ‘legacy work’ of the Olympics – that part that
legitimised the top-down planning interventions in the re-
generation narrative – was both strongly centralised and
confusingly scattered across various newly founded quangos
(Janssens, 2012b). As a result, central agencies such as the
Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) and the London Organ-
ising Committee for the Olympic Games (LOCOG) never
became concerned with, or involved in, local issues, and the
boroughs had only limited influence on the direct legacy pro-
gramme of the Games. As Poynter has shown, a legacy – even
when presented through concrete examples – is always hard
to account for afterwards. It requires an holistic overview of
causal effects in between the presumed source of the legacy
and the output (Poynter, 2009). More than anything else,
local boroughs themselves were left to take up the parts of
the Olympic narrative that suited them; they were supposed
to be inspired by the Games, as the Head of Sustainability
of the Games argued, and actively trigger the legacy of the
‘Regeneration Games’ in East London.

One way in which the 2012 Olympics promised to in-
spire was in its legacy of better food that it would leave for
Londoners. The 2012 London Games were the first to explic-
itly take into account the importance of fresh and affordable
food for the people living in and around the Olympic area.
This was particularly relevant in the Borough of Newham,
which had been described in a 1999 study (Frize, 1999) as a
‘food desert’, with poor access to fresh fruit and vegetables,
and with higher than average rates of obesity and coronary
heart disease. The same report, ironically, also identified
food stalls as a way of enhancing residents’ access to healthy
food. In the shadow of the Games, however, Newham was
planning to demolish Queen’s Market, the largest concen-
tration of such stalls in the borough, and replace it with a
shopping mall.

For the redevelopment, the council signed a deal with St
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Modwen, a private property developer, to pull down the mar-
ket and construct a mixed-use development that would in-
clude retail (a supermarket, other shops, and market stalls),
public facilities such as a library, and housing. The Friends
of Queen’s Market responded by arguing that this proposed
structure – privately owned and operated, as opposed to the
public character of the market – would never be able to ac-
commodate the social functions that the existing market cur-
rently accommodated:

Adam: ‘A market is able to allow people to feel
very comfortable’.
Patrick: ‘A market provides a very safe environ-
ment. You can hang around there without the
feeling that you are going to be moved off. . . . It
is actually the informality’.

Both Adam and Patrick tried to show how interaction in the
market differed from the interaction in other shopping places,
such as supermarkets and malls, where encounters are exclu-
sively, or at least primarily, functional, and access depends
on the willingness and judgement of the private owners who
are concerned with economic profitability and security. In
the market, as Fulford (2005) has argued, functional encoun-
ters are always also social, because you can never be sure if
what you find today will be the same as what you found yes-
terday. Shopping in the market thus requires you to make
contact with other shoppers as well as with traders – it pro-
vides, in the words of Patrick, a sense of communality, or
‘togetherness’ as it was identified for the Dapper Market in
Amsterdam East (see also page 167):

For many people, the thing about markets is that
it is ‘communality’, it is that sense that you are
not just going there to purchase. . . . It is hearing
the language, the sounds, the teasing that goes
on, and if you were, let’s say, an Afghan refugee
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or a Somali refugee, and you are living in a tower
block in, let’s say, Tower Hamlets, then to go to
that market and to hear your mother tongue and
to see fruit and vegetables from your land – it’s
extraordinarily comfortable.

Here, Patrick refers to the comfort of the marketplace and
the ability to encounter the Other, which was also discussed
in Chapter 7. Adam also explained the crucial relationship
between the sociability and the publicness of the market:

People are overlooking one another, and there is
a stronger sense of something that, if you let go
of your sense of self, then you can relax a bit.
. . . I think that Queen’s Market offers that level
of interaction and, more than that, it gives a cul-
tural understanding to all these small interrela-
tions that make human beings human.

It is not only the proximity to others, the ‘rubbing along’
in Watson’s words, or the sounds of your native language,
but also, as Adam explained, the texture and taste of the
food that provides a comfortable place:

Really important about Queen’s Market is that
there is something about knowing your local area.
. . . And for my mum similarly. For her – she is
coming from Bengal and came to this country
when she was nine, my dad when he was a bit
older, in his twenties – but the thing is, for them,
this is part of their culture. . . .When you go out
and press the jackfruit so you know which one is
ripe and which one is not. . . .
It caters for communities who are on very low
budgets, and I think that makes it quite vital.
You have to consider that there were nine of
us living in a three bedroom house. . . .We had
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chopped curries which had sprouts in them and
other things. . . . It was a kind of melting pot, a
mixing pot, definitely, on that level. It affected
the home. When these sort of things are cut off,
people feel more and more disillusioned and dis-
tanced from their environment. I think that’s
quite the game of the city.

As the above quotes demonstrate, the market offers peo-
ple a safe way into a city in which they might not quite feel
at home, and a moment to relax and lower their guard. In
other words, the marketplace functions both as a ‘public al-
ley’, as discussed in Chapter 6, and a space of ‘comfortable
surprises’, as discussed in Chapter 7.

The proposed new building, according to Adam, would
not provide the same type of ‘publicness’ as the current mar-
ket:

So the glass frontage: either you like it or not,
you might be able to see through, but you’re
not allowed to enter, so immediately there is this
kind of exclusivity. . . . Shopping centres are al-
ways telling what you’ve got to do. Markets, like
Queen’s Market, say ‘take what you want from
us’. There’s more creativity there.

According to the council’s strong narrative of regenera-
tion, however, the market was framed in very different terms.
From the perspective of the council, the market was an
‘empty’ spot near the tube station that provided an easy
connection to Central London, and therefore it presented an
outstanding opportunity to attract external investments into
the borough.

This narrative of regeneration was supported by stud-
ies that the council commissioned. According to Brad, the
spokesman for St Modwen, the developer:
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Everything started with commissioning the
study. The study found that there was a prolif-
eration of businesses all selling the same things,
and that it was basically dirty. They were wor-
ried about dilapidation and how they were going
to find the money. And ultimately they were not
covering the operation costs.

The study concluded that there was no other solution than
to pull down the market. Brad:

And then the Mayor of Newham decided to put
in a supermarket. If you actually plotted where
the supermarkets were around, there was not a
street where there was not a supermarket. I think
that there might have been some bad blood for
one reason or another between the traders and
the Mayor of Newham.

Christopher commented on his experience as the mayor’s
advisor on the regeneration of Queen’s Market:

At some point, the people from the local com-
munity got the idea that we wanted to demolish
the market – or at least, that was the line they
put out: ‘demolish the market’. And there were
demolitions in this context. Yes, we wanted to
demolish it, and build a new market. Having a
healthy and sustainable market there has always
been at the heart of our ambition. We never had
the intention to demolish the market and close it.
Frankly, if we wanted to do that, we would have
done it anyway, that would have been easy, but
that was never our intention. . . .
And so they had this campaign: Save Queen’s
Market. Save it from what?! That became rather
decisive. And it was also that the campaign did
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not understand the history of the market the way
we do, because we owned it since the 1960s when
it was configured as part of a different housing
development. They never knew. . . They had for-
gotten it. . . .
What the protesters also did not seem to un-
derstand is that the nature of retail in London
will change dramatically in September this year,
when Westfield’s Stratford City [the shopping
centre that has been developed adjacent to the
Olympic Park] opens. . . .
No, we were not surprised. They were doing
things that annoyed us. It was just the constant
misinterpretation of what we wanted to do. Be-
cause, obviously, we wanted to do the same thing
as they wanted to do. . . .
To kill a market would be a bad thing. And it
would be a bad thing if that was what we were
doing. But we weren’t.

As the dominant story, the regeneration narrative of the
council upheld what was introduced in Chapter 2 as a certain
aesthetic configuration: a way of seeing and hearing that ac-
cepts something as meaningful and other things as noise. In
the eyes of the council, the market was in a state of depri-
vation beyond repair, and the only possible solution was to
redevelop the site using external investors. According to the
council, the campaigners and the market traders failed to un-
derstand why the redevelopment would be a good thing. All
that the council and the developers heard in the campaign-
ers’ efforts was typical Not-In-My-Back-Yard (NIMBY) be-
haviour by a group of people who claimed to represent the
market. ‘The Friends of Queen’s Market claimed to represent
the market, but I do not think that they had any qualifica-
tions to do that’, Brad said, explaining the council’s reluc-
tance to accept the opposing views as meaningful. ‘There
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was no basis for engagement at that point.’ Indeed, Christo-
pher confessed that ‘market traders are difficult people to
deal with, sometimes’, evoking the attitude of suspicion and
distrust towards market traders that was discussed in Chap-
ter 3.

Matthew confirmed the inability of the Friends of Queen’s
Market to break open the council’s regeneration story, even
from his position as an opposition councillor:

They will not possibly hear what I say. . . . They
would shout at me. It’s hilarious! They got very
angry. Not just the mayor, but they all. On one
occasion they accused me of being a liar. They
got so angry! That’s how it goes. . . .
I measured my success at how angry [the mayor]
got. There was no other opposition in the cham-
ber but me, and he used to get very, very angry.
. . .
But I could never persuade them by my argu-
ments, because I was the opposition and therefore
whatever I would say did not matter to them.

Christopher explained the view of the council:

Pointless. Obviously, I didn’t like Matthew. I
never liked him. He is a particular brand of Chris-
tianity that we do not appreciate here. And he is
not above bending the truth. Sorry, but he would
say things that we just could not accept as be-
ing truthful. So we never had a good working
relationship with him at all.

The council never saw itself as needing to listen to the
concerns of the Friends of Queen’s Market. Consequently,
any opposition was dismissed as moaning over small particu-
lar concerns, as ‘noise’. The Friends continued to campaign,
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however. They presented a petition with 12,000 signatures
against the redevelopment of the market – the largest sig-
nature collection ever in the borough – to the council, but
it was ignored completely. A report issued by The East
London Communities Organisation (TELCO) – which found
that virtually nobody was in favour of the redevelopment –
was hushed up by the council. Critique of the council’s plans
was consequently downplayed, and encapsulated within the
council’s regeneration frame as NIMBY, as predictable and
not deserving of a response.

By the end of 2005, the Friends of Queen’s Market pre-
sented an alternative plan for the future of the market in a
twenty page document called ‘Towards a Forward Looking
Traditional Market’ (FoQM, 2005), which, although it was
sent to all councillors, was not taken into consideration by
the council. Rather, they dismissed the whole study arguing
that it would not be possible because of the petrol station
in the market – a station that, as the campaigners pointed
out, had ceased to exist long before. This demonstrated, ac-
cording to the campaigners, the unwillingness of the council
to take them seriously.

Meanwhile, the council and the developer drew their own
picture of both an ugly old market in desperate need of re-
newal and a bright new market that would bring Newham a
bit closer to Central London. ‘They constantly throw statis-
tics of Newham at us, the developers did’, Adam recalls,
‘they said Newham was a “food desert” and so forth’.

The term ‘food desert’ is not a neutral term signalling
simply a lack of access to fresh and affordable food in a cer-
tain area. On the contrary, the term was adopted in the UK
to serve as ‘evidence’ of the need for regeneration plans that
often include attracting supermarkets. Similarly, in the US
the term ‘food desert’ is used to identify the lack of super-
markets as problematic in itself, often ignoring other sources
of fresh and affordable food in an area. As one report put it:
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To conduct the analysis of the extent of food
deserts, a comprehensive database was developed
that identified the location of supermarkets and
large grocery stores within the continental United
States. Food access was estimated as the distance
to the nearest supermarket or large grocery store
(Ploeg et al., 2009, p. 4)

‘Despite its rather imprecise definition’, Wrigley explains
in a special issue of Urban Studies on the topic, ‘the metaphor
of the “food desert” was rapidly pressed into service in pol-
icy debate in the late 1990s and “food deserts” were simply
assumed to exist despite a lack of systematic research doc-
umenting their prevalence and distribution’ (Wrigley, 2002,
p. 2032). Indeed, Newham Council and the developer drew
on the narrative of food deserts in their main story of regen-
eration, resulting in the ‘need’ for a supermarket in an area
that was already being served by a food market.

In response, the Friends of Queen’s Market published a
comparison of the amount of fresh food that could be bought
for five pounds in Queen’s Market and in a nearby supermar-
ket on Green Street. The result – not surprisingly – showed
that five pounds in the market provided almost twice as much
fresh food as five pounds in the supermarket. Pictures of
the comparison were sent to the local chamber of commerce,
and regular price comparisons – stating, for example, that
oranges at the ASDA supermarket cost 10 pence each, while
in Queen’s Market they are sold for 3 pence – were included
in the newsletters of the campaign.

Local media also played a key role in supporting the
regeneration narrative of the council and the developer.
‘Newham Council is very media sensitive’, Matthew ex-
plained, ‘they’ve got a huge PR budget, they spend a for-
tune’. One of the things that the council spent money on
was the publication of the Newham Mag, a glossy magazine
that was distributed in the borough and regularly featured
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articles about the ‘improvement’ of the market. According
to the Friends of Queen’s Market, it was in the Newham Mag
that the mayor described the market as ‘a filthy, dirty hole’
(quoted in FoQM, 2007, p. 7). He further explained:

I am going to see that this dirty, rubbish-strewn,
poorly-lit shopping area is transformed into the
high-quality facility that our residents desire and
deserve (Wales, 2005).

In another interview, Sir Robin Wales said:

You can’t keep the place clean! It’s a horrible,
grotty, late sixties-seventies building. . . It’s hope-
less (quoted in Hill, 2009).

Newham Council’s influence in local media ensured a
carefully orchestrated representation of the market. The
main local newspaper, the Newham Recorder, depends on the
council both for its subsidy and for the advertisement income
that the council provides. This is the reason, according to
the Friends of Queen’s Market, that the newspaper was gen-
erally supportive of the council and its redevelopment plans.
Tom Duncan, a columnist from the newspaper, wrote, to the
great dismay of the campaigners, that the market was ‘a dis-
mal, uninviting place, that makes the Black Hole of Calcutta
[an infamous dungeon were British war prisoners were held in
1756] seem like an idyllic holiday venue!’ (quoted in FoQM,
2007, p. 7). Marie commented on this occasion: ‘You know,
we wrote furious letters about that, because it was an indi-
cation that the mask slipped there – it slipped once or twice
and the racist agenda was shown’.

Visually, the council fed its regeneration narrative with
images of the market that stressed how ‘dirty’ it was (see im-
age 8.3). Simultaneously, the developers published a series of
counter images that portrayed the possible future shopping
centre as ‘clean’ and desirable. They even included celebra-
tory fireworks in the image (image 8.4).
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Figure 8.3: An image of Queen’s Market on a rainy, non-
trading day.

Figure 8.4: An artist impression of the proposed develop-
ment.
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Although such images can be understood as powerful
tools with which to create a story of regeneration, they can
also backfire when the images are not well chosen. A turning
point in the conflict over public domain occurred when the
developers published a picture of the future market in a lo-
cal newspaper that portrayed only ‘white’, ‘English’ people
shopping in the new shopping centre, in stark contrast to the
ethnically mixed character of the neighbourhood. ‘We would
actually rubbish them immediately’, Winston said, explain-
ing how the campaigners had contacted the media to publicly
shame the developer for being so ignorant and disrespectful.
Following this mistake, the developer published an alterna-
tive picture, in which they had drawn Asian-looking clothing
over the original figures walking into the market (see figure
8.5). To the Friends of Queen’s Market, this mistake, as
well as its solution, demonstrated the developer’s lack of real
involvement in the area.

‘It’s absolutely classic’, Matthew commented on the de-
veloper’s attitude, ‘people sitting behind big desks and mak-
ing big decisions’. Yet the significance of this mistake went
further than indifference or clumsiness on the side of the de-
veloper. It showed the ability of images to shape a particular
story, and the way in which these stories can, under certain
conditions, be challenged. The ‘truthfulness’ of the council’s
story of regeneration was questioned by the campaigners,
who saw in this ‘mistake’ the opportunity to present an al-
ternative story about the council’s intentions.

‘We never had that opportunity [to actually visit the mar-
ket], before we submitted a conceptual scheme upon which
we were selected’, Brad, representative of St Modwen, ex-
plained, denying responsibility for the mistake. ‘Our con-
ceptual scheme responded directly to Newham’s development
brief.’

Clair argued that as a campaign group, their strategy
was not just to critique everything that the council and the
developers did, but also to make a positive contribution, for
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(a) An artist impression showing only white people.

(b) A modified artist impression.

Figure 8.5: An artist impression of the proposed develop-
ment.
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example through the alternative plan that they published
in 2005. She also commented: ‘We were trying not only to
make the council look silly and old fashioned, but to make
them realise that actually there is something rather precious,
and that they could be promoting and could, if they ran it
properly, make a lot of money out of’.

The council was, however, not responsive to these ar-
guments, and together with the developer they painted an
image of the new shopping centre using terminology such
as ‘plaza’ and ‘iconic building’ to provoke a sense of ‘urban
renaissance’ (see also Dines, 2009, p. 263). The redevelop-
ment of the market was supposed to mirror the development
of the Westfield Shopping Centre which, according to the
mayor, had emerged in nearby Stratford as the ‘real prize’
of the 2012 Olympic transformations (T. Black, 2010, p. 8).
Adam, ridiculing the language of the council, captured the
proposed redevelopment as ‘a beacon of light that somehow
would shine upon Newham’.

***

Early on in the campaign, it had become clear that the newThird
episode: In

which the
council holds

a
consultation

and local
elections
(2006)

scheme would include an ASDA supermarket, a part of the
US Wal-Mart chain. This was the reason that both Win-
ston and his wife Layla, new residents in Newham, became
involved in the campaign. They had experience in campaign-
ing before, and, with their background as artists, were able
to contribute to the outreach of the campaign.

Notwithstanding the professional character of the Friends
of Queen’s Market, the council started to respond more di-
rectly to the campaigners when it realised that the ‘noise’
that the Friends were producing was not fading away by it-
self. After the council was accused of influencing a suppos-
edly independent survey that had asked people in the market
if they supported the redevelopment, Matthew wanted to ask
questions in the council. He was confronted by a wall of si-
lence put up by the councillors who had been instructed by
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the mayor in writing not to respond to questions regarding
Queen’s Market (Recorder, 2005; C. Smith, 2005). ‘When
Queen’s Market comes up tonight, you will not discuss it’,
the pieces of paper had said, according to Matthew. ‘Politi-
cally corrupt?’ he wondered. ‘Yes, they were’.

Other moves support this interpretation. According to
the Friends of Queen’s Market, the available seating in the
council’s public gallery was reduced and visitors were asked
to sign in by providing their names and addresses. The
Friends of Queen’s Market were angry, because with this
measure, Winston explained, ‘the mayor now has a list of
people he can identify’ (quoted in C. Smith, 2007).

The council responded to these accusations by framing
the new measures in terms of its task to provide a safe envi-
ronment for councillors to meet, claiming that as a democrat-
ically elected body, they represent the people in the borough:

May I finally remind the public gallery that
this is a council meeting, where democratically
elected representatives conduct important busi-
ness of the council. In the interest of all members
of the council and the public, the public must re-
main silent throughout the meeting (quoted in
C. Smith, 2007).

This response was also supported by Christopher, the
mayor’s advisor on regeneration:

Elections tell us if people support us. What more
can you do? . . .We know what’s the right thing
to do, and we know the public at large in the
area thinks it is the right thing to do, so we do it.
And Matthew went to war for a few years and he
lost. Because we have such a majority here, if we
believe it, then we can carry on through difficulty,
rather than becoming frightened by short term
difficulties. . . .
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We also have a very strong loyalty when it comes
to Labour councillors, so we tend not to fall out
amongst ourselves, certainly not in public. And
we were quite clear we wanted to carry on doing
what we were doing. . . . People think that’s arro-
gant, but other people have to make that choice.
People kept voting for us, that must mean some-
thing. The last election was an astonishing result
for Labour, and we think: maybe they actually
like what we are doing.

Newham Council and the developers continued to care-
fully manage the image of the market according to its story
of regeneration, and prevented any other images from ap-
pearing. ‘Even the libraries’, Adam remarked, referring to
their request to leave flyers in the public libraries in the bor-
ough, ‘we did not put any leaflets in them, because Newham
Council said that you could only put a leaflet there with a
Newham logo on it’. When a Korean TV film crew came to
the market, they were refused permission to film by Newham
Council, and a community radio broadcast put out by ‘Voice
of Africa’ was shut down, also officially for reasons of safety.

Indeed, an important element in the strategy of the coun-
cil and the developer – and evocative of an ethical urbanism
in search of redevelopment opportunities – consisted of a
precise breakdown of the market into supposedly mutually
exclusive categories of users. Even though the market is
made up of different types of traders – some with stalls, oth-
ers working from kiosks and others with shops – the council
and the developers consequently identified one part of the
market, the stall holders, as ‘the market’, thus effectively
excluded the shop owners from this definition. ‘When you
look at the market, you have to draw a distinction between
market stalls and the shops that face them’, Brad, represen-
tative of St Modwen, explained. ‘There was sympathy for
the market stalls, but not for the shopkeepers.’
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Friends of Queen’s Market was annoyed by this distinc-
tion promoted by the council. In their eyes, the distinction
served, first, as an excuse to be able to say that the market
would be re-installed after the redevelopment, when in fact
only a limited number of traders – that is, only the stall hold-
ers – would be housed in the new market. Second, it served
as a means to create a division among the campaigners. As
Winston put it:

And one thing that the council did, or tried to
do, was to talk about the market as if it was
just a collection of stalls, and the shops all the
way around were simply not in the equation.
They were always left out. We always argued
that it was one integrated unit. There is a huge
crossover of ownership. . . .
They pretended that the shops had nothing to do
with it. They kept saying: ‘We are keeping the
market’. Well, no, you’re not. You are keeping
part of the market. A major part of the market
which people use in just the same way is being
removed.

‘We want to preserve markets where they can survive’,
answered Christopher to the question of whether the council
wanted to keep the market. This answer demonstrates an
understanding of ‘the market’ as a site of economic transac-
tion – based on the market principle – and not of the mar-
ketplace as a space that constitutes a direct form of public
domain. As such, the activities in the market that did not
fit the council’s image of the market could simply be ignored
or filtered out.

The Friends recalled when the developers took some of
the traders out for dinner, aiming to win them over to the
redevelopment plans:

Marie: ‘It was about March 2005, the develop-
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ers took the selected traders out to Docklands
for a great no-expense-spared meal and drinks.
This caused a lot of dissent and annoyance in the
market. . . .
The council was starting to buy out some of
the shops and the kiosks that were leaseholders.
They gave them temporary leases, so at the mo-
ment they have not got the security: they are
only on temporary leases. But they did get these
rather large sums of fifty thousand or something
in the bank’.
Alexia: ‘Although for some of the traders, some
of them were quite old and quite happy to be
bought off and go away with the money, because
they were fed up and tired’.

Later that year, the council organised a consultation on
the plans for the market, which turned out to be an impor-
tant moment in the campaign. As the Friends of Queen’s
Market argued, by staging the consultation in the West Ham
United Football Stadium, the council excluded the predom-
inantly South Asian women users of Queen’s Market, who
predictably would not feel comfortable in such a male domi-
nated space as a football stadium.

Newham Council did not perceive the stadium as an un-
suitable place to organise a consultation, however. ‘It was
the nearest building to do it’, Christopher commented, ‘I do
not know what the problem was’. Winston, on the other
hand, explained the problem of the location of the consul-
tation as part of a strategy to govern what can be said and
what can be seen: ‘There was a process that when they had
consultations, they tried to micromanage those and get the
outcomes as they wanted’. At the very least, they were not
concerned with the ‘public’ quality of the event.

‘It’s quite a good mechanism’, Ashley, CEO for the
Refugee & Migrant Forum of East London, remarked with
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respect to the consultation, ‘because it says “We are em-
powering you”, but actually it’s turning around . . . it will
abdicate responsibility when it is convenient for the decision
makers – the rest of the time, it’s their decision’.

At this point, Nelson and Katryn, two residents who
shopped in Queen’s Market – ‘One of the reasons why my
girlfriend and I moved to this area is because we really liked
the market, and as soon as we got here we realised that it was
under threat’ – became involved in the campaign. Nelson:

I got very angry. What makes me so angry about
the whole process is that there is bogus consul-
tation that goes on, that has to tick boxes for
central government, and actually has no real con-
cern with serious consultations with people. At
no point did the council ever come up and say to
us ‘Friends of Queen’s Market, let’s sit down and
talk about this, what do you want?’ We were just
treated from the outset as strangers, weirdos. . . .
When you talk to them, they are not interested in
listening. And they never came back, they never
rang you up, they never wrote to you and say
‘Let’s come and talk about it, what are your real
concerns?’ . . .
They always try to plant our arguments as bogus.

At this point, the Friends of Queen’s Market started to
realise that it made no sense to continue to argue against the
redevelopment of the market. The council’s strong narrative
considered any line of reasoning that fit with the logic of
regeneration as meaningful, and dismissed as ‘noise’ anything
that did not take the regeneration as its starting principle.
As Alexia recalled:

So then we launched a full-scale attack on getting
rid of ASDA. Our campaign then was to say ‘no’
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to ASDA and save Queen’s Market. We fought,
and we wrote. . . .
We blitzed many journalists. We called them up,
entertained them, and lobbied them. And, you
know, they were quite sympathetic. During that
time, there was a genuine sense of how globalisa-
tion and some of the impact of that is affecting
local products and trade.

And Layla commented:

I was able to interest every newspaper: from The
Independent to The Guardian and The Times.
Because it was a good story: ‘Big boys against
local people’. . . .
Almost every week there was an article. . . .
We seemed convinced here because we were all
fairly anti-supermarket, I mean, against the huge
monopoly, in England at least. And we thought
we could ride this wave. We did not promise the
traders that we could win the market for them,
but we said: ‘We will make it well known, every-
body will have heard about Queen’s Market’.

***

For the upcoming local elections in Newham in 2006, the
Friends of Queen’s Market made the controversy over the
market a central theme in opposing Labour. They organised
a ‘Political Day’ in the market, during which they tried to
persuade voters not to vote Labour this time. The Respect
Party – a relatively new political party that was founded in
London in 2004 – came to the event, joined by the Liberal
Democrats and, following that, also the Conservatives, the
Christian People’s Alliance and the Green Party. Many of
the opposition parties also explicitly included the market in
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their election manifestos (Guardian, 2006). As Alexia put
it: ‘We campaigned not for any political party, but we cam-
paigned and we said to the voters: “Use your vote carefully
and vote for who you believe would save the market”’. On
the back of the campaign, the opposition parties in Newham
won five additional seats, three of which were adjacent to the
market, leaving Labour with a majority of ‘only’ 54 seats out
of 60 in the council.

One of the winners was the Respect Party, who won three
of the six non-Labour seats – the other three went to the
Christian People’s Alliance. As a newly founded party, Re-
spect aimed to be an alternative to the established political
order. The party was widely known for its opposition to the
Iraq War and was popular among British Muslim voters.

Respect had firm roots in East London’s Asian commu-
nity, and gained a lot of votes in the area in the 2006 local
elections. Due to the division of electoral districts, however,
Respect only managed to win one ward in Newham – Green
Street West, which is where the market is – even though it
received a total of 26 per cent of the votes in the borough.
Labour, in contrast, received 47 per cent of the votes, and
ninety per cent of the council seats, as well as the office of
the mayor.

Brad, representative of St Modwen, remembered the 2006
elections as a crucial turning point in which Queen’s Market
became a kind of Deweyan problem (Dewey, 2012) that gen-
erated a public much wider than the campaigners themselves:

There were a lot of tensions in the neighbour-
hood. The tensions ran as follows: I was invited
to Pakistani International Day, which was a cel-
ebration of Pakistan at Newham Council. . . . I
could see at that event that younger Pakistani
people were looking at the elders and thinking
‘the mayor requires you to win seats for him,
but you actually haven’t got any power’. So you
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could actually see that tension. . . . And this was
the time of the Iraq War. Respect was basi-
cally agitating very hard, and they used Queen’s
Market as a football. In their interpretation,
ASDA equals Wal-Mart, Wal-Mart equals the
United States of America, and the United States
of America equals the invasion of Iraq. . . .
In Newham, I can see a lot of people that feel
totally excluded from any political influence lo-
cally. . . . So anything, I think, that is an oppor-
tunity to give the mayor a good kick, people start
to get what I was describing as a kind of malev-
olent interest in. . . . You see, the mayor hates
these people. We are not vindictive, but he is,
because he is a hard politician. Why would he
hate them? Because they give him abuse over
Queen’s Market and lots of other issues, because
they feel politically excluded.

Winning five additional seats was a tremendous success
for the Friends of Queen’s Market, as it gave the campaigners
additional voices in the council. According to the campaign-
ers, it was the council that had called this defeat upon itself
by bluntly offering the market for sale, not realising the re-
sponse that this would trigger in the area. As Winston put
it:

I think our biggest ally was the council’s whole-
sale inefficiency. They are massively inefficient.
Massively unimaginative and massively fright-
ened because the mayor controls everything.

‘Well, you need some luck’, Layla remarked about this
period in the campaign, ‘good fortune’. And Winston added:
‘ASDA was the stroke of luck in a strange way, because we
were able to mobilise an enormous amount of local feeling’.
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Indeed, as part of a globally growing concern over the role
of supermarkets, the film director Robert Greenwald made
the popular documentary film Wal-Mart: The High Cost of
Low Price (Greenwald, 2005). The film demonstrates the
negative impact of international supermarket chains – and in
particular the American supermarket chain Wal-Mart – on
local communities. It received global media attention and
was screened in cinemas worldwide.

To the surprise of the council, alongside towns and vil-
lages in the US, the film also featured Queen’s Market. The
directors had found out about Wal-Mart, or in this case its
subsidiary ASDA, destroying a local community asset and
had come to East London to interview the campaigners for
their film. Shortly after its release, the film and the market
captured the attention of the British media. The Guardian
wrote about how this ‘American horror story’ (referring to
the mother holding of ASDA) had turned up in London
(Mackie, 2006).

Matthew commented on the effects of the film:

There was huge pressure. ASDA already had a
store [in the area] and did not really need this
one. They were quite sensitive to community
ramifications, and I think, in the end of the day,
they decided that it was not worth getting a bad
name in Newham. We had petitions and demon-
strations. I think ASDA decided that it was not
good for their name. So they pulled out.

8.4 Radical diversity & moments of
politics

The withdrawal of ASDA was an important turning point
in the conflict over Queen’s Market, because it shifted the
staging of the conflict. No longer was this a local conflict,
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but the meaning of the market had to be understood onFourth
episode: In

which the
campaigners

claim the
market as a
stand-in for

the universal
wrong

(2007-2008)

both the local and global stage simultaneously. This shift
in staging shifted the meaning of actions and actors on the
stage. The Friends of Queen’s Market could no longer be seen
as just a group of people complaining about their particular
concerns – something that the council could simply ignore as
meaningless noise. They were now confronting the council
from various places, constantly appearing at moments and
in situations that were outside of the logic of the council’s
narrative. By performing in the Wal-Mart documentary, the
campaigners showed that they were not just market traders
or customers, but also actors, starring in an international
film.

After the victory over ASDA, the Friends of Queen’s Mar-
ket understood that they had to appear to the council from
‘outside’ their logic. They had to deny their singular identi-
ties as local residents in a deprived East London borough, as
traders in a market, or even as campaigners, and rather pop
up as film actors, novelists, artists and so on. ‘On the surface
some people viewed us as NIMBYs, or just short term gain-
ers’, Adam explained. ‘We are not. Something that they’ve
realised, because we popped up in lots of places.’

In order to do so, the Friends of Queen’s Market inten-
sified their contacts with other markets across London, the
UK, and even the world. They cooperated with the Wards
Corner Campaign, that was fighting to save a market in
North London, with the Friends of Brixton, who were sav-
ing their market in South London, and even with the people
from the touristic Camden Lock Market in West London and
Spitalfields Market in Central London. Some of the cam-
paigners went all the way to Leeds to support the group that
was saving Kirkgate Market. In 2008, the Friends of Queen’s
Market twinned with Chisokone Market in Zambia, which
was also under threat of demolition. As Patrick commented:
‘We were a group of people – who all have the luxury to be
able to protest – with a variety of voices, like the market
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itself’.
By framing the Queen’s Market, and the conflict over its

future, as part of a much larger process of depriving cities of
public spaces, and by simultaneously grounding these con-
cerns in actual local marketplaces that can be visited and
pointed out on a map, the Friends of Queen’s Market showed
that their cause was not just a matter of local worries or ab-
stract fears, but was rather symptomatic of actual regenera-
tion tragedies that were happening all over London, all over
the UK, and in fact all over the world. As Alexia explained:

We started forming alliances with groups like
Amnesty International, Friends of the Earth,
Greenpeace, and all of those campaigns that had
a vast interest in making sure that poor people –
and do not forget that this is probably the poor-
est borough in London – were not further dis-
advantaged by councillors, mayors and so on for
party political greed.

In the autumn of 2007, the Friends of Queen’s Market
started to look into the requirements for conducting a Race
Equality Impact Assessment. They discovered that Newham
Council had failed to assess the effects of the redevelopment
on the promotion of – as the 2006 amendment to the Mental
Health Bill put it – ‘race equality’ in the borough. With the
help of one of their supporters, who was on income support
and therefore eligible for free legal aid, the campaign went for
a judicial review. ‘They did not expect that at all!’ Alexia
remarked with respect to Newham Council. ‘We did not win
the judicial review, of course, but nevertheless. . . ’

Simultaneously, the Friends of Queen’s Market also in-
tensified their media contacts. Articles continued to appear
in many media outlets, both nationally – The Guardian, The
Independent – and internationally – including Swiss and Ital-
ian newspapers as well as the in-flight magazine of Continen-
tal Airlines.
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In 2006, a short film submitted to the International One-
Minute Film Festival (FoE, 2006) argued that Queen’s Mar-
ket was not just a local marketplace, but rather represented
a universal value that needed to be protected:

Like a coral reef this multi-layered and multi-
faceted community is a fragile form, easily de-
stroyed, yet near impossible to replicate (FoQM,
2005, p. 24).

Against the council’s expectations, Queen’s Market ap-
peared on the BBC’s Radio 4 Food Programme as the runner
up in the ‘Best Food Market’ category of its 2008 ‘Food And
Farming Awards’. Recognition in this national competition
significantly raised the profile of the market and gave the
campaign access to even more stages.

The networks spreading out from the market extended
further still, as influential writers began to comment on the
case. Carolyn Steel, an architect and specialist on urban
food systems, wrote: ‘Queen’s Market is testimony to the
passion that daily rituals and shared values can still engender
in Britain. That alone is worth celebrating’ (Steel, 2008).
She further reflected on the importance of the market as a
place for East Londoners that ‘represents nothing short of
their identity – the very heart and soul of their community’
(Steel, 2008).

British writer Paul Kingsnorth devoted a chapter of his
book Real England to Queen’s Market, framing the conflict
in terms of class struggle:

Whether or not you want to use the term ‘ethnic
cleansing,’ there is another term that could be
used about what is happening here – and what
has been happening in so many of the places I
have visited across England. The term is class
war. A war waged, as ever, by the landed and the
wealthy against those they would educate, civilise
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or simply shove out of the way (Kingsnorth, 2008,
p. 191).

He went on to quote one of the campaigners as saying:

All sorts of people get together here, and I think
that’s what they’re afraid of. They don’t want
that. It’s not the kind of place you can control
(Kingsnorth, 2008, p. 182).

Furthermore, James Fergusson, author of the novelKandahar
Cockney, narrated his impression of the market through the
eyes of the key figure of the story, an Afghan refugee:

The crowds were thickest outside Queen’s Mar-
ket, a cacophony of stalls close to the station
(Fergusson, 2004).

Benjamin Zephaniah, a famous writer and poet, wrote
that saving Queen’s Market was ‘not just about money, it’s
also about culture, and our culture is priceless’.

The market also began to show up in both popular
and academic publications, including a cookbook (Janssens,
2011), a TV cookery show, and an edited volume on regen-
eration schemes in London (Dines 2009: 265). The latter de-
scribed the strategies of the council: ‘the notion of “decline”
is employed to legitimate that other powerful metaphor “re-
generation”’ (Dines, 2009, . 257).

The market also began to actively engage local schools to Spaces of
radical
diversity are
defined as
spaces that
are both
temporally
and spatially
diverse

come to the market and learn from the rich set of activities
that took place there on a daily basis. Through the ‘radical
diversity’ of the marketplace, campaigners were able to ‘scale
up’ and approach the council from different places at the
same time, breaking with the categorisations and divisions
of the council’s story.

By breaking through the existing story of the council and
denying their role, and place, in the council’s story as lo-
cal troublemakers, the Friends of Queen’s Market disrupted
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what had thus far been effectively ‘policed’ as the accepted
order. They disrupted the aesthetic configuration that de-
fined what could be seen and what could be heard, and what
was mere noise. All of a sudden, those who, according to
the logic of the council, could not meaningfully contribute
to public decision making because all they produced was a
meaningless racket, claimed their voices through alternative
stories of ‘human coral’ that did not fit with the council’s
narrative of a ‘dirty market’. Through the market’s radical
diversity, the Friends of Queen’s Market were able to stretch
up the domain in which stories could appear, and, following
Hajer, thus began to make politics.

***

Moments of politics take place. They construct, as has been
discussed in Chapter 2, a particular space from which a par-
ticular case can be presented as a stand-in for the ‘univer-
sal wrong’. In Queen’s Market, the struggle over the future
of the market as a stand-in for the universal wrong of the
council’s plans was captured visually when Adrian Arbib, a
professional photographer for The Guardian, offered to shoot
a collection of photos in the market. The pictures were fea-
tured in several publications, such as a report of the New
Economics Foundation and Paul Kingsnorth’s book, but also
on the website of the Friends of Queen’s Market and national
newspapers such as The Guardian. Adrian Arbib’s comments
on this project show how the struggle over the market ap-
peared to the new set of commentators who had begun to
narrate the struggle over Queen’s Market:

I’m always looking for a good story that illus-
trates the kind of big bad guy beating up the lit-
tle guy, because that is, kind of, if you like. . .We
always need a hero, and we always need the most
extreme case to take a story or an idea forward
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in life. So I am drawn to those stories that illus-
trate that, and this is an absolute classic of big
bully supermarket.
So you have these kind of ‘marker stories’, and
this was a ‘marker story’. It does not mean that
I am against supermarkets, but what I am against
is bad businesses and bullying tactics.
Look at it. It looks a bit messy. It’s an under-
ground car park and not very vibrant. But you
know when you’re there it’s got life. You just go
in and it’s got life. That is actually quite beau-
tiful.
I always go to markets, and I do not go to the
supermarket. I always go to the market. There
is something rather invigorating about it. You
feel like you are interfacing the people, all the
smells, the colour. And when you go to the su-
permarket, it’s just lorries coming in with stuff,
plastic wrapped, and all the waste and shit that
comes with it, and you just think that there’s
some girl in the check-out that just hates being
there. Then you’re standing in the land of the
living dead. Markets are a place of life. You can
see that in the photographs. We basically are
trying to expunge that culture from our culture,
our consumer culture is trying to expunge that.
They don’t want this, it is dirty.
To me, it illustrates a kind of classic example of
New Labour spin and bullshit, because you have
this multicultural market, which is real, and fab-
ulously colourful and diverse, with a lot of differ-
ent kind of cultures coming together, and it was
fundamentally anti-racist.
As a photographer, the beauty was the diversity
of people, the massive diversity that was there,
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Figure 8.6: One of Adrian Arbib’s pictures.

the colour, the richness. . .
My role is to put some energy, campaigning en-
ergy, into it. Encouragement. And also to keep
that diversity and focus people a bit more. We
are rapidly losing diversity, we are ending up with
a country of just clone shops. It’s just rapidly go-
ing down and it is a really dangerous future we
are going into, where everything is the same.

As a stand-in for the universal wrong that came to
be seen as being at the root of the council’s regeneration
plans, Queen’s Market received second prize in the Ceauşescu
Awards – highlighting the worst redevelopment schemes in
each of the five Olympic Host Boroughs. A report that the
Friends of Queen’s Market were able to commission from
the widely respected London think-tank the New Economics
Foundation pushed in the same direction. It argued that
the market represented important economic and social val-
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Figure 8.7: One of Adrian Arbib’s pictures.
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ues that were systematically being undermined in British
planning practice and in Newham planning practices in par-
ticular. ‘We hit a wave’, Winston explained, ‘of real concerns
in local communities for all other markets’.

The New Economics Foundation report – called The
World on a Plate: Queen’s Market. The economic and so-
cial value of London’s most ethnically diverse street market –
gave a detailed analysis of the economic benefit of the mar-
ket to the neighbourhood compared to a supermarket. Food
was found to be 53% cheaper in the market, which also pro-
vided twice as many jobs per square meter, most of which
were filled by people living in the local area and involved a
richer set of skills than those provided by supermarkets. An
economic logic was thus added to the cultural significance of
the market that Steel (2008) had called attention to. In addi-
tion, the report took Queen’s Market out of the local context
and presented the proposed redevelopment as an example
of a trend that the authors called ‘clone towns’ – chain-store
led redevelopments of high streets that transform neighbour-
hoods and towns into soulless pieces of land that provide no
clues for identification or familiarity to the residents (Rubin,
Jatana, & Potts, 2006). As Guy Robin, one of the authors
of the report, commented:

We got an incredibly strong supportive response.
We had a huge amount of media interest as a re-
sult of doing this report. We got a lot of newspa-
per articles, The Independent, The Guardian, and
more mid-market papers that you might think
are less sympathetic, like The Times, ran a large
piece on it. So big influence in terms of getting
your message out and sort of really picking up on
the issue of economic value. And being able to
quantify. A lot of people are taking the figures
and say ‘Look, here is the evidence that markets
are better value than supermarkets and also bring
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in employment’. There was a lot of work on that
and that was really successful. We made a big im-
pact on that, and also influenced the public pol-
icy debate, which was really good. We were ap-
proached by the National Association of British
Market Authorities, who were really interested.
They used it as part of the case they made for
the value of markets, and we were invited along
to their meetings and seminars to talk about the
role of the market and how our research helped
in terms of promoting markets. So quite an im-
pact on policy as well, and through that some
influence as well in the government department.

***

Another critical element in the campaign was a series of
cartoons that Winston drew, which depicted the council,
embodied by the mayor, as a malevolent – but simultane-
ously frightened – ruler, destroying the market and thereby
a valuable asset to the local community. Matthew, as one
of the councillors, distributed these cartoons, face down, on
the councillors’ seats before council meetings, so that all the
councillors would find them and recognise their mayor, who,
because there was no such paper on his seat, did not under-
stand what was going on.

Like other expressions of humour, cartoons have the po-
tential to fuse elements of different frames into new meanings,
disregarding accepted limits within certain frames. The car-
toons that the Friends of Queen’s Market used in their fight
against the council portrayed the mayor in situations that
drew on two seemingly contradictory frames. Cartoon 1, for
example, portrayed the consultation – commonly understood
as an event in which people are invited to give their opin-
ion – as an event in which people were not expected to voice
their concerns. By picturing the mayor as the uncomfortable
embodiment of this contradiction, the cartoon ridiculed the
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Figure 8.8: Cartoon of the consultation event. (Cartoon 1)

attitude of the council. It took one element – the consulta-
tion – and problematised it to emphasise the faulty nature of
the council in dealing with its consultation obligations. The
everyday was identified, in this cartoon, as part of the uni-
versal wrong that was inherent in the redevelopment plans
(Greenberg, 2002).

Cartoon 2 similarly depicted the mayor as a person who
was afraid of the residents of Newham, whereas the mayor
is generally, in the framing of the council, understood and
presented as the leader of Newham. By drawing this reversal
and invoking fear and anxiety, the Friends of Queen’s Market
painted an alternative picture of the mayor that negated the
council’s story. These two cartoons aimed at turning the
argument of the council – namely that the campaigners did
not understand what regeneration is all about – around, by
demonstrating that it was the council, and more precisely
the mayor, that did not understand how things worked.

Cartoon 3, likewise, showed the mayor standing on top
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Figure 8.9: Cartoon of the consultation event. (Cartoon 2)
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Figure 8.10: Cartoon of the Mayor of Newham. (Cartoon 3)
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Figure 8.11: Cartoon of the Mayor of Newham. (Cartoon 4)

of a bulldozed Queen’s Market reaching out to his dream
of becoming a member of parliament in Westminster. Car-
toon 4, which was also published in full colour, elaborated
on the mayor’s position in a council that has no will of its
own, but is controlled by the mayor pulling the strings. This
referred to the episode that the Friends of Queen’s Market
dubbed the ‘Morigate Scandal’, where the mayor had in-
structed his councillors not to acknowledge any questions
concerning Queen’s Market during the council meeting.3

The above cartoons – which are but a small selection of
the many that the Friends of Queen’s Market produced, dis-
tributed in the council building and published in the local
media – made a double, and crucial, move in the campaign.
As cartoons, they elicited a response from the council, while

3MORI is the company that conducted the survey (MORI, 2005)
that was, according to the Friends of Queen’s Market, biased, as the
council had influenced the questions and hence the outcome (Bunn,
2005; Ferguson, 2005).
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simultaneously safeguarding the Friends against direct cri-
tique. ‘It infuriated him’, Layla explained, discussing the
mayor’s response to the situation, ‘because you cannot an-
swer a cartoon’. In their capacity to confuse and to force an
alternative way of seeing and hearing, the cartoons triggered
a conceptual shift that redefined the market from a ‘dirty
place’ into ‘human coral’. The cartoons, together with the
photographs and publications that appeared from all sides,
provoked a response from the mayor and the council, and
contradicted, in a Rancièrean sense, the aesthetic configu-
rations that underlay the council’s story – and the ethical
urbanism that prevailed in East London in general. The car-
toons thus became a vehicle for moments of politics.

Indeed, Winston remarked, ‘the cartoons did actually
provoke a lot of problems for them’. From that moment on,
the mayor and the council could no longer dismiss the ac-
tions of the Friends of Queen’s Market as mere noise. Nelson
recalled the following scene that took place shortly after the
cartoons episode:

I remember standing at the Town Hall with peo-
ple from the community that supported us, and
we brought some whistles and blew whistles out-
side at the council, and I remember a councillor
walking in and saying ‘Go off and do something
useful!’ I felt very insulted, but I also felt tremen-
dously pleased, because it irritated him.

***

The struggle over Queen’s Market had by this time alsoFifth
episode: In

which the
Mayor of

London saves
the market

(2009)

reached the Assembly of the Greater London Authority,
where Green Party leader Jenny was asked by Marie to argue
for the protection of local markets by the Greater London
Authority. As Jenny recalled, ‘The minute I got involved,
it encouraged other people to get involved, because I think
they saw me as taking some political space from them’. Soon,
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Andrew, a representative of the Conservative Party in the
London Assembly, and Kyle, a representative of Labour, ex-
pressed their concerns about the redevelopment as well. ‘It’s
no good if it’s just Green Party stuff’, Jenny explained, ‘it
can be ignored, but once we got the other political parties,
it was much harder to ignore us’.

‘I did worry that the Friends of Queen’s Market might be
another of these bourgeois interest groups’, Kyle admitted,
when referring to his first visit to the market, ‘but it is ac-
tually quite a good, genuine bunch of people’. Furthermore,
as Andrew explained, ‘Getting councils to respect markets
as a vital part of a local community is hard work, and in
Queen’s Market, the council had this picture, along with the
developers, of this clean market that looked nice and made
them feel good, made them feel like Newham was coming up
– they already had their objectives in mind’.

The three London Assembly members helped the cam-
paign in Newham. Their role, as Andrew explained, was
‘to create a buzz about markets, to get them valued, to get
people to realise how important they are, to give the back-
ing for local campaigns, the moral backing’. For this reason,
Jenny asked then Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, to visit
the market. To everyone’s surprise, he visited the market
on a Friday morning in early January 2009, where he met
Neil, one of the traders that had his stall right in front of
the market: ‘I know you’re passionate about being Mayor
of London’, Neil said to the mayor, ‘and you know that I’m
passionate about selling cheap fresh fruit and veg’. Not long
after his visit, Johnson turned out to be the deus ex machina
that prevented the demolition of Queen’s Market when he, af-
ter Newham Council had formally approved the plans of the
developer, overruled the decision and directed the council to
refuse planning permission.

Following the withdrawal of ASDA a few years earlier,
the plans for the redevelopment had been adapted to include
more residential units into the design as compensation for
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the loss of value of the supermarket. This had taken shape
in the form of a thirty-two storey high tower block on top
of the market, an architectural element that would turn out
to become the project’s Achilles’ heel, as it was on the basis
of this tower block that Johnson eventually denied planning
permission.

‘Well, it was out of context’, Brad, representative of
the developers, admitted. ‘It was thirty-two storeys high!’
Newham’s director of planning had, however, been adamant
that it should be a tall building, Brad went on to explain,
suggesting that the council could have seen the Mayor of Lon-
don’s refusal coming. Christopher, Newham Labour council-
lor, disagreed: ‘It was compliant with his [the Mayor of Lon-
don’s] planning policies’, he argued, ‘and we think, moreover,
we know, [Johnson] was lobbied by Conservative politicians
not to approve it, . . . we think that it was a political decision’.

Either on the basis of the height of the tower – over which
the Mayor of London had formal powers to decide – or on the
basis of the value of local markets – which, according to the
Friends of Queen’s Market, was the real reason for his refusal
– Johnson’s rejection of the redevelopment plans for Queen’s
Market marked a major turning point in the campaign and
in the history of the conflict.

With the credit crunch setting in, and a council that –
encouraged by the May 2010 local elections that had once
again seen all the council seats go to Labour – did not want
to drop the height of the tower despite Johnson’s disapproval,
St Modwen no longer trusted in a viable outcome for the
project, and certainly not in the immediate future, as the
council demanded. ‘They did not want a four year pause’,
Brad explained, ‘and they were not realistic on planning –
they would not accept the Mayor [of London]’s direction on
planning – and therefore we withdrew’.

Thinking back on the whole affair, Brad told:

We had no contact since, and I do not think that
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we would want to. We felt pretty poorly treated
in the end. . . . I have no warm feeling for anybody
at Newham Council. . . .
We lost a lot of money, probably two and a half
million. . . .
Personally, it was very stressful and I dealt with
it for five or six years. And why was it stressful?
Obviously the huge level of hostility. . . . I do not
have media training, I do not have that skill set,
I am not a politician. So personally, for those
reasons, it was very stressful from the start. . . .
It’s a bit like having a girlfriend but you do not
have the courage to get rid of her. And then she
gets rid of you. That’s a bit like our relationship.
. . .
As long as the mayor [of Newham] wanted us to
promote that scheme, we did that. Effectively,
what we did in hindsight was to take all the flak
that should have come to him.

***

The withdrawal of the developers was a major victory for the Sixth
episode: In
which the
council
identifies
Queen’s
Market as a
strategic site
(2010-2013)

Friends of Queen’s Market, and forced the council to rethink
its strategy. Rather than ignoring the market or portraying
it as a ‘dirty’ place – as it had done so far – the council
embraced Queen’s Market as a ‘strategic site’ in which to
implement their Olympics inspired ‘sustainability’ agenda.
By co-opting the ‘human coral’ story of the campaigners and
selectively using parts of its narrative, the stage shifted once
again.

In response to the new situation, Newham hired a market
manager, Roy, who was responsible for all the markets in the
borough, though he had his office in Queen’s Market. As Roy
explained:
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Looking at Queen’s, it was pretty dirty. So I came
up with a game plan. First of all was winning
the trust over of all these traders, because their
view was: we’ve heard it all before, but have seen
nothing happening. And so I started to do a big
publicity campaign about Queen’s Market to get
more traders in.

With a background in waste management, Roy aimed for
‘sustainability’ as a distinctive feature of Queen’s Market,
hitching onto the Olympic theme. He arranged a deal with
Newham City Farm to provide them with the organic waste
from the market. The market manager’s ambitious plan to
turn Queen’s Market into an example of a sustainable market
– which referred primarily to the re-use of organic waste –
was met with support from the national Department for En-
vironment, Food and Rural Affairs, and consequently BBC
One London News came down to the market to interview the
market manager.

Roy also opened a Sunday market on Queen’s Square, the
square next to the market that had not previously been used
as such. Impossible only a few months earlier, the market
manager went to the council to ask for approval for this new
market, and he got it. Marie remembered the change of
attitude in the council: ‘They even dragged a reluctant Sir
Robin Wales down to the market!’

Taking the concept of the marketplace even further, Roy
envisioned an even more ambitious plan:

We are looking at food and continental markets.
A travelling market! I want to set up a mar-
ket that has twenty traders moving from point
to point. And the slogan I am using for this is
‘Bringing Markets to Your Doorstep’.

It seemed like the heyday of marketplaces in Newham
had just begun. With a supportive market manager who
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had been able to convince Newham Council to invest in the
market, Queen’s Market was thriving. ‘Instead of thirty va-
cancies’, Roy proudly explained, ‘we now have a waiting list
of over a hundred people to get on this market!’ With even
stronger links in both national and local media and govern-
ment – up to the BBC and the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs – as well as a widely known popular
image of the market, Queen’s Market strengthened its po-
sition in the borough, and in London, making it harder to
‘redevelop’ it in the future. Indeed, the Friends of Queen’s
Market explicitly opted for inclusion of the social, cultural
and economic value of the marketplace in the new Lon-
don Plan, the Mayor of London’s overall planning document
(FoQM, 2007), and the Department for Communities and
Local Government recognised the importance of the struggle
in Newham when it recommended the creation of ‘Friends of
Markets’ groups in their publication Retail Markets: A Good
Practice Guide (DCLG, 2010). But not everything was as
good as it seemed.

According to the Friends of Queen’s Market, on a Thurs-
day afternoon in the autumn of 2010, a group of uniformed
officials came into the market searching for illegal immi-
grants. They were officers of the UK Border Agency, to-
gether with the police and officials of the London Borough of
Newham. The operation, which involved randomly search-
ing people in the market, both shoppers and traders, was
filmed as part of a television series called UK Border Force.
The raid greatly upset people in the market, including the
Friends of Queen’s Market, as they felt that it fundamentally
undermined the important social function of the market as
a place in which to feel safe and comfortable.

In the summer of 2011, the UK Border Agency conducted
another series of raids on the market, infuriating the cam-
paigners, as the operation was, in their view, clearly a ‘fish-
ing raid’ where they were not targeting specific individuals
but rather the public at large, and in particular people who
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looked ‘Asian’ or ‘African’. Officials in full riot gear, with hel-
mets, bulletproof vests and ‘UK Border Agency’ written on
their backs, came into the market, recalled Neil, a long term
trader, and vans were parked all around the place as they
stormed in and pushed people to the ground. This greatly
intimidated the shoppers and traders in the market and cre-
ated a potential risk, according to the Friends of Queen’s
Market, for mothers and children, as the officers chased peo-
ple around the place.

Christopher, the mayor’s advisor on regeneration, was
enthusiastic about the raids:

We’ve been experimenting with these targeted
enforcements on chicken shops, shops that sell
hot food – we’ve far too many of these horrible
hot food stores in the borough. . . . And we were
raiding a series of them a few months ago, and we
had to stop because they were arresting so many
people who were not legally entitled to be here.

According to the Friends of Queen’s Market, however,
the raids by the UK Border Agency were an attack on the
market itself. Ashley, CEO for the Refugee & Migrant Forum
of East London, explained that the raids were part of a far
more general social order:

Going into restaurants, especially ethnic fast
food businesses, and raiding for immigration pur-
poses. The public perception about that, espe-
cially when it features on stations like Sky, say
that, actually, ethnic food is disposable in more
ways than one. Because the community is dis-
posable, it’s illegal, it’s illicit. It adds to this
voyeuristic fascination with the Other. Like, it is
special, and we can have it as a treat, but we do
not want to get too close to it, because we might
get burned, because it’s really not right.
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Indeed, the struggle over Queen’s Market is far from over.
In 2011, Newham presented a draft of their Core Strategy, a
planning document that set the boundaries for planning in
the borough for the next fifteen years, in which they identi-
fied Queen’s Market as a ‘strategic site’. As such, the council
expressed its continued plan to redevelop the market into
a ‘mixed use’ development – in line with what it has been
proposing for the last ten years.

8.5 Conclusion
By following the various episodes of the campaign to save
Queen’s Market, this chapter has provided an insight into
the structure of an ‘aesthetic conflict’. In this case, Newham
Council carefully maintained a story of ‘regeneration’ based
on the perceived deprivation and dirtiness of both the mar-
ketplace and the neighbourhood as a whole. According to
the logic of this story, there was no other solution than to
‘clean up’ the market, a possibility that perfectly linked in
with the wider Olympic regeneration discourse.

As the chapter has shown, the domain in which stories
could emerge became narrowed down to the extent that ev-
erything that was not in line with the council’s own story
was dismissed as NIMBY behaviour or ignorant moaning.
Indeed, the aesthetic configuration that lay at the basis of
the council’s story determined what could be seen and heard,
and what was merely noise.

Confronting this police order, the campaigners in
Newham formed a group that protested against the plans
for redevelopment on various fronts. They engaged in protest
marches, signature collecting and pamphlet distribution – all
to no avail. As the police order governed the distribution of
the sensible, it perceived the campaign solely in terms of par-
ticular and local complaining, as noise that could be ignored
or, when it became too obtrusive, silenced.
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The marketplace, however, turned out to be a fruitful
ground from which the campaigners could engage in infinite
networks. Through the market, they appeared in various me-
dia across the country and beyond, and even showed up in an
international documentary film critiquing the power of Wal-
Mart. This led, first, to the withdrawal of ASDA, the pre-
ferred supermarket within the council’s redevelopment plan,
but more significantly also to a situation in which the cam-
paigners could make a double move. By (1) up-scaling their
claim beyond the particular and presenting it as a stand-
in for the universal wrong, and by (2) appearing with this
claim before the council from unexpected and ‘impossible’
spaces such as novels, poems, radio shows and cartoons, the
campaigners provoked a response from the council and, con-
sequently, triggered what Rancière has defined as a moment
of politics; a moment in which what can be seen and what
can be heard is redefined. Imagination, indeed, is not an
afterthought, but rather the core of politics.

It is the ‘radical diversity’ of the marketplace that not
only enables people to move through an astonishing vari-
ety of networks, but also allows people to appear in multiple
places at the same time, thereby negating the structure of the
dominant story. In the market, people can be a trader, ac-
tivist, writer, politician, resident, employer, artist, treasurer
and spokesperson all at the same time. As such, the ‘radical
diversity’ of the marketplace enables those in the market to
break through the categorisations that are imposed on them,
and provoke the emergence of politics.

The case of Queen’s Market furthermore shows that mo-
ments of politics, as instants that momentarily disrupt, but
do not necessarily alter, the existing power structures, even-
tually descend into a new order, or a new aesthetic configu-
ration. In this case, the new market manager acknowledged
the potential of the market, yet it was still regarded as an
important ‘strategic site’ in the council’s new planning doc-
uments. So rather than cutting off Goliath’s head – in other
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words, rather than fundamentally altering the existing power
structures in the borough – the Friends of Queen’s Market
disrupted the existing structure and created new avenues for
political participation.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 The Janus-faced marketplace
This thesis tells the stories of marketplaces in three differ-
ent cities: Istanbul, Amsterdam and London. While it tells
stories about marketplaces is not about markets per se, but
rather about the tensions that govern urban public space.
Public space is not, as this thesis argues, associated with a
particular kind of urban space, such as a park or a square.
Rather, public space ‘takes place’ in the possibility for, and
actual occurrence of, interactions among different people.
Public spaces, in other words, are those spaces in which pub-
lic domain develops.

Through an ethnographic study of the potential of mar-
ketplaces in Istanbul, Amsterdam and London to develop
public domain, and of the ways in which this potential is
subverted, this thesis emphasises the contingency and vul-
nerability of public domain. In each of these three cities,
marketplaces are celebrated as ‘authentic’ urban experiences
and ‘fun’ places in town. Local governments cheer the cre-
ation of yet another hip farmers’ market or ‘food experience’.
At the same time, in each of the three cities, marketplaces
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are subject to restrictive and antagonistic regimes of man-
agement and control that seek to downsize, relocate or close
existing markets. This seemingly paradoxical situation re-
veals, this thesis argues, the Janus-faced characteristic of the
marketplace. As a tool for urban ‘place-making’, the roman-
tic image of the marketplace as an ‘authentic’ and ‘fun’ ur-
ban experience is deployed by local governments and private
businesses alike to conceal the fact that these new markets
are actually highly policed and regulated places that only
simulate a feeling of publicness and inclusiveness.

How, then, does public domain in our cities work, and
how does the struggle over public domain play out in mar-
ketplaces? To answer these questions, the following research
question was developed:

How does public domain take place in urban mar-
ketplaces?

Or more specifically:

What are the forces that act upon public domain
in urban marketplaces that restrict their public-
ness, and what, on the other hand, are the char-
acteristics of markets as a form of public space
that enable the development of public domain?

9.2 A narrative approach
To investigate the above questions, this thesis uses a nar-
rative approach towards public domain, as the domain of
different stories. These stories are ontologically relational;
they only exist in so far as others accept their existence. As
Hajer and Laws have put it, a story exists as ‘others respond
to it, twist it, take it up’ (Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 260).

In public domain, these stories compete for legitimacy
and dominance. They structure the discursive space and,
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depending on their success in doing so, can hinder the emer-
gence of alternative stories. This process becomes even more
complicated when a powerful story feigns the adoption of an
alternative story. The success of ‘festival marketplaces’ in
the 1970s and 1980s, as discussed in Chapter 4, is a case in
point. By making the development of a private retail com-
plex appear like a marketplace, the entrepreneurial approach
to city governance – based on the privatisation and commod-
ification of public space and, following Harvey (1989), inter-
urban competition on a global scale – is concealed by a story
about conviviality, authenticity and fun that fits with what
people expect to find in marketplaces. Modern day farmers’
markets are not very different. Their carefully staged appear-
ances distract from view the ways in which they advance the
privatisation of public space, among others by replacing – or
‘revitalising’, as it is often put – existing marketplaces.

In order to understand how this works, this thesis opens
up, and operationalises, some of Jacques Rancière’s key con-
cepts for the social sciences. In Rancière’s terms, society
is governed by a particular aesthetic configuration that de-
termines what can be seen and heard and what is merely
noise. This is what Rancière refers to as the police order.
As applied to urban contexts, this thesis identifies ‘ethical
urbanism’ as a type of urban governance and policing that
imposes a particular aesthetics onto urban public space. I

The concept of ‘ethical urbanism’ helps us to understand
how local governments at a particular moment in time not
only govern by a certain aesthetic configuration – that is, a
particular understanding of what can be meaningfully seen
and heard in the city – but by the way in which they actively
establish an identity between what should be seen and what
can be seen, and between what should be heard and what
can be heard. Ethical urbanism is not ‘ethical’ because it is
morally just, but precisely because it imposes one particular
aesthetics over others.

In the cities that form the core of this thesis, the pre-
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vailing ethical urbanism that could sustain the publicness of
markets instead threatens their potential as public domain.
According to the current expressions of ethical urbanism in
Istanbul, Amsterdam and London, urban marketplaces that
are at once ‘thrilling’ and ‘threatening’ have to be ‘put in
place’.

9.3 Ethical urbanism in Istanbul,
Amsterdam & London

Exactly how ethical urbanism plays out in the cities of Is-
tanbul, Amsterdam and London is different in each case, and
depends on the history and context of each market. What
these three cities share, however, is that in each of them the
potential for stories to emerge – and hence for public domain
to develop – in the marketplace is shaped by the particular
local expression of ethical urbanism and the ways in which
it unfolds in the city.

In Istanbul, markets are being relocated to out-of-town
open areas or grey concrete car parks. This is not a sporadic
initiative, but is central to the local government’s plans to
‘fix’ Istanbul’s markets. This ‘fixing’ should be understood
in the triple sense of the word, as (1) securing them in place,
(2) providing a spatial solution to the problem of capitalist
overinvestment, and (3) repairing the legacy of the city’s past
planned informality. However, this ‘fixing’ sentences Istan-
bul’s markets to occupy only those places that are pre-defined
and clearly demarcated as market sites, and as such prevents
them from moving around and through the city as they have
long done. Backed by stories of danger and risk, and fuelled
by aspirations of development and modernisation, the forces
that restrict public domain in markets in Istanbul can be
characterised as direct oppression.

In Amsterdam, the ethical urbanism at play is expressed
more subtly and indirectly. Rather than actively closing the
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markets, the local government is retracting into its own sim-
plistic version of what a market is and should be, and thus
limiting its effort to regulation and control. Indeed, by trans-
forming questions about markets into a series of questions
about the administration of rules, the local government elides
politics and, with it, the possibilities for public domain to
develop. Tamed by administration, planners in Amsterdam
stick to handing out garbage bags.

After several public incidents in which market managers
in Amsterdam were accused of corruption, the local govern-
ment is, however, now preparing plans to privatise the city’s
markets. Treating the market in terms of the administra-
tion of rules has opened up the possibility to turn it over
to private administration and management, a move that will
further distance the market from public domain. Ethical ur-
banism in Amsterdam can thus be characterised in terms of
suspicion and the consequent administration of rules.

Key to understanding the problematic position of mar-
ketplaces in cities, this thesis argues, lies in the dual as-
signment of local governments to both facilitate markets as
well as to regulate and police them. As has been demon-
strated for the case of Amsterdam, this dual assignment has
led to a conceptual distinction between the market principle
on the one hand, and the marketplace on the other, where
the first stands for the positive aspects of the market for
the local economy and the municipal treasury, and the lat-
ter symbolises everything that is deemed problematic about
it. Extending this dichotomy further, the market trader and
the street peddler, the latter of whom roams the streets in
an uncontrollable and untraceable way, have been identified
as the embodiment of all the market’s woes; this was indeed
why Amsterdam banned peddling as far back as the sixteenth
century.

In England, as opposed to the Netherlands, in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries public facilities – in the form
of mostly permanent covered market halls – were envisioned
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A dual assignment: to facilitate . . . to regulate . . .
A conceptual dist.: the market principle the marketplace

to house market traders. Yet these facilities stemmed more
from – at best – a Victorian feeling of morality and respon-
sibility towards ‘educating’ the lower classes, and – at worst
– a deep aversion, dating back to at least medieval times, to
the ‘ill-mannered’ market trader and peddler, who had to be
contained and policed (this is not very different from in Am-
sterdam), than from a genuine interest in the marketplace as
an urban phenomenon. Indeed, local governments are nowa-
days focusing more and more on policing the market trader
than facilitating the market.

This thesis looks at how the Mayor of Newham in East
London, backed by the narrative of the then-upcoming Lon-
don 2012 Olympics and legitimised by statistics regarding
deprivation in the borough, aimed to ‘regenerate’ the area.
As he looked around, he saw Queen’s Market as a distur-
bance, as noise that needed to be silenced. The council out-
lined a plan to pull down the market and replace it with a
modern development. In this context, the mayor – who had
ruled the borough for decades almost without any opposi-
tion in the council – could not hear the alternative stories
that emerged from the market. Vigorously, he argued for
redevelopment:

I am going to see that this dirty, rubbish-strewn,
poorly-lit shopping area is transformed into the
high-quality facility that our residents desire and
deserve (Wales, 2005).

The ethical urbanism that reveals itself in the case of London
can thus be characterised as repudiation and the denial of
alternative voices as meaningful.
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This answers the first part of the research question of this
thesis: What are the forces that act upon public domain in
urban marketplaces that restrict their publicness? See Table
9.1 below for a schematic overview.

Restricting forces
Istanbul direct oppression
Amsterdam administration
London repudiation

Table 9.1: Forces that restrict public domain in urban mar-
ketplaces

9.4 Three socio-spatial qualities of
public domain

Urban marketplaces, this thesis argued, are one of the places
in the city with a high potential for the development of re-
sistance to the efforts of contemporary expressions of ethical
urbanism to narrow down the domain of stories and hence
restrict public domain. Looking at exactly how this works
answers the second part of the research question of this the-
sis: What are the characteristics of markets as a form of
public space that enable the development of public domain?

As nodes in multiple networks of products, people and
ideas, three socio-spatial characteristics of marketplaces are
defined that contribute to the development of public domain
in cities:

First, marketplaces function as ‘public alleys’ that open
up parts of the city and facilitate interaction among resi-
dents. Through this, they foster the development of public
domain. In Istanbul, where several hundred marketplaces
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pop up every week in different locations in the city, the cov-
ered arcades that the market traders build with nothing more
than ropes, metal poles and tarps provide a safe thorough-
fare into neighbourhoods that, during other days of the week,
are thought of as inaccessible. As these public alleys move
through the city – appearing in one street on one day, and in
another street the next – their transformative and ephemeral
quality provides a rhythm to the neighbourhood, and creates
flows of people that intersect at specific points and at specific
moments. Under the protective canopy of the marketplace,
then, people slow down their pace and notice the presence of
those whom they have never met before. Through the cre-
ation of public alleys, open space in the city, such as a street,
is turned into public space, spaces where people interact and
where different stories appear and coexist.

As Chapter 6 argues, although this characteristic of the
market stems from its materiality, it is the skill of the market
trader in Istanbul to create these canopies – knowledge that
is passed on from father to son – that defines the market.
The chapter follows Davut, a young man who has now taken
it upon himself to teach the younger generation the art of
using the elements available in the street to erect, quickly and
efficiently, a resilient and functional shopping arcade that can
act as a public alley.

Second, marketplaces can serve as spaces of ‘comfort-
able surprises’, where people feel at ease to be open to unpre-
dictable encounters with the other. In the Dapper Market in
Amsterdam East, people encounter not just the sounds and
smells of the Other, but also recognise the language of their
home country, or the bread that their mothers used to bake.
The daily rituals of the market provide so-called patches of
familiarity that enable people to let go of their blasé outlook
and ‘risk’ – albeit momentarily – meeting others with a nod,
a smile or even a few words.

While these moments may be everyday, they are not triv-
ial. Especially during moments of heightened tensions, we
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can get a sense of their significance in the city. It was in the
Dapper Market, as Chapter 7 shows, that people got together
and openly invited others to share their stories – through
simple gestures such as the offering of a biscuit – after the
murder of filmmaker and critic Theo van Gogh in the neigh-
bourhood, which shocked local residents and market traders
and the country as a whole.

Chapter 7 follows a typical day in the Dapper Market,
where the ‘drawing of lots’ by the market manager is a daily
ritual that signals the transformation of the street into a mar-
ket – of open space into public space. Although he might not
find his favourite bread at exactly the same spot each day
and he might have to stroll through the entire market for it,
the Iraqi man who has recognised in Sardinian flatbread the
type of bread his mother used to make is confident that he
will find it somewhere. Being at once volatile and stable, un-
predictable and reliable, is what makes the surprises in the
market comfortable. In the market, people collect stories,
share experiences and re-write their own stories in their ac-
tions. As a space of comfortable surprises, the Dapper Mar-
ket thus contributes to the development of public domain in
Amsterdam.

Third, marketplaces are spaces of ‘radical diversity’.
The prefix ‘radical’ here emphasises that the diversity in the
marketplace occurs at both the temporal and spatial levels
simultaneously. As local nodes in intrinsically global net-
works, the radical diversity of the marketplace allows people
in the market to break with the fixed identifications that are
imposed on them by the policing forces of ethical urbanism,
and rather to appear from different places at the same time.

The campaigners in London’s Queen’s Market, as Chap-
ter 8 argues, clearly demonstrate this socio-spatial quality of
the market: through national and international media, but
also through academic events, art exhibitions, film festivals,
poems, and even a US documentary film, the traders and cus-
tomers of Queen’s Market appear in front of the local council
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from unexpected places and at unexpected moments. As
such, alternative stories that have thus far been suppressed
can take root; through the market’s radical diversity, these
stories are able to claim presence and find the grounds to be
heard.

These three socio-spatial qualities of marketplaces – as
‘public alleys’, ‘comfortable surprises’ and ‘radical diversity’
– are ways through which public domain in the marketplace
might develop. These are not closed or mutually exclusive
characteristics; they are also neither necessary nor sufficient
characteristics for the development of public domain in gen-
eral. They are, furthermore, not ideal types that can – or
have to – be found in other marketplaces or public spaces,
as if on a check-list for the development of public domain.
Rather, by focusing on the three different cities, this thesis
shows three distinct ways – deeply embedded in their partic-
ular socio-historical contexts – in which public domain can
take place, and as such, it aims to provide a direction as to
where to look if we want to understand how public domain
works.

Table 9.2 schematically answers the second part of the
research question of this thesis.

Enabling characteristics
Istanbul public alleys
Amsterdam comfortable surprises
London radical diversity

Table 9.2: Characteristics of urban marketplaces that enable
public domain
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9.5 The politics of public domain
This thesis shows how public domain is a struggle. In the
end, public domain must be understood as a polemic pro-
cess of narrowing down, and stretching up, the domain of
stories. In urban marketplaces, the struggle over public do-
main might occasionally trigger what this thesis refers to as
‘moments of politics’. ‘Politics’ here is a term borrowed from
Rancière, referring to the disruption of the dominant aes-
thetic order and a redefinition what can be seen and heard
and what is mere noise. In moments of politics, oppressed
stories find ways of breaking through the ordering principles
of the dominant aesthetics and popping up to claim their
presence. It is therefore in public domain that politics takes
place.

But this struggle over public domain does not always re-
sult in moments of politics. As Rancière has argued,

Politics doesn’t always happen – it actually hap-
pens very little or rarely’ (Rancière, 1999, p. 17).

In the case of Istanbul, as this thesis shows, moments of poli-
tics fail to materialise due to the direct oppression that char-
acterises ethical urbanism in this particular context. Cap-
tured and ‘fixed’ by the strong policing forces of the local
government at such a rate and with such overwhelming force,
the germ of politics is nipped in the bud.

In Amsterdam, some sort of fragile politics seems to de-
velop. Yet here, as in Istanbul, it cracks before it can reach
the capacity to truly disrupt the dominant aesthetic order.
The policing of public domain in Amsterdam consists, as
Chapter 7 shows, in the latent diversion and bureaucrati-
sation of alternative stories and a slow but progressive pri-
vatisation of the city’s public markets. In Amsterdam, the
market seems at times to be too comfortable to allow for ac-
tual confrontation, and hence disagreement, and without a
focal point to protest against resistance does not develop and
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moments of politics have, for the time being, been averted.

In the case of Queen’s Market in East London, finally,
we see how the marketplace functions as public domain, and
how it serves as a background for moments of politics to ‘take
place’. Through the radical diversity of the market, cam-
paigners against the redevelopment of Queen’s Market were
able to present the market as a stand-in for the ‘universal
wrong’ and to appear with this claim in front of the council
from different places at the same time. They appeared in
newspaper articles, in-flight magazines, international films,
and cartoons, and not just as market traders or customers,
but as writers, artists, activists and local mums. With this
move, the campaigners denied the labelling – the allocation
of names and functions – of the police order, and provoked
a response by the council. It was in this response – in the
recognition that the Friends of Queen’s Market did indeed
utter meaningful speech – that moments of politics were trig-
gered, moments in which what could be seen and what could
be heard were redefined.

In answering the main question that has guided this re-
search – How does public domain take place in urban market-
places? – this thesis argues that public domain is a process
that is anchored in physical place. It exists in the interaction
of different stories, and the possibilities for these stories to
adapt and develop in relation to each other. An important
insight that this thesis carries forward is therefore that pub-
lic domain is not ‘a place’ – one cannot say, for example, that
the Dapper Market in Amsterdam is public domain, or that
a farmers’ market is not public domain. Rather, as public
domain ‘takes place’, it occupies and, where possible, holds
on to place and to the potential to animate the place with
alternative, perhaps contradictory, stories.
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9.6 Conclusion
The lesson to be learned from this thesis is that public do-
main, as the domain in which different stories appear, is con-
tingent and vulnerable, precisely because it is always caught
in this tension between regulation on the one hand and re-
sistance on the other, between the oppression of an ethical
urbanism and the moments of politics that this provokes.

From this also follows the insight that the ‘praxis’ and
‘place’ of public domain cannot be understood as simple op-
posites. The forces that have been described that restrict
public domain in urban marketplaces (see Table 9.1) have
been shown to stem from structural elements of policing ur-
ban space. Based on the conceptual distinction between the
market principle and the marketplace, the forces that re-
strict public domain in urban marketplaces are expressions
of a particular aesthetic configuration in which certain sto-
ries are visible and audible, while others are labelled as mere
noise. In this situation, the market can only be a dirty place,
and the solution can only be to redevelop it.

Similarly, the characteristics of urban marketplaces that
have been identified as enabling public domain (see Table
9.2) set the stage for the actual disruption of the police or-
der. Moments of politics, this thesis argues, are those in
which the domain of stories is stretched up. Their agen-
tic element consists in this disruption, which is triggered by
the restricting forces of the prevailing ethical urbanism, but
made possible by the three socio-spatial characteristics of the
marketplace as identified in this thesis: namely, the ways in
which markets function as ‘public alleys’, how they allow for
‘comfortable surprises’, and the ‘radical diversity’ that paves
the way for politics to take place.

Both the enabling forces and the restricting characteris-
tics thus have structural and agentic expressions, and of the
examples given in the preceding pages, it is primarily in the
case of Queen’s Market in London that the enabling forces of
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Restricting Enabling
Forces The expressions of an

ethical urbanism that
narrows down the do-
main of stories

The disruption of
the police order that
stretches up the
domain of stories

Charact. A historically shaped
aesthetic configuration
of what can be seen
and heard, and what is
noise

The three socio-spatial
characteristics of mar-
ketplaces: ‘public al-
leys’, ‘comfortable sur-
prises’ & ‘radical diver-
sity’

Table 9.3: Forces and characteristics of public domain

marketplaces as public domain are seen to fully develop, and
for politics to ‘take place’. Without falling into the trap of
reducing the complexity of public domain into a structure–
agency binary, Table 9.3 offers a schematic overview of the
tensions that govern public domain in urban marketplaces.

The potential for public domain to develop, although in-
formed by the structuring characteristics of urban market-
places, is certainly not determined by it. In the market,
politics can develop, but this is not referring to some sort of
romanticised, revolutionary kind of change. As the case of
Queen’s Market in London demonstrates, moments of poli-
tics are generally brief and volatile, as they descend into a
new order. Too often, movements of social change are evalu-
ated on the basis of their dramatic impact – their ‘success’ –
which obscures the importance of the everyday ways in which
public spaces function as spaces of change. It is precisely in
making the politics of public domain explicit that a study of
marketplaces contributes to our understanding of urban life.
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9.7 Implications of this research
This thesis argues for the importance of public domain in
cities, as those moments in which voices, especially of the
Other who is not partaking in the dominant story, can speak
out and demand to be heard. As such, public domain is
crucial for any democratic society to exist.

Furthermore, this thesis argues for the potential of mar-
ketplaces to contribute to the development of public domain.
At the same time, it demonstrates how marketplaces in to-
day’s cities are under threat of downsizing, relocation and
closure, and their replacement by so-called ‘festival market-
places’. The markets in Istanbul, Amsterdam and London
offer but three examples of this current trend.

Urban politics is now fought out in more complicated
arenas where ‘regeneration’, ‘place-making’ and real estate
interests are unquestionably strong forces that are tied into
today’s ethical urbanism. We should therefore nurture and
actively support those places – such as marketplaces – that
have a high potential for public domain to develop.

Embracing the market as an important urban space re-
quires ongoing attention from the bodies that govern the
market. This attention should be focused not only on polic-
ing and regulating the marketplace, but also – at the other
side of the dual assignment – on facilitating and caring for
the market. This also means that we cannot simply pay lip
service to the ‘publicness’ of marketplaces. The socio-spatial
characteristics of urban marketplaces have clear material im-
plications: for a market to function as inclusive public space,
it has to function as a market first.

At the same time, the interactions in the marketplace
that make the place ‘public’ must be more than romanticised
and idealised interactions. This romanticism is, I argue, ex-
actly what is happening in today’s farmers’ markets, and this
is why they can be understood as a reincarnation of the fes-
tival marketplace, born out of today’s ethical urbanism. The
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urban marketplace, by contrast, in order for it to function
as public domain, needs the potential for disagreement and
conflict – that is, for politics to occur. Only then can we
encounter the Other, whose stories are rarely heard. This,
then, is where democracy in today’s cities takes place.
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Fieldwork Overview

The following table provides an overview of the fieldwork
activities for this thesis.
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Appendix B

Plans, Proposals &
Designs

This thesis has analysed how, in the context of the expres-
sions of ethical urbanism prevalent in Istanbul, Amsterdam,
and London, public space takes place in markets. With mar-
kets as places that can create public alleys, where people are
confronted with comfortable surprises, and where radical di-
versity enables people to break through the dominant order
regarding what can be seen and what constitutes meaningful
speech, they can be seen as places of politics where place
becomes actualised as public domain. As this thesis has
also shown, however, public domain can never be taken for
granted, let alone considered fixed. Public domain is vulner-
able, an ongoing struggle between regulation and resistance,
between the ‘police’ – as Rancière calls it – and the moments
of ‘politics’ that subvert it.

In this appendix, I anticipate the future of urban market-
places in the three cities by proposing actual policy interven-
tions and market designs. In London, adaptations of existing
and future policy have been pursued. In Istanbul, a request
by the local government to design a sustainable marketplace
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for a suburban neighbourhood is discussed. And in Amster-
dam, a completely different design for flexible marketplaces
that move through the city – so-called ‘flying markets’ – is
proposed.

B.1 London: Newham’s Core Strat-
egy

From the case of London, is becomes clear that markets need
to be supported by their local governments in order to thrive,
and that policy should be drafted that embeds the market-
place within wider policy agendas, including health, wellbe-
ing and sustainability. Only when the value of marketplaces
is acknowledged and widely embedded in policy can markets
be safeguarded against an encroaching ethical urbanism in
the form of large-scale redevelopment plans.

This section outlines some responses to Newham Coun-
cil’s Core Strategy, the borough’s prime planning document
for the next fifteen years. These responses do not only in-
volve a reflection on the value of marketplaces for local com-
munities, but were explicitly aimed at influencing planning
in the council. Indeed, some of the responses and objections
outlined below even made it into the final strategy docu-
ment, though others did not. This is an example of how
research can directly feed into practice, and how researchers
can be engaged with the object of their study. From Low and
Merry’s list of the gradations in which social scientists can
be engaged researchers (Low & Merry, 2010, p. 204; see also
Chapter 5), this form of engagement represents ‘advocacy’.

***

Early in 2011, Newham Council presented a draft version of
their Core Strategy, a formalisation of their planning ambi-
tions for the period 2012–2027. All London boroughs are
obliged by law to make such a document; in the case of
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Newham, it was the result of more than five years of work,
during which, at various stages, different reports were pub-
lished and discussed. The Core Strategy is a crucial docu-
ment, as all future planning proposals have to conform to
the policies set out in this overall vision, which itself must
confirm to the London Plan, the spatial development strat-
egy of the Mayor of London.

Friends of Queen’s Market were therefore alarmed when
they learned that Newham Council had identified the site
of Queen’s Market as a ‘strategic site’ in the borough. Ac-
cording to the Core Strategy, the function of the site would
be ‘reinforced through co-location of other community uses’
(Policy S6-11 draft Core Strategy) – something which, in the
eyes of the Friends of Queen’s Market, could mean nothing
other than pursuing their ten-year-long plan to demolish the
present market structure and construct a new building on
the site. Notably, the council did not consider the West Ham
Football Ground – an equally large space situated down the
road from Queen’s Market – as a ‘strategic site’, even though
West Ham Football Club had expressed their ambition – that
was backed by Newham Council – to relocate to the Olympic
Stadium in Stratford after the Games.

The Core Strategy of the council was subject to a formal
public participation procedure, which included the possibil-
ity for the public to object to the draft version of the strategy
and to make suggestions for improvement. These objections
and suggestions, hereafter referred to as ‘representations’,
could be made in writing to the council – preferably through
the council’s online consultation portal, or else by mail or
email – and, following that, in person at a hearing with the
inspector. All representations had to address specific as-
pects – policies, definitions, phrases – of the Core Strategy
in light of (a) their soundness in relation to other policies,
and (b) their legal requirements. An independent planning
inspector appointed by the secretary of state evaluated the
Core Strategy in light of these representations and examined
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its soundness. The inspector was supported in his job by
an independent programme officer, whose task was to liaise
between the inspector, the council and those who made rep-
resentations.

The inspector considered the whole Core Strategy to be
sound, unless proven otherwise. It was the task of the those
who made representations, therefore, to demonstrate that
the proposed policy of the council was not sound, and to
propose how it should be adapted in order for it to be made
so. The unsoundness of the policies had to be demonstrated
following the Soundness Guidance developed by the planning
inspectorate (Inspectorate, 2009).

As expected, the Friends of Queen’s Market made rep-
resentations to seek changes in the Core Strategy. Before
doing so, they organised a ‘Core Strategy Teach-In’, together
with the legal department of Friends of the Earth, in order
to train their skills in making formal objections. Next to
writing objections, Friends of Queen’s Market also made use
of their right to be heard by the inspector in the autumn
of 2011. Additionally, in support of the campaign, I made
representations – eight in total, to different but related items
in the Core Strategy – and I also signed up to be heard in
person by the inspector.

One of the core arguments that I put forward in my rep-
resentations was that Newham Council could not legitimise
the destruction of Queen’s Market – or the redevelopment of
the market into a new structure where it would become a
‘market-in-a-mall’ – on the basis of a need for new houses
in Newham – an argument that the council had often put
forward to claim moral justification for their plans. Here,
I pointed out that the council should acknowledge that the
universal human right to adequate housing stresses that this
right extends beyond the physical conditions of the dwelling
to include the social, economic and cultural opportunities
that the house provides – in this case, the fact that there is
a hub of fresh and affordable food close by. Queen’s Market
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can therefore, so I argued, not uncritically be sacrificed for
the need for more housing.

Furthermore, I argued that Newham Council should not
only focus on creating employment opportunities, but should
rather aim to protect existing employment opportunities,
such as those offered by Queen’s Market. In relation to this,
I argued that Newham Council should not only focus on lim-
iting unhealthy food outlets, such as hot food takeaways, in
their fight against unhealthy eating and obesity, but should
take the importance of the availability of healthy, afford-
able and appropriate food in the borough into account as
well. After all, the Core Strategy refers to the poor availabil-
ity of healthy food in the borough as a significant concern.
The protection of places such as Queen’s Market, I argued,
help make Newham a healthier borough – as has also been
stressed by several earlier policy reports published by the
Newham Food Access Partnership.

Finally, I critiqued a bundle of policies in the Core Strat-
egy that tried to identify and demarcate the Green Street
area by proposing to ‘secure a more focused centre with clear
gateways’ and to ‘reduce the “edges” and severance between
different parts of the Borough and neighbouring areas’. As I
put it in my representation:

The so-called ‘edges’ or ‘ribbon developments’ of
town centres are precisely the places where spon-
taneous interaction and creativity can take place.
These ‘edges’ are the life-blood of the cores of the
town centres.

Upon emailing my representations, I received an email re-
ply from the Local Development Framework Team asking me
to resubmit them through the consultation portal. Officially
designed to facilitate the handling of the representations, the
portal only allowed them in the form of answers to be com-
pleted in text boxes in response to specific questions. A full
argumentation demonstrating the unsoundness of the Core
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Strategy based on interrelated objections was, in this format,
discouraged. I therefore replied to the team that I would
rather offer my emailed representations.

For personal reasons, I could not participate in the hear-
ings in the summer of 2011, and I therefore submitted a fur-
ther written statement to the inspector instead. The Friends
of Queen’s Market, however, did attend several days of the
hearings and clarified their concerns.

Soon after the hearing, the Friends of Queen’s Market
commented that they had not been given a fair chance, be-
cause the inspector had started his examination with the
assumption that the strategy was sound. In addition, they
argued that for ordinary people, it is hard to formulate their
arguments in planning terminology and therefore to respond
to the Core Strategy adequately.

After reading and hearing all of the representations, and
after making several fieldtrips to the area, the inspector drew
up his evaluation of the proposed Core Strategy. In his con-
cluding report, published in early 2012, the inspector con-
firmed that the structure of the market, although not nec-
essarily beautiful, was functional and ‘far from irreparable’
(Salter, 2011, p. 16). Indeed, he regarded it as ‘vitally im-
portant’ that safeguards for the retention of the market be
included in the policy plans (Salter, 2011, p. 16).

At the same time, however, the inspector dismissed the
concerns put forward in the representations that a mixed-use
development would lead to the demolition of the market, on
the grounds that such a scheme – namely the St Modwen
scheme – had already been abandoned (Salter, 2011, p. 15).
Here, the inspector assumed that the council would not sign
up for a comparable plan in the future – something that the
Core Strategy would seem to contradict. The identification of
Queen’s Market as a strategic site was, therefore, maintained
by the inspector.

Based on the final Core Strategy (Newham, 2012), which
was approved by Newham Council at the beginning of 2012,
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the future of Queen’s Market remains uncertain. Various of
my – and others’ – concerns were incorporated into the new
version of the strategy, but many were also dismissed; and
while the changes to the Core Strategy were discussed by
the inspector, he did not explain why other objections had
been ignored. The need to ‘reduce the “edges”’, for example,
remains part of the strategy. In fact, of the eight representa-
tions that I made, only one was fully accepted and a further
four were partly accepted (for example, the Core Strategy
now incorporates the need to safeguard existing places of
healthy food – but not, as I claimed should be made explicit,
affordable and appropriate food – which leaves open the door
for a transformation of Queen’s Market into a healthy but
unaffordable Festival Marketplace).

In writing these objections to Newham Council – based on
the research that I have done on Queen’s Market – I believe
that I was not only working towards fulfilling my reciprocal
obligations as a researcher, but I was also expressing my
sincere worries about the future of this – and other – public
markets. I hope that this thesis will feed into the campaign
of the Friends of Queen’s Market, where it can become part
of the campaign’s core tactics – namely of having academics
and others write about the case, which will then be picked up
by journalists, other academics, campaigners and others, to
argue for the importance of the market – just as the Friends
of Queen’s Market have become a part of the main argument
of this thesis.

B.2 Istanbul: Arnavutköy Garden
Market

In Istanbul, a provisional design for an entirely new market-
place was made, based on the request of one of the city’s
local boroughs. Faced with a rapidly expanding city, a pro-
posed new international airport, and a planned new bridge
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crossing the Bosporus, the Borough of Arnavutköy wants to
present itself as a sustainable borough with respect to the
environment – mainly in opposition, of course, to the image
of Istanbul at large. Through the creation of a marketplace,
it hopes to convey this message to its inhabitants and other
relevant parties. Based on the lessons learned in the earlier
chapters, the design that was proposed for the market in Ar-
navutköy uses local space flexibly and creates multiple uses
in the same space during the day. Although the borough was
enthusiastic about the proposal, there has so far been no op-
portunity to develop the design further and implement it. On
Low and Merry’s scale, this proposal provides an example of
‘collaboration’.

***

Arnavutköy is a town approximately forty kilometres north-
west of Istanbul, relatively close to the Black Sea, and sur-
rounded by agricultural lands and lakes. While the lakes
provide Istanbul’s water supply, the forests surrounding Ar-
navutköy act as the city’s lungs. Istanbulites sometimes go
to Arnavutköy in the summer to enjoy the nature of the area
and escape the crowds of the city.

At the same time, Arnavutköy is a part of the Province
of Istanbul, and is therefore subject to the plans that are
being drafted for the region. Currently, the city of Istan-
bul has launched ambitious plans to build a third airport
close to Arnavutköy, which would transform the once quiet
region into an important traffic hub. And if the contro-
versial third bridge over the Bosporus – another ambitious
plan of the government – is realised, Arnavutköy will find
itself in the middle of an important traffic artery linking the
bridge and the airport. The construction of the two exist-
ing bridges has demonstrated how they have boosted urban
sprawl along their access routes. Critics therefore fear that
the third bridge will equally come at the expense of the na-
ture, the lakes and the agricultural character of Arnavutköy
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Figure B.1: The neighbourhood of Bolluca in Arnavutköy,
Istanbul, in relation to the Bridges (B) and the Airports (A).

(see figure B.1).
In order to stay ahead of these developments that will

radically alter the structure of Arnavutköy, the local coun-
cil has adopted a proactive approach towards the creation of
a sustainable environment, emphasising the need to protect
the nature and agricultural landscape around Arnavutköy.
On several occasions, for example, the council has declared
natural areas as ‘protection sites’. For the same reasons, the
council participated in the Rotterdam Architectural Biennale
in 2012. The goal of the collaboration of Arnavutköy with the
Biennale was to formulate to a Strategic Vision and Action
Plan ‘that would recognise and integrate (instead of negat-
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ing), both the forces of social, economic and urban trans-
formation and the ecological and environmental urgencies’
(51n4e, 2012). The Biennale design consisted of a system
in which nature and urbanisation would no longer compete
against one another, but rather depend on each other for
their existence. As a closed, and hence sustainable, system,
the surrounding lakes and forests ‘feed’ Istanbul – both lit-
erally in terms of food and water, but also figuratively, as
the basins are able to protect the city from flooding – which,
in turn, feeds the agricultural and natural zones around it.
In the solution presented in the Biennale design, it is ar-
gued, preservation and growth go hand in hand, rather than
fighting against each other (IABR, 2012).

The Department of Planning and Project Management
in Arnavutköy, which was also directly involved in the Ar-
chitectural Biennale, requested a proposal for a new market
from me, based on one of my contacts in Istanbul who had
also collaborated in the Biennale. The new market was to
take place in Bolluca, a neighbourhood at the western edge
of Arnavutköy, with approximately 450 traders every Sun-
day. Moreover, the market had to fit into the plans for a
sustainable urban development of Arnavutköy, as presented
during the Architectural Biennale. In order to prepare a de-
sign, the department sent me a detailed map of Bolluca that
showed the location of the future market (see figure B.2).

This map immediately posed a serious problem to me, as
I had never worked with this kind of technical map before
and was therefore unable to meaningfully read it. I therefore
teamed up with Ceren Sezer, a colleague from the Depart-
ment of Urbanism at Delft Technical University, who has
both experience in the actual design of spaces and buildings
and speaks Turkish – an absolute necessity when communi-
cating with the department in Arnavutköy.

First, I interpreted the map by comparing the technical
drawing with an aerial image of Bolluca. This allowed me to
understand the position of the proposed marketplace in rela-
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Figure B.2: The technical drawing of the site as I received it
from Arnavutköy.
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tion to the urban fabric in which it is embedded. As Figure
B.3 shows, the market is close to both a high density urban
environment with existing and new houses, schools, urban
parks and a hospital to the east, as well as several plots of
agricultural land crammed between the future market and a
proposed major road to the south. Starting from this obser-
vation, the design of the market in Arnavutköy had to relate
to both the urban and rural areas of the city.

Based on the character of Arnavutköy as part of a global
city, yet with its distinct agricultural and natural character,
the proposed market was called Arnavutköy Bahçe Pazarı,
or Arnavutköy Garden Market. Just as Arnavutköy is the
garden of Istanbul, the market in Bolluca was designed to
be the garden of Arnavutköy. This meant that an impor-
tant role of the market lay in integrating the locality into
the food chain. In the plans, therefore, the children of the
nearby schools and perhaps even the patients at the hospital
– as far as would be possible – would be invited to grow food
on one of the many fields to the south of the market. These
food growing activities would not only be recreational, but
the scale of production would be such that the produce could
actually be sold in the market. In addition to schoolchildren
and patients, volunteers would be encouraged to work in the
garden, for which they would receive a discount on the fruit
and vegetables sold in the market in return. In order to
maintain fertile soil for the growing of food, residents in Bol-
luca would be invited to drop off their household organic
waste, from which compost would be made to fertilise the
land. Cooking demonstrations in the market would provide
an accessible way to learn how to cook from scratch – a qual-
ity that is quickly being lost in many contemporary Turkish
households.

As said, growing food around the market and selling it in
the market was not only meant to be recreational. It would
actually constitute a manifestation of the global processes in
which Arnavutköy is involved. Only if Arnavutköy is recog-
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Figure B.3: Interpreting the technical drawing with the help
of an aerial view. The market site is red, the cemetery green,
the hospital and schools light and dark blue respectively,
the public parks purple, the children’s playgrounds grey and
the other development sites orange. The new road is visible
in the bottom in brown, the mosque in turquoise, and the
Council Hall in pink.
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nised as an important environmental site in Istanbul, and a
crucial link in its sustainable urban development ambitions,
will it be safe from rampant urban expansion, such as mo-
torways crossing the area to connect the new third bridge
with the airport. Similarly, when the Garden Market of Ar-
navutköy is understood as a collaborative effort that delivers
fresh, locally produced and sustainable food to the neigh-
bourhood, it will be valued and protected as such. In this
way, the Garden Market in Arnavutköy could even set an
example for Istanbul as a whole.

Like the other markets in Istanbul, the market in Bol-
luca needed to be flexibly organised. On the days that the
market would be held – initially on Sundays, but later per-
haps several days a week – the site of the market would be
transformed into a large, shared canopy through the use of
ropes, poles and tarps. Part of the design facilitated the use
of the site in this way, for example by providing rings in the
pavement on which to connect the ropes. On other days of
the week, the site would not be occupied by any permanent
market structures, and would therefore offer a flexible space
for use by the local schools as well as by other cultural facili-
ties in the area, for example for the staging of plays, films or
sports tournaments, or for public gatherings and picnics. In-
deed, it is crucial in the development of sustainable cities to
use the scarce spaces of the city dynamically and intensely, in
order not to increase the distance between various activities.
And when the market is flexible with regard to the space it
occupies, the space can also be flexible with regard to the
market, for example by allowing occasional evening markets
or specialised themed markets. The flexibility of the market
is important, especially in a rapidly changing city such as
Istanbul, as it allows the market to easily and quickly adapt
to new circumstances, such as new residents or new traders.

In the design, the market explicitly targets a mixed use
of the space, even on market days. By providing benches,
for example, the market could be an area for older people
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to relax and socialise, and by setting up small restaurants
and cafés, the market could further attract people who do
not necessarily want to do their shopping at that moment.
Information stands from the local government would be logi-
cally situated at the market, thus facilitating the municipal-
ity to meet the residents of Bolluca. For the same reason, the
market site was also a logical location for the neighbourhood
library. Services such as these are best situated in locations
that a variety of people feel comfortable coming to.

Apart from the physical interventions that the market in
Bolluca would require, the management of the market would
also be locally organised. By locating the market manage-
ment actually at the market, a good working relationship
between the market managers and the traders would be en-
sured, and it would also be an important first point of con-
tact for customers. The market manager would act as a host
of the market, and would mediate in small conflicts. He or
she would also be responsible for the interpretation of the
market rules and the day to day enforcement of these rules.
The market manager would create the necessary dynamic to
make the market attractive and comfortable for all. He or
she would furthermore coordinate the recycling of the waste
produced by the market, either by donating produce to local
charities or by composting it. The market manager would
not, however, collect market fees, which would be done elec-
tronically and be checked by zabıta, the municipal police.

The proposed market, as sketched out above, could be
realised relatively quickly. Implementation and evaluation
of the Garden Market of Arnavutköy could occur within a
year of starting. In the summer of 2012, the proposal was
sent to the Arnavutköy Department of Planning and Project
Management (see figure B.4). The department was happy to
receive the concept study; however, it has not yet commis-
sioned the concept study to be turned into an actual design.
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Figure B.4: Translated excerpt of the Vision Statement as it
was sent to the department in Arnavutköy.
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B.3 Amsterdam: Flying Markets
In Amsterdam, markets are losing ground due to the ongo-
ing suspicion of the local authorities towards them. This
suspicion, Chapter 3 has argued, stems from the historically
founded dual task of the local authorities to both facilitate
the market, as well as to regulate and police it, and where
the market trader – alongside peddlers – have been the em-
bodiment of everything that goes wrong in the market. The
proposal for Amsterdam was therefore to embrace the ped-
dler as a valuable actor in the city who, by his actions and
movements, transforms open space into public space. The
so-called flying markets design was positively received by
the local government, yet due to a change in government
structure, amongst other reasons, it has thus far not been
implemented.1 This proposal also constitutes an example of
researcher-government ‘collaboration’ according to Low and
Merry’s list.

***

Because of their dynamic and ephemeral character, market-
places can serve valuable functions in a city, including the
provision of food and jobs, especially for immigrants and the
low skilled, but also, as this thesis has argued, the creation
of public space. Street peddlers, who bring some of the qual-
ities of marketplaces with them – albeit on a small scale –
can be considered mobile place-makers: wherever a cluster of
peddlers appears, open spaces are instantly transformed into
public domain, where people slow down to look around, have
a chat and learn new stories. Open spaces can range from
empty spaces where people do not come because they feel
uncomfortable, to busy spaces where functional movements
prevent people from noticing each other. In both cases, the

1This is a revised version of an article that appeared in Janssens &
Sezer, 2013.
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public quality of the space can be activated – or improved –
by attracting people and stimulating interaction.

The proposal for the flying markets, drafted with urban
designer and architect Ceren Sezer, follows this logic. By
turning open spaces in the city into public domain, flying
markets provide both a place for social interaction, as well
as an opportunity for people to start their own business and
participate in the local economy. It thus stands on both a
social-economic and a spatial pillar.

B.3.1 The idea
The term ‘flying markets’ refers to Kar’s (1982, p. 18)
description of peddlers in Amsterdam who spontaneously
formed ad-hoc markets as they gathered at busy road in-
tersections or in parks, only to disperse into the streets as
soon as the inspectors of the police arrived. Flying mar-
kets are thus characterised as dynamic and volatile in na-
ture. They are a periodic occurrence of small markets con-
sisting of a cluster of traders who ‘descend’ onto the streets,
parks, squares and other open spaces in the city, to trans-
form these spaces into public domain. Flying markets do
not claim urban space. They do not make use of permanent
or static structures, but rather move around by means of
wheeled push-carts, folding tables or transport bicycles with
large baskets. In particular, Flying markets ‘pop up’ in ur-
ban places that are currently not well used, such as railway
overpasses or empty squares in neighbourhoods, where their
buzz attracts other people, which eventually contributes to a
feeling of ‘place’ in the neighbourhood. This spatial element
of flying markets is also connected to their temporal dimen-
sion, for some places might be well used during one moment
of the day, but not well used during other moments. The in-
terspaces between office buildings, for example, are very busy
during office hours, but often deserted after 6 pm. Here, fly-
ing markets could draw people in the evening, making better
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use of the urban space.
The number of traders in flying markets is crucial. The

markets should be large enough to develop the qualities of
‘public alleys’, ‘comfortable surprises’ and ‘radical diversity’.
This means that they must achieve a critical mass in order
to be a marketplace, rather than merely a collection of a few
individual traders. At the same time, flying markets should
be small enough to fit into different open spaces that are
not specifically designed for markets, without taking over all
space, and without creating unfair competition with shop
owners or regular markets in the area.

Related to this, the number of traders in flying markets
should not exceed the number that formally defines a market
according to the Market Regulations of the City of Amster-
dam, because this would subject them to the regulations,
which are based on policing and regulating the market, as
Chapter 3 has argued. At present, this number is fixed at
eight.

The traders in flying markets are ideally residents from
the areas in which the markets take place. They are, fur-
thermore, explicitly not professional retailers. Rather, the
proposal aims at offering a new experience – or a ‘taste’ –
of what independent entrepreneurship is to those who have
least access to it. This includes immigrants, but also women
and youth. Provisional studies reveal that there are many
residents who sell or give away homemade products, such as
Turkish bread, to family, friends and neighbours. Yet these
informal ‘traders’ sometimes lack the formal requirements
and the social and financial capital to start their own busi-
nesses. This is particularly true for women. Often, they
also underestimate their own capacities and might not feel
sufficiently confident to seize an entrepreneurial opportunity
when it presents itself. With some support, and the possibil-
ity to ‘test out’ what being a market trader entails without
having to commit oneself, flying markets aim to provide a
service to such people, as well as to the community, by capi-
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talising on the hidden potential of the residents. It is also for
these reasons that flying markets should not be considered
markets in the formal sense of the word, for this would sub-
ject the traders to the Market Regulations that would require
them to obtain licenses et cetera (see Chapter 7).

B.3.2 The locations
As discussed above, the aim of flying markets is to transform
open space into public domain. Not all sites are therefore
appropriate for flying markets. As part of a pilot study, three
key locational characteristics were identified that indicate the
potential of a place to accommodate flying markets.

First, flying markets need to connect to existing retail
patterns in the neighbourhood, because these have the abil-
ity to attract visitors both from within and from outside
the neighbourhood. By locating flying markets along the
intersections of possible routes between different retail envi-
ronments, they could become nodes in already existing net-
works.

Secondly, intersections in traffic are considered potential
spots for flying markets. In such locations, different people
pass each other, yet they rarely stop to have a chat and ac-
tually meet. By offering an opportunity to stop for a while,
a flying market can support social contacts on a neighbour-
hood scale. Here, intensely used slow moving traffic routes
are particularly relevant, as cyclists and pedestrians have,
in contrast to car drivers, the possibility to stop briefly and
wander around.

Third, as flying markets are aimed at supporting the eco-
nomic participation of people that face the most difficulty
in formal participation, they should be organised in close
proximity to areas with higher than average rates of unem-
ployment and immigrants.

A preliminary study to identify suitable spots for flying
markets was carried out in Amsterdam East. Amsterdam
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East is a borough located on the east side of the River Am-
stel, but within the inner part of Amsterdam as defined by
the A10 Ringroad Motorway. The area is characterised in
part by the transformed old harbour area in the north, in-
cluding the newly built residential islands of Zeeburg and
IJburg. The central and southern parts of the borough are
former working class neighbourhoods, which are interspersed
with more lofty and leafy residential areas as well as an im-
portant business district and major train station: Amstel.

Some of the attractions of the borough are located in the
nineteenth century neighbourhood of Oud Oost (‘Old East’)
and the early twentieth century neighbourhood of Indische
Buurt (‘Indonesian Neighbourhood’), including the Ooster-
park (‘Eastern Park’), adjacent to the Museum of the Trop-
ics, the city’s anthropological museum. The Dapper Market,
discussed in Chapter 7, is also located in this area, as are the
shopping streets along the Java Street and the Eerste van
Swinden Street (see figure B.5).

Amsterdam East has a population of around 122,000, of
which 52 per cent are of Surinamese, Turkish or Moroc-
can descent (Oost, 2013). Average rates of unemployment
in Amsterdam as a whole are higher for residents with a
‘non-Western’ background. According to GIS-based maps
that represent residential clusters within the population of
Amsterdam, the largest concentrations of unemployment in
the borough are in the neighbourhoods Oud Oost and In-
dische Buurt (see figure B.6) (Regiomonitor, 2008; Pfeffer et
al., 2012). This might be due to the availability of low-rent
housing, which has attracted immigrants to these areas since
the 1960s.

As a result of government efforts to improve the social and
economic situation in so-called ‘deprived’ neighbourhoods in
Amsterdam, some of the old neighbourhoods of Amsterdam
East, particularly Indische Buurt, underwent a transforma-
tion process beginning in 2008 (O+S, 2008). These changes
are driven particularly by the privatisation of the housing
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Figure B.5: Amsterdam East, neighbourhood attractions.
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Figure B.6: Residential clusters of unemployment and immi-
grant populations in Amsterdam East.

market, which attracts residents from middle-income groups
to the neighbourhood. Besides the ongoing renovation pro-
cess of the old housing stock, the new upscale cafés and ter-
races popping up next to cheap eateries and supermarkets
are clear signs of the presence of new residents with higher
purchasing power.

While the neighbourhoods of Oud Oost and Indische Bu-
urt present remarkable clusters of unemployment, they are
thus also becoming more and more gentrified as a result of
ongoing urban renewal. This is creating an increasing so-
cial divide between old inhabitants and newly arriving resi-
dents, which, as an obstacle for social cohesion, is a source
of concern for the local government. In response to this, the
local government has initiated various cultural events and
neighbourhood workshops, though studies have questioned
the ability of these initiatives to meet their objectives (Smets
& Uyl, 2008; Kempen & Bolt, 2009).

In addition to these residential distribution patterns that
indicate the various social characteristics of the neighbour-
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hood, land-use maps indicating retail activities (DRO, 2008),
as well as Bicycle Use Intensity maps of Amsterdam East
(DIVV, 2008), were used to map the intersections of traffic
routes and retail environments (see figure B.5).

In addition, short field visits to the borough were con-
ducted in order to get a first-hand impression of the locations.
As described in Chapter 5, these ‘rapid ethnographic assess-
ments’ have the advantage of combining a sensitivity for the
context and meaning that users attach to certain locations,
with a time-limited research frame. Despite their weaknesses,
these assessments provide valuable additional insight when
combined with the other sources of data, such as those de-
scribed above. During a period of one week in June 2013,
structured observations at different times of the day and on
different days of the week (both weekdays and weekends)
provided information about the usage of the space, such as
the different routes that pedestrians and cyclists take. The
findings were recorded through photographs.

Based on this provisional study, a walking route was
drawn up along which potential sites for flying markets could
be identified, based on the locational criteria established.
This route begins at Java Square and continues into Oost-
erpark and Eerste Oosterpark Street, until Wibaut Street.
Along this route, six potential sites for flying markets were
identified according to the criteria set out above (see figure
B.7).

B.3.3 Towards implementation
Designing a concept for a new type of urban marketplace,
however, is not enough to improve a neighbourhood. As
researchers, we have an obligation to take our work beyond
our initial scholarly interests in order to contribute to the
improvement of the social situations that we study. For these
reasons, a pilot case was proposed in Amsterdam East.

As the proposal to organise flying markets is built on a
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Figure B.7: Potential sites for flying markets in Amsterdam
East.
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spatial component (creating valuable public space that sup-
ports social cohesion and participation) as well as a socio-
economic component (providing a low-barrier experience to
entrepreneurship), it was well received by both the team of
civil servants working on social integration and community
cohesion and by those responsible for ensuring lively and
successful retail environments. The alderman responsible for
public space, neighbourhoods and markets also embraced the
idea, as it fit neatly with local policy agendas. In 2012, for
example, the city published a report on diversity, claiming
that in times of economic hardship, they have to ‘build on
the strengths of residents’ (Es, 2012). Furthermore, the 2010-
2014 coalition agreement in Amsterdam East stated that the
borough must commit to the creativity and opportunities
that already exist in the borough. As the alderman for fi-
nance and public participation put it in 2012:

We have to make the most of what is already
there. We need to bring people together, connect
them: in places where people meet each other, so
that they do not just meet their neighbours, but
they meet the entire world!

In order to facilitate communication with local politi-
cians, planners and other stakeholders in the project,
sketches were developed to give an impression of the real-
isation of flying markets in Amsterdam. Figures B.8 and B.9
show two of these sketches, based on two of the spots that
were selected above: one on the corner of Wibaut Street at
the western end of the Eerste Oosterpark Street, close to a
metro station and on a busy artery of the city’s cycling and
walking network, and another located at the corner of Oost-
erpark and the city hospital (spots 5 and 6 in figure B.7).

Despite the initial enthusiasm and several constructive
meetings with civil servants of both teams – in which every-
one embraced the idea – a number of bureaucratic obstacles
appeared to prevent each team from formally supporting the
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Figure B.8: Sketches of flying markets in the proposed loca-
tions.
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Figure B.9: Sketches of flying markets in the proposed loca-
tions.
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pilot project. Here, the combined target of both social co-
hesion and economic opportunity – two qualities that come
together in marketplaces as public spaces – turned out to
be a difficulty, rather than an asset, in realising the project.
Further contacts with housing corporations, the local cham-
ber of commerce, and even a local branch of a bank did not
result in any serious commitment. Hence the project remains
in the design phase.





Appendix C

Queen’s Market
Curry

Adam, an East Londoner and campaigner for Queen’s Mar-
ket, explains how his mother’s curries changed according to
what she could find the the market that day (see page 206).
These curries embody the roles that markets play in an urban
context:

Really important about Queen’s Market is that
there is something about knowing your local area.
. . . And for my mum similarly. For her – she is
coming from Bengal and came to this country
when she was nine, my dad when he was a bit
older, in his twenties – but the thing is, for them,
this is part of their culture. . . .When you go out
and press the jackfruit so you know which one is
ripe and which one is not. . . .
It caters for communities who are on very low
budgets, and I think that makes it quite vital.
You have to consider that there were nine of
us living in a three bedroom house. . . .We had

299
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chopped curries which had sprouts in them and
other things. . . . It was a kind of melting pot, a
mixing pot, definitely, on that level. It affected
the home. When these sort of things are cut off,
people feel more and more disillusioned and dis-
tanced from their environment. I think that’s
quite the game of the city.

Ingredients:
10 lamb chops
Small orange pumpkins
2 onions
A few cloves of garlic
Small stick of ginger
Handful of coriander
A few chillies
Mild curry powder

To make:
Cook a base of 2 unions in olive oil, a few
pieces of finely chopped garlic and ginger, salt
and pepper. Allow to completely soften. Add
2 tablespoons of mild curry powder, mixing
content into a paste. Ass 10 lamb chops. Let
the meat cook in the paste, colouring the meat
until almost frying it. Add a little hot water if
needed. After the meat has gained some colour
add a few cups of hot water, cover the pan with
lid on a medium-slow heat. Let the meat cook
slowly in the curry sauce. Meanwhile add some
finely chopped chillies to the pan. Cut a peeled
orange pumpkin into pieces and add to the pan.
Stir content, cover and let simmer. Finally add
finely chopped coriander. After 30-45 minutes of
simmering you have a soft sweet pumpkin mixed
in a rich lamb chop curry.
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